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Sizing (hydrophobization) is one of the most important process steps within the added-
value chain of about 1/3rd of the worldwide produced paper & board products. Even 
though sizing with so-called reactive sizing agents, such as alkenyl succinic anhydride 
(ASA) was implemented in the paper industry decades ago, there is no total clarity yet 
about the detailed chemical and physical mechanisms that lead to their performance. 
Previous research was carried out on the role of different factors influencing the sizing 
performance, such as bonding between ASA and cellulose, ASA hydrolysis, size 
revision as well as the most important interactions with stock components, process 
parameters and additives during the paper making process. However, it was not yet 
possible to develop a holistic model for the explanation of the sizing performance given 
in real life application. This thesis describes a novel physico-chemical approach to this 
problem by including results from previous research and combining these with a wide 
field of own basic research and a newly developed method that allows tracing back the 
actual localization of ASA within the sheet structure. 
The carried out measurements and trial sets for the basic field of research served to 
evaluate the stock and process parameters that most dominantly influence the sizing 
performance of ASA. Interactions with additives other than retention aids were not 
taken into account. The results show that parameters, such as the content of 
secondary fibers, the degree of refining, the water hardness as well as the suspension 
conductivity, are of highest significance. The sample sets of the trials with the major 
impacting parameters were additionally analyzed by a newly developed localization 
method in order to better understand the main influencing factors. 
This method is based on optical localization of ASA within the sheet structure by 
confocal white light microscopy. In order to fulfill the requirements at magnification 
rates of factor 100 optical zoom, it was necessary to improve the contrast between 
ASA and cellulose. Therefore, ASA was pretreated with an inert red diazo dye, which 
does not have any impact on neither the sizing nor the handling properties of ASA. 
Laboratory hand sheets that were sized with dyed ASA, were analyzed by means of 
their sizing performance in correlation to measurable ASA agglomerations in the sheet 
structure. The sizing performance was measured by ultrasonic penetration analysis. 
The agglomeration behavior of ASA was analyzed automatically by multiple random 
imaging of a sample area of approx. 8650 µm² with a minimum resolution for particles 
 IV 
of 500 nm in size. The gained results were interpreted by full factorial design of 
experiments (DOE). The trials were carried out with ASA dosages between 0% and 
0.8% on laboratory hand sheets, made of 80% bleached eucalyptus short fiber kraft 
pulp and 20% northern bleached softwood kraft pulp, beaten to SR° 30, produced with 
a RDA sheet former at a base weight of 100 g/m² oven dry.  
The results show that there is a defined correlation between the ASA dosage, the 
sizing performance and the number and area of ASA agglomerates to be found in the 
sheet structure. It was also possible to show that the agglomeration behavior is highly 
influenced by external factors like furnish composition and process parameters. This 
enables a new approach to the explanation of sizing performance, by making it 
possible to not only examine the performance of the sizing agent, but to closely look 
at the predominant position where it is located in the sheet structure. These results 
lead to the explanation that the phenomenon of sizing is by far not a pure chemical 
process but rather a more physical one. Based on the gained findings it was possible 
so far to optimize the ASA sizing process in industrial-scale by means of ~ 50% less 
ASA consumption at a steady degree of sizing and improved physical sheet properties. 
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1 Introduction and Problem Description 
Sizing / hydrophobization is one of the most important steps in the added value 
chain for about 1/3rd of the globally produced board and paper grades. It is the only 
way to define the behavior of a substrate towards the ad- and absorption of 
aqueous substances such as water, inks or glues without changing the sheet 
morphology or composition. Within these processes, the sizing agents are either 
applied internally during the wet-end processes or on the surface within the paper 
machine. The main sizing agent classes by mass shares are: rosin sizes, 
alkylketene dimers (AKD), alkenyl succinic anhydrides (ASA) and polymeric sizing 
agents (PSA). Being one of the most costly grafting steps for the affected grades, 
the sizing procedure has always been in the focus of optimization. Since the days 
of steadily rising raw material and energy prices and narrowing ecological 
tolerances, paper & board production had to become a highly scientific and fully 
automatized industrial branch. Dominant and high customer requirements to the 
product, on either the converting, printing or the end-user side do not allow any 
unpredictable variations as such. To guarantee a lucrative, efficient, ecologically 
friendly, sustainable and optimal process, the production steps have to be very 
fast, free of losses and within a narrow range of tolerances. Even though sizing 
with the so-called reactive sizing agents ASA and AKD was implemented in the 
paper industry decades ago, there is no total clarity yet about the detailed chemical 
and physical mechanisms that lead to their performance.  
1.1 Initial Situation 
ASA is the number one representative of the group of reactive sizing agents. It is, 
from the point of traditional knowledge, supposed to generate its sizing action by 
the formation of covalent bonds with the stock’s cellulose during the papermaking 
process. 
Driven by the high anhydride-based reactivity it is also prone to rapid hydrolysis 
with the process water. This undesired concurrence reaction is supposed to 
minimize the sizing performance and to interfere with the paper or board machines 
process stability. Within the water loops, hydrolyzed ASA is able to form salts with 
metal ions, especially calcium. These salts, if not carried out of the system with the 
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stock, form sticky deposits within the approach flow system and the paper 
machines wet end section, potentially causing severe interferences during the 
production process. 
On the opposite side of this traditional understanding of reactive sizing with ASA 
are some recent findings of several research groups, showing that the amount of 
bound ASA in a ready-made sized paper sheet is close to zero. Hence, the sizing 
performance is still given; these findings are contrary to the traditional 
understanding of the physical and chemical mechanisms that lead to the 
hydrophobizing performance of ASA. 
These findings question the validity of published mechanism models that were 
commonly used for the explanation of ASA sizing performance generation. 
At the moment, there is no valid holistic chemical and physical performance model 
available, which describes the aspects of reactive sizing with ASA. 
1.2 Objective 
It is the objective of the presented work to create a path to holistic understanding 
of the occurring physico-chemical mechanisms which lead to ASA’s 
hydrophobizing performance. This goal should be reached by closing the gap 
between the two commonly used performance explanation attempts, which are 
based either on the generation of ester bonds between ASA and the cellulose or 
on a physical distribution of ASA on the fiber surface. This attempt includes an 
approach to performance explanation via on the one hand a comprehensive 
analysis of sizing performance interfering factors, and the development of a novel 
measurement method which allows to trace ASA’s distribution behavior on a 
microscopic scale within the structures of ready-made sheets on the other hand. 
The combination of the results of both attempts should finally be the foundation for 
the explanation of the so far not yet clarified puzzle pieces to ASA’s holistic sizing 
performance explanation. It is the final goal of this work to utilize the gained 
knowledge for the development and implementation of novel sizing mechanism 
based approaches to ASA performance improvement, in order to optimize the 
industrial sizing processes by significant means. 
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2 Theoretical Approach 
The following section will describe the theoretical background of this thesis. The 
first Chapter will deal with the modern paper industry as such, including production 
rates, produced grades as well as past and future trends. This will be followed by 
a Chapter on the raw materials for the production of paper & board with a special 
focus on the required chemical additives, the key ingredients to modern high-
performance papermaking. The third Chapter is on the topic of paper & board 
sizing. First, the theory of sizing will be described, followed by some information on 
the main sized paper & board grades, the nowadays mostly used sizing agents, 
and the explanation of the used methods for sizing agent amount and sizing degree 
determination. The special focus of this Chapter will be on the sizing agent “alkenyl 
succinic anhydride” (ASA), its production, processing, application, mechanistic 
reaction models and causes for interactions. This Chapter will be followed by a 
description of the limitations of state of the art sizing analysis, directly leading into 
the last Chapter, which will describe the theoretical background of the invented 
optical analysis method. 
2.1 The Modern Paper & Board Industry on the Example of 
Germany 
The process of modern paper & board production is by far not comparable to the 
handicraft it used to be until Henry Fourdrinier filed the patent for the first machine 
[1] for continuous production of paper in 1807. Since this time, the whole production 
process has evolved from a rather mechanical one to a highly automated high-tech 
process. In order to fulfill the customer demands, regarding quality and quantity, 
the processes had to become more productive and accurate over all. This is why 
modern paper machines are hardly operated by men, but by fully integrated, 
intelligent computer systems [2], which are just surveilled and adjusted by the 
personnel. Driven by this change in automation and by the recent developments in 
machine technology, it is today possible to produce for example newsprint at 
2010 m/min [3] or tissue at 2210 m/min [4], at machine widths over 11 m. The 
yearly production rates of the largest machines exceed 1.2 billion tons [5]. Only the 
invention and the ability of producing such machines made it possible to fulfill the 
demand of the steadily growing world paper & board market. As it can be seen in 
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Figure 2.1-1 [6], the German and world production as well as the consumption 
followed an almost linear growth until the year 2009, the year the last world financial 
and economic crisis hit the markets. Even though the German economy is one of 
the strongest and most solid in the world, it had to suffer as well. Only governmental 
economic stimulus packages were able to stabilize the markets [7]. Since that point 
in time, the German paper industry is recovering slowly, while the world paper 
industry is still, after a short recession, on the rising branch. By now, the German 
production has reached almost the rates of 2008. With a yearly production in 2014 
of 22.535 million tons, Germany is the biggest paper & board producing economy 
in Europe and the fourth strongest in the world (403 mio. t./2013), behind Japan 
(26.2 mio. t./2013), the USA (73.8 mio. t./2013) and the world leader China  
(104.7 mio. t./2013). 
 
The crisis was the trigger for the last significant structural changes in the paper 
industry. Figure 2.1-2 [6, 7] shows, that even though the gross production is almost 
equal, the shares of the produced grades differ quite a lot between 2008 and 2014. 
While the graphical grades, once the German paper industry’s backbone, lost 
almost 8% of their share (1.85 mio. t./a), the packaging grades extended theirs by 



























































































Paper and Board Production vs. Consumption












Figure 2.1-1: Paper & Board Production vs. Consumption (Germany & World / 1959 - 2014) [6] 
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This change is mainly triggered by a steady demand decrease of printed media 
such as books, magazines and newspapers, driven by ongoing digitalization, and 
at the same time by a demand increase in required packaging media for the rising 
branches of logistics and online based mail-order business. This trend is supposed 
to continue for the following years, forcing further reorganizations within the 
German paper industry [6]. Another important trend of the recent years is an 
achieved optimized production towards higher energy and raw material efficiency, 
as well as towards a maximum of sustainability [8, 9]. For the export based German 
market (Figure 2.1-1 / green shading) this trend arose out of the necessity to remain 
competitive amongst other producing countries, especially to countries from the 
Asian market. 
2.1.1 Raw Materials for the Production of Paper & Board 
The raw material composition for 
produced paper & board grades in 
Germany is based on the utilization 
of ~ 85% fiber compounds and 
~ 15% non-fibrous materials. As 
can be seen in Figure 2.1-3 [6] the 
recycled grades, also known as 
secondary fibers, form the 
foundation for Germany’s 
production with a share of 63.6%. 
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German Production by Main Grades
Figure 2.1-2: German Production by Main Grades (2008 & 2014) [6, 7] 
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Figure 2.1-3: Raw Material Consumption  
(Germany / 2014) [6] 
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Primary fibers account for the second 
largest share with 21.68%. This share is 
made up of 4.29% mechanical pulp 
(e.g., SGW, TMP, CTMP) and 17.39% 
chemical pulp (e.g., long/short fiber kraft 
or sulfite pulp). Minerals and additives 
make up an overall share of 14.49%. 
The detailed composition of this fraction 
will be discussed in the following section. 
The smallest share of 0.23% consists of 
other pulp grades (e.g., dissolving or 
medical pulp). The previously mentioned 
trend of sustainability is visualized in  
Figure 2.1-4 [6]. This figure displays the 
progress of the recycling and utilization rate of the last 14 years. It shows 
impressively that Germany has reached its own zenith of secondary fiber usage. A 
further increase in secondary fiber utilization will only be possible by importing an 
excess of waste paper from abroad. Driven by the market forces and the 
international competition, this will only be possible by accepting higher raw material 
prices. 
The following figure (Figure 2.1-5 / 1 [6, 10]) displays in detail the composition of 
the “minerals and additives” share. As minerals and additives make up only a small 
share of the raw material composition for early papermaking, they are key 
ingredients of today’s papermaking. Minerals have an overall share of 76.3%. This 
share is made up of 48.5% coating pigments and 27.8% fillers. Typical minerals 
used for this purpose are clay, GCC, PCC, titanium dioxide and many more. The 
second largest share with 9.5% is the product group of starches. This group 
consists of all different kinds of starch types starting from native starches, over 
thermally and enzymatically degraded starches to specialty starches, such as 
anionic, cationic or amphoteric starches. The major part of the starches is used as 
internally applied dry strength agent, while some special modified starches can 
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Figure 2.1-4: Recycling Rate vs. Utilization Rate  
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 Basic and Bleaching Additives // 0.22 mio. t/a
 Starch // 0.36 mio. t/a
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Figure 2.1-5 Minerals & Additives, Specialty Chemicals, Functional Chemicals, and Process Chemicals 
(Germany / 2014 & World / 2005) [6, 10] 
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The third largest share is made up by specialty chemicals, which will be described 
in detail in the next section. Basic and bleaching agents mostly used during the 
production of virgin fibers account for 5.9%. The smallest group with 1.8% is the 
product class of aluminum compounds such as alum, PAC or PANS. These 
products are mainly used as flocculation agents or as fixatives in combination with 
rosin size. 
The share of specialty chemicals is the key ingredient to today’s high-performance 
papermaking. The group of special chemicals is split into two sub-groups, 
functional chemicals and process chemicals (Figure 2.1-5 / 2 [6, 10]). Functional 
chemicals have the ability to change, improve or define the final product’s 
properties. These properties can be of morphological, physical, optical or chemical 
nature. The three main groups of functional chemicals are polymeric binders 
(62.9%), sizing agents (13.5%) and wet strength agents (7.9%). The group of sizing 
agents will be described in Chapter 2.2.6. The residual additives contributing to 
functional chemicals are by shares: coating additives, dry strength agents, dyestuff, 
OBAs, chelating agents and others chemicals (Figure 2.1-5 / 3 [6, 10]). 
The overall smallest group of raw materials is represented by the process 
chemicals. These chemicals have the ability to influence and improve the 
production process. Nevertheless some of these products, especially retention 
aids and fixatives have the capability of improving paper parameters or contributing 
to the performance of functional chemicals. The three main product classes of 
chemicals are retention aids (29.1%), defoamers/deaerators (18.2%), and cleaners 
(13.6%). The residual additives contributing to this group are by shares: fixatives, 
flocculants, biocides and others chemicals (Figure 2.1-5 / 4 [6, 10]). 
2.2 The Sizing of Paper & Board 
2.2.1 Introduction to Paper & Board Sizing 
Sizing is one of the most important process steps within the added-value chain of 
about 1/3rd of the worldwide produced paper & board products [10]. This process 
is well known since the early days of papermaking. Not comparable to today’s 
sizing processes, in former time’s single paper sheets were rendered for a certain 
degree resistant to water absorption by dipping them into a tub of animal or 
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vegetable glue with subsequent drying [11]. The process changed during the years 
of industrialization into the first applications where natural sizing agents where 
applied to the stock prior to sheet forming on a continuous working paper machine 
[11, 12]. The focus of modern paper sizing is the improvement or the adjustment 
of printability, convertibility and the durability against water or humidity by the 
application of highly specific, mostly synthetic sizing agents. 
Even though this process step is that important and well known, the phrase “sizing” 
can have different meanings and can therefore be confused. This is why the next 
section of this Chapter will deal with the origin of the word sizing, its historical and 
present meaning, and how it is defined for the content of this thesis. 
The origin of the words “sizing” or “size” can be explained via three approaches. 
The first is the derivation from the Swedish and French word “size” [11], which 
stands for glue and can be explained by early hand papermaking, where the sheets 
were treated by dipping into a tub of animal glue. 
The second approach is that the word sizing derives from the actual size/dimension 
change of a paper stack after being dipped into water [11]. 
The third explanation is said to originate from the Latin word “assidere", which is 
supposed to have changed over years in Italian papermaking into the word “sisa” 
and then “size”, meaning, “set in place” [12]. This theory could not be 
reconstructed, because intense research did not confirm the stated meaning of 
“assidere" [13].  
The present meaning of the word “sizing” is somehow still confused in two ways. 
On the one hand, there is the process of “surface sizing” [14-17] with starch in so-
called size presses to improve the paper’s strength or surface properties. On the 
other hand, there is the treatment with sizing agents, either internally [16, 18] or on 
the surface [19, 20] to improve and control the papers absorbency behavior 
towards aqueous fluids [11].  
For the content of this thesis, the word “sizing” is defined as the treatment of paper 
& board with chemical additives in order to control or improve the absorbency 




2.2.2 The Definition of Paper & Board Sizing 
The gross of the sheet structure (substrate) is made up of cellulosic fibers. These, 
in combination with other sheet ingredient, form a very fine and extremely porous 
structure, which is capable of absorbing water many times over its own weight 
within only an instant of time. If the fibers were not made hydrophobic in an artificial 
way, water contact would lead to immediate structural and strength losses [11, 21, 
22]. To avoid this phenomenon, the substrate has to be sized. The process of 
sizing, in accordance to earlier publications [10, 11, 21, 23], can be defined as 
following: 
“Sizing is: 
hydrophobization of paper / board 
by internal or surface application 
of predominantly hydrophobic,  
surface active additives.” [24] 
 
  Figure 2.2-1: Definition of Paper & Board Sizing. The Substrate’s Behavior toward Wetting. 
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This artificially generated hydrophobicity stands in direct correlation to the 
absorption behavior of the substrate. By adjusting the degree of hydrophobicity, or 
in other words, the sizing degree, it is possible to control the relative amount of 
fluid that is absorbed per unit of time. Meaning, the higher the degree of sizing, the 
higher the degree of water repellency and the lower the degrees of water 
absorption, absorption speed and structural loss (Figure 2.2-1) [11, 21, 22]. Along 
with the above-mentioned facts, sizing agents also affect other existential substrate 
properties. These are physical properties such as tensile strength, dimensional 
stability, stiffness, friction coefficient, smoothness or porosity. In addition to these, 
they can also interact with others, such as brightness, ink holdout, linting or 
feathering [10]. 
2.2.3 The Global Markets for Sized Paper & Board Products  
and Sizing Agents 
Figure 2.2-2/1 [10] displays the results of the last published inquiry from 2005, 
contributed to the globally produced sized and unsized paper & board grades. This 
inquiry stated that 32.7% of the globally produced grades are sized to some extent. 
These grades were further broken down into the shares which were produced by 
a specific group of sizing agent. The four main sizing agent groups that were taken 
into consideration are ASA, AKD, rosin sizes and PSA’s, which are the most 
common systems today. As can be seen in Figure 2.2-2/2 [10], 34.9% were sized 
by ASA, 28% by rosin size, 27.1% by AKD and 10% by PSAs. Switching the few 
from the production of sized grades to the required amount of sizing agents,  
Figure 2.2-2/3 [10] shows quite a different share distribution. The overall sizing 
agent consumption of 438,000 tons contributed 0.11% to the whole produced 
grades and 0.34% to the sized grades. The total amount of sizing agents was made 
up of 67.5% rosin sizes, 15.8% AKD, 10.8% ASA and 5.8% PSA’s. The 
combination of the data from the globally produced sized grades and their 
respective sizing agent demand gives the information on the average sizing agent 
consumption, as shown in Figure 2.2-3 [10]. The calculated worldwide average 
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 ASA // 47.45 k. tons
 AKD // 69.35 k. tons
 Rosin // 295.65 k. tons
 PSA  // 25.55 k. tons
Figure 2.2-2: Global Sized / Unsized Paper- and Board Market, Global Market Shares for Sized Grades  
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Figure 2.2-3: Global Average Sizing Agent Dosage [10] 
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2.2.4 Physical and Chemical Background to the Mechanisms  
of Surface-Wetting and Penetration 
Water ad- and absorption, or in other words the sizing degree, is defined by the 
physical and chemical mechanisms of wetting and penetration. The theories to 
these mechanisms are very complex in nature and only approximations to the real 
occurring phenomena with paper as substrate [22, 25]. Simplified, water pickup 
happens via two phases. The first phase is the initial contact with the liquid, the so-
called surface wetting. The second phase, during which the liquid enters into the 
structure of the substrate, is called penetration phase. In the following chapter both 
phases will be described by the most used approaches, surface wetting and 
penetration. The key factors to wetting and penetration are the chemical nature of 
cellulose (Figure 2.2-5) and the porous structure of the substrate  
(Figure 2.2-4 [26]).  
With its high amount of hydroxyl groups, 
cellulose is a hydrophilic molecule and thus 
contributing to wetting. The molecular 
structure, as well as the macromolecular 
arrangement within the fiber walls, will be 
described in detail in Chapter 2.3.2.1.3. The 
overall super-structure of the substrate with its 
multiple pores is creating an enormous void 
volume in which contact fluids could 
penetrate. Both factors contribute to the high 
Figure 2.2-5: Cellulose Macromolecule (simplified), with Cellobiose Repetition Unit 
Figure 2.2-4: Z-Directional Break through 
a Freez-Dryed Paper Sample [26] 
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water absorption ability of paper sheets which are produced on the basis of natural 
cellulosic fibers. 
2.2.4.1 Surface Wetting 
One approach for the description of the phenomena occurring during the first 
contact between the fiber surface and the wetting fluid, is the Young’s model from 
1805 [27]. This model defines the wetting behavior by the three vectors of the 
surface energies at the interphases between liquid, solid and gas (γSF, γSG, γFG) and 
the resulting contact angle (Θ) (Figure 2.2-6). Furthermore, the theoretical 
approach by Young was put into mathematical form by Dupree (Equation 2.2-1). A 
further advancement of Young`s equation is the Young-Laplace equation 
(Equation 2.2-2) [28]. 
 
This states that the capillary pressure rises with an increase in surface tension of 
the wetting fluid and a decrease of the capillary radius. The displayed equation 
derivate furthermore includes the factor cos Θ for a specific contact angle at a 
certain state of wetting. For a contact angle of < 90° the liquid penetrates 
𝛾𝑆𝐹 = 𝛾𝑆𝐺 − 𝛾𝐹𝐺 ∗ cos Θ 
Equation 2.2-1: Young’s Equation 
Θ = Contact Angle 
𝛾𝑆𝐹  = Surface Energy at Interphase  
Solid/Fluid 
𝛾𝑆𝐺 = Surface Energy at Interphase  
Solid/Gas 
𝛾𝐹𝐺  = Surface Energy at Interphase  
Fluid/Gas 
𝑝 =  
2 ∗ 𝛾 ∗ cos Θ
𝑟
 
Equation 2.2-2: Young-Laplace Equation 
𝑝 = Capillary Pressure 
𝛾 = Surface Tension of Liquid Phase 
Θ = Contact Angle 
 
Figure 2.2-6: Surface Wetting according to Young`s Model 
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spontaneously into the substrate. If the contact angle is = 90° the capillary pressure 
turns to zero and no penetration will occur and the drop will only spread to the 
extent until the hydrostatic pressure generated by the drop weight equals the 
counteracting capillary pressure. When the contact angle exceeds a value of 90°, 
no spontaneous wetting will occur, because the capillary pressure will turn 
negative. In this case, pore penetration is only possible by the application of 
external pressure, which is higher than the capillary pressure.  
2.2.4.2 Liquid Penetration 
The phenomenon of liquid penetration is described in the following via two 
approaches which are both based on Young’s model, but consider the penetration 
dynamics. The first approach is the Lucas-Washburn Equation (Equation 2.2-3), 
which defines the filled pore volume (Vp) after time (t) in respect to the total pore 
area (Np ∗ Πr
2), the liquid surface tension (rγfl), the contact angle (Θ) and viscosity 
(η). This means, the higher the surface tension and penetration time, and the lower 
the contact angle and liquid viscosity, the more liquid enters into the void volume 
of a single pore. 
V𝑝 = 𝑁𝑝 ∗ Π𝑟
2√
𝑟𝛾𝑓𝑙 ∗ cos Θ ∗ 𝑡
2𝜂
 
Equation 2.2-3: Lucas-Washburn Equation 
𝑉𝑝 = Filled Pore Volume 
𝑁𝑝 = Number of Pores 
𝛱𝑟2= Pore Cross Section Area 
𝑟𝛾𝑓𝑙= Surface Tension 
Θ = Contact Angle 
t = Time 
𝜂 = Liquid Viscosity 
?̇? =
𝜋 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ r4
8 ∗ 𝜂 ∗ 𝑙
 
Equation 2.2-4: Hagen-Poiseuille Equation 
?̇? = Volume Flow  
𝑝 = Capillary Pressure 
r = Capillary Radius 
l = Capillary Length 
𝜂 = Liquid Viscosity  
The second presented approach is based on the Hagen-Poiseuille equation 
(Equation 2.2-4). This equation defines the capillary volume flow (V̇) by the capillary 
pressure (p), capillary radius (r), the penetration liquid viscosity (η) and the capillary 
length (l). As a result, it can be deducted that the volume flow increases with bigger 
pores and increasing capillary pressure, lower penetration liquid viscosity and 
shorter capillaries [11, 22]. 
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Importantly it needs to be stated at this point that all displayed approaches to 
wetting and penetration are just approximations to the cellulosic system [29]. The 
formulas do not take into account that cellulose as substrate is not static, nor does 
it equal any idealized system. The most important features that are not taken into 
account by the displayed approaches are: 
− the fiber surface is rough, not perfectly smooth, 
− the pores are no ideal cylinders, 
− most of the pores cross other pores, 
− the fibers swell during water contact, 
− the surface energy is area dependent (crystalline and amorphous regions), 
− the surface energy changes during swelling (water cluster formation), 
− the pore diameter changes during swelling, 
− and the penetration liquid’s surface tension changes by picking up salts, 
extractives and polymers from the fiber surface. 
Nevertheless, these formulas are well suitable approximations, which are capable 
of displaying the main principles [11]. 
Since, the above-mentioned physical explanations of surface wetting and liquid 
penetration show quite different approaches, they can only be suited in two ways 
(Figure 2.2-7) for the implementation in paper sizing.  
 
The first and traditional approach from the early days of papermaking is the 
reduction of water absorption by the principle of pore plugging. The use of early 
Figure 2.2-7: Approaches to Sizing 
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animal- or plant glues caused nothing else, but filling up the substrate voids and 
pores during tub dipping [30]. This is also valid for sizing by the application of 
waxes. If the pores are plugged, both penetration equations show that no liquid 
can imbibe the substrate’s structure, and hence, no water is able to penetrate [31, 
32]. This is also a phenomenon, which can be observed during the surface 
treatment with starch, where the sizing degree can also increase [33]. 
The second and modern approach is the hydrophobization of the surfaces and pore 
walls by modern sizing agents. During this approach, the surface energy of the 
solid phase is decreased by the hydrophobic sizing agents to such an extent, that 
the contact angle between solid and liquid phase exceeds 90°. This means that 
firstly the laws of the two mentioned surface wetting equations and secondly, as a 
result of this, both penetration equations are applicable [22, 28, 34]. 
2.2.5 Surface and Internal Sizing 
Depending on the final use of the produced grades, the available machinery and 
the applicable sizing systems, the manufacturer is free to size the paper internally 
or on the surface. Internal sizing gives a high and very homogeneous 
hydrophobicity to the paper (Figure 2.2-8). This application is required for grades, 
which are expected to have longer and more intensive contact to water such as 
packaging grades, liquid packaging board or copy paper. Even though the 
substrate shows a comparably higher sizing degree, internal sizing shows some 
drawbacks. Compared to surface sizing, more sizing agent is required, because 
less than 100% are retained on the fibers, and the whole stock has to be treated. 
An additional share is made ineffective by the interaction with other process or 
functional chemicals. Typical sizing agents for internal application are AKD, ASA 
and rosin size [11, 35]. 
If the final product will only be in contact with the penetration fluid for a very short 
time during processing, surface sizing is sufficient. With surface sizing, the paper 
is made hydrophobic in the outer layers (Figure 2.2-8) via z-directional sizing agent 
penetration in a sizing unit such as a size press, a metered size press or a puddle 
size press. The advantages of surface sizing are the lower required amount of 
sizing agent, almost no losses, no impact on the effluent quality and significant 
positive impacts on the substrate’s strength properties. A disadvantage is the need 
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for an additional sizing unit in the paper machine, which leads to higher acquisition 
costs and to a higher drying energy demand. The typical sizing system used for 
surface sizing is based on PSAs. Some exotic applications use ASA or AKD [10, 
36, 37].  
 
It is also a common measure to combine the systems of internal and surface 
application if the product or the process require so [38]. 
2.2.6 Sizing Agents 
As stated in Chapter 2.2.4, all modern 
sizing systems are working on the principle 
of surface energy reduction, which causes 
higher contact angles with the penetration 
fluid water, and therefore, lower liquid 
penetration. To fulfill this requirement, 
sizing agents have to have a tenside-like 
structure, with a hydrophilic anchor and a 
hydrophobic tail (Figure 2.2-9). Once in 
contact with the cellulosic system, the sizing agents are supposed to orient with 
their hydrophilic anchors towards the hydrophilic cellulose and with their 
hydrophobic tail towards the gas or liquid interface, causing the mentioned 
reduction in interface energy. The working mechanisms of the main sizing agent 
groups are explained in detail in the subsequent Chapters. Altogether, in order to 
fulfill the modern industry’s needs, the respective sizing systems should show the 
following features [23]: 
 
Figure 2.2-8: Surface and Internal Sizing 




− highly hydrophobic character, once attached to the substrate, 
− finely dispersible to provide homogeneous distribution, 
− fast and controllable development of sizing performance, 
− high degree of self-retention, 
− good anchoring on the substrate (covalent, electrostatic or steric), 
− low tendency to concurring reactions with water, fillers or additives, 
− and high degree of robustness against interaction (e.g., anionic trash, 
tensides). 
2.2.6.1 Alkenyl Succinic Anhydride (ASA) 
The sizing agent Alkenyl Succinic Anhydride (ASA) will only be mentioned within 
this chapter. As the central sizing agent, contributing to this thesis, Chapter 2.3. 
will describe in detail ASA’s basic structure, production, mechanistic reaction 
models and ways of application. 
2.2.6.2 Rosin Sizes 
The first step from single sheet tub sizing with animal glues or vegetable gums 
towards the internal sizing of the whole stock prior to sheet forming was done by 
Illig in 1807 [39]. He discovered and patented a sizing system, where rosin size 
was dosed to the stock and afterwards fixated on the fibers with alum. This was 
the state of the art sizing system for more than one century [40] and the first step 
to the rise of modern, continuous papermaking. Rosin is a natural product, which 
has its origin in either gum resins, wood resins or tallol resins. Gum resins are 
harvested by tapping trees, mostly pines, and collecting the bled out resins. Wood 
resins are produced by the steam distillation of tree stumps and roots, and tallol 
resins by processing black liquor from mostly softwood kraft or alkaline processes 
[11, 21].  
All rosin resources share their composition of the same natural rosin acids, which 
in general belong to the group of tricyclic di-terpene acids as displayed in  
Figure 2.2-10 [11]. These rosin acids are extracted and purified during processing, 
and by this separated from terpenes and other lower molecular components. In 
order to enhance their performance and applicability, the resins are treated via 




Nowadays, the most commonly used approach to increase the rosin acids’ 
performance, is the so-called fortification. During this step, the rosin acids are 
reacted with mostly fumaric or maleic acid via Diels-Alder reactions at elevated 
temperatures of ~ 200 °C (Figure 2.2-11). The benefits of fortified rosin are a 
enhanced processability during saponification, an increased dispersion stability, 
and a higher sizing performance, all triggered by the increased amount of 
carboxylic acids or acid anhydrides. This beneficiation step is usually conducted to 
an extent of 10% - 25% fortified rosin [21].  
 
Being a water insoluble solid material, the rosin products need to be transferred 
into an industrial applicable form, i.e., soaps and dispersions. Rosin soaps, the 
traditional form of rosin sizes, are produced by the alkaline reaction of rosin acids 
with potassium or sodium hydroxide (Figure 2.2-12) [21, 41, 42]. This so-called 







































































Figure 2.2-10: Rosin Acids 
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acids guarantees better sizing performance. Rosin soaps are hydrophilic and water 
soluble and can thus be applied to the stock as aqueous solutions [41].  
The other approach, and recently most common, is not based on the chemical 
modification of the rosin acids, but on their already above-mentioned dispersion. 
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Figure 2.2-12: Rosin Saponification 
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stabilized by e.g., casein, starch, surfactants or polymers as protection colloid. 
Emulsification is described by the example of ASA in Chapter 2.3.1.3.1. 
The benefit of this procedure, on the one hand, is a higher sizing performance [21], 
and on the other hand, the possibility to adjust the surface charge of the protection 
colloid by the choice of stabilizer. On this basis, the rosin dispersions can be 
modified either anionic, cationic or nonionic, contributing to the paper 
manufacturing process needs [43, 44]. 
As already mentioned by Illig [39], rosin sizes require fixation on the cellulose [45]. 
The traditional fixation system was based on the use of alum (Al2(SO4)3) at acidic 
conditions (pH 4 – pH 5.5). For papermaking at higher pH values (pH 5 – pH 7.5), 
alum could not be used anymore, caused by its structural switch to Al(OH)3 and the 
along going loss of cationic charge. Therefore, it needed to be substituted by 
polyaluminum compounds like PAC or PAN. The schematic sizing mechanism of 
rosin sizes with aluminum ions as mordants is displayed in Figure 2.2-13. 
Some other papers did also mention the fixation potential with polyamine, 
polyethylenimine-epychlorhydrin, metal ions in combination with polyethylenimine, 
ferric and ferrous mordants, or even without mordants [46-50]. The actual 
development of sizing performance happens in the drying section of the PM. 
Starting at a dry content of 60% to 65% and temperatures between 90 °C and 
105 °C the rosin particles begin to melt and spread over the cellulose`s surface. 
Figure 2.2-13: Rosin Sizing Mechanism (Schematic Illustration) 
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While spreading, the rosin molecules bind to alum or poly aluminum compounds 
(or other applicable mordants) and develop a so-called aluminum-rosinate-
complex [10]. This complex builds up a proper and stable layer on the cellulose 
and with its hydrophobic properties it develops the degree of sizing [21]. This sizing 
system is a non-reactive system. That means that no covalent bonds are formed 
between the rosin particles, the alum and the cellulose. 
2.2.6.3 Alkylketen Dimer (AKD) 
AKD (alkylketene dimer) was initially developed in the 1930s for 
the hydrophobization of textile fibers and fabrics. It was first 
mentioned in the 1950s for the sizing of paper [51, 52], and thus 
became the first additive of the group of reactive paper sizing 
agents. Until the 1970s, the major change from acidic to neutral 
papermaking, AKD had significant problems establishing on the 
market, because its sizing process in acidic conditions was hard to control. The 
rise of AKD happened, when the first production systems changed to alum free 
production and to neutral or alkaline conditions. AKD showed its advantages for 
the sizing of GCC or PCC filled paper grades, making it indispensable for modern 
papermaking [21, 53-55]. 
In principle, AKD sizes show the chemical structure displayed in Figure 2.2-14, 
which is, as described in Chapter 2.2.2 & 2.2.6, of a tenside-like nature [56]. Its 
basic components are the hydrophilic anchor, a reactive ß-keto lactone ring and 
the aliphatic, hydrophobic rests, composed of two hydrocarbon chains, with a chain 
length of 7 to 22 carbon atoms. The longer these rests are, the higher the 
hydrophobic character of the AKD molecule is as such. AKD sizes are traded in 
three major product groups, 
− standard AKD, composed of a mixture of C16 and C18 rests, with the origin 
of palmitic and stearic acid. These types are the ones used most for 
commodity sizing. 
− liquid AKD, composed of a mixture of C16 to C18 unsaturated olefin rests, 
with the origin of isostearic or isopalmitic acid. The hydrolysis products of 
these types show a lower migration tendency within the paper and cause less 
Figure 2.2-14:  
Basic AKD Structure 
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debris on the PM. The drawback is a lower sizing efficiency compared to 
standard AKD products. 
− high melting point AKD is composed of a mixture of higher aliphatic rests in 
the range C18 to C22. They have their origin in stearic and behenic acid, 
which show a very high sizing performance for special paper grades, but 
therefore require high drying temperatures [10, 54-57]. 
The above-mentioned fatty acids, the raw materials for the production of AKD, 
derive with no exception from natural sources like waxes or animal fats. The fatty 
acids are first extracted from the raw materials by lipolysis and afterwards 
transformed into AKD via the principle displayed in Figure 2.2-15.  
 
The fatty acids are at first chlorinated into their respective fatty acid chloride, and 
subsequently dehydrochlorinated by a tertiary amine (NR3). The resulting Ketene 
is instable and dimerizes autonomously into an alkylketene dimere. The fatty acid 
chloride dimerization was commonly conducted under solvent atmosphere, e.g., 
toluene or organochlorides. In order to use AKD products for food and beverage 
packaging grades as well, a solvent free method was invented in the mid 1990s 
[11, 21, 51, 54, 56].  
With the exception of liquid AKD, which is an oily substance at room temperature, 
all AKDs are hydrophobic, waxy substances with melting points between 40 °C and 
65 °C. Driven by their insolubility in water and their high reactivity toward water 
(hydrolysis), AKDs need to be emulsified and stabilized prior to use, in order to 
O OH O Cl
O
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Figure 2.2-15: AKD Production 
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enable a successful addition to the stock. Modern AKDs are mostly stabilized by 
cationic starches [54, 55]. The emulsification process and the emulsion details are 
explained in on the example of ASA in Chapter 2.3.1.3.1. 
Ever since the first publications, the reaction mechanism of AKD (Figure 2.2-16), 
as so-called reactive sizing agent, is in the focus of controversial discussions [23, 
55, 58-60]. The traditional reaction model states that the hydrophobizing 
performance of AKD is based on the generation of ester bonds between the AKD 
molecule and the celluloses’ hydroxyl groups [55, 57, 61-63]. The product of this 
reaction, an AKD-Cellulose-ß-Keto-Ester, is, from the model point of view, capable 
Figure 2.2-16: AKD Reaction Mechanisms (Schematic Illustration) 
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of generating a high extent of hydrophobicity by shielding the cellulose surface with 
its aliphatic rests. Even though this approach is quite plausible from a theoretical 
point of view, several papers have shown that the ester bond does only occur to a 
minor, or to no share, and by this, a different principal mechanism model based on 
a higher share of AKD ketones and AKD oligomers has to be taken into account 
[64-67]. The current mechanism models, which are based on the findings of the 
recent years, describe the sizing process with AKD via the steps of retention, 
spreading and chemical reaction [55]. During the retention step, the AKD particles 
which are finely dispersed and either anionically or cationically stabilized, are 
retained on the fiber/filler surface either by self-retention or by retention aids. The 
spreading step starts after pressing in the dryer section. Beginning at temperatures 
ranging from 50 °C and 60% dry content, the protection collide breaks open and 
releases the fine AKD droplets, which begin to melt and spread over the cellulose 
surface, driven by capillary and interface forces. The better and more 
homogeneous this spreading happens, the better is the final sizing performance. 
The last step, which begins at a dry content of 80%, is supposed to be the 
generation of covalent bonds. The major part hydrolyzes to ketones and oligomers 
and remains on the cellulose unbound. The final sizing degree is said to be directly 
related to the amount of bound AKD and the orientation of the unbound AKD-
ketones and oligomers. If these orient with their hydrophilic anchor away from the 
celluloses, the sizing degree is significantly decreased [54, 55, 57-60, 62, 64-75]. 
2.2.6.4 Polymeric Sizing Agents (PSA)  
Polymeric sizing agents are macromolecular substances especially designed for 
surface sizing applications. Their focus of use lies within applications, where 
conventional sizing additives cannot be used. This is the generation of very hard 
sizing degrees, which can only be obtained by the combination of internal and 
surface sizing, as well as the sizing of systems which are not sizeable with 
conventional sizing systems. Examples for the second case could be a too high 
system conductivity or trash load, a production pH out of the operation window of 
standard internal sizing agents, the requirement for instant on/in machine sizing 
degree development, or just the need to prevent any typical interactions known 
from standard sizing systems. PSAs are usually applied in combination with starch 
in aqueous solutions via a sizing unit. The benefit of surface sizing with PSAs is 
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that it does not only lead to a hydrophobization of the paper`s surface, but also to 
advanced strength properties caused by the starch [36, 37, 76].  
 
Contributing to their main chemical structure, synthetic polymeric sizing agents can 
be clustered into the following groups:  
− Styrene Maleic Acid Anhydride Solution Polymers (SMA) and  
Styrene Acrylic Acid Solution Polymers (SAA) 
− Styrene Acrylate Emulsion Polymers (SAE) 
− Poly Urethane Micro Dispersions (PUD) 
For the production of the sizing active polymers out of the group of SMAs, SAAs 
and SAEs, the following, unsaturated modified olefins are required (Figure 2.2-17) 
[36, 76-78]. Due to their minor importance, polyurethane based PSA compounds 
are not displayed within this thesis. Monomers, such as styrol or methacrylic acid 
ester, give the hydrophobic character to the polymer, while anionic or cationic 
monomers, such as sulfonated methacrylamides or amino alkalized 
methacrylamides, give the hydrophilic character and the anchoring ability. The 
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Figure 2.2-17: Main PSA Monomers 
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cationic modified polymer in Figure 2.2-18. PSAs are added to the paper sheet via 
a sizing unit as aqueous dispersion of very small particle size (<< 1 µm). These 
dispersion droplets break up during the subsequent drying steps, whereas the 
polymers spread over the fiber surface. Their active charge centers interact during 
spreading either with the anionic surface charge of the cellulose or with additionally 
induced mordants [79]. The final substrate hydrophobization is a result of the 
surface coverage by the PSAs and of the orientation of the hydrophobic polymer 
sections. A typical application field for PSAs is the production of copy paper. Copy 
paper is mostly sized internally by AKD, ASA or rosin and then additionally on the 
surface by PSAs to provide sufficient printability [28, 36, 37].  
 
2.2.7 Determination of the Sizing Degree (Performance Analysis) 
The final sizing degree, as explained in Chapter 2.2.4, can be described as a time-
dependent sum parameter of liquid adsorption and absorption. Therefore, this sum 
parameter has to be defined and controlled, in order to fulfill either the converting 
or final product demands. Several methods based on different principles for the 
measurement of the ad-/ absorptive substrate properties have evolved over the 
ages of paper sizing. Due to the dynamics and the dens interlock, none of the 
available methods is capable to definitely differentiate between surface wetting and 
penetration. The most important ones will be described during the following, 
whereas the methods of contact angle measurement, Cobb water absorption and 
ultra sonic penetration analysis will be described in detail, as they were used during 
the practical part of this thesis. 
Figure 2.2-18: PSA Reaction Mechanism (Schematic Illustration) 
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2.2.7.1 Cobb Water Absorption 
The most widely used method for the determination of the sizing degree in the 
industry is the Cobb method. The sizing degree is defined by this method as the 
substrate’s water pick up per area over a defined contact time. The measurement 
area for Cobb testing is circular with a size of 100 cm². For the measurement, the 
sample is wetted with 100 ml of water in a measurement cylinder from one side. 
This amount of water generates a water column of 10 mm, causing a constant 
hydrostatic pressure, which is prerequisite for comparable water pick up results. It 
is important to mention that this method is only suitable for the determination of the 
sizing degree of a specific paper side, and thus it is prerequisite that the water does 
not penetrate the paper sheet completely. If full penetration occurs, the contact 
time has to be minimized. After the water contact time (e.g., 30 s, 60 s, 120 s, 300 s 
or 1800 s) has elapsed, the extent of surface water is removed by filter paper and 
the weight difference between the wet sample and the dry sample is measured. 
This weight difference is then calculated to an area of 1.0 m² and announced as 
g/m² (Chapter 4.2.1.1). 
The exact measurement principle as well as the measurement devices, are 
described by the regulation DIN EN ISO 535 [80] and by the Tappi Test Method 
T 441 om-98 [81]. Typical values for Cobb60 measurements can reach from 
15 – 20 g/m² for hard sized grades, up to the extent of the sample’s base weight or 
even beyond for soft or unsized grades. Cobb60 values for printing grades  
Figure 2.2-19: Cobb Sizing Profiles at Neutral Conditions (values originate [82]) 
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(e.g., copy paper) range in the area of 20-30 g/m². Figure 2.2-19 [82] displays 
typical Cobb sizing profiles at neutral conditions for the sizing agents ASA, AKD 
and Rosin at a base weight of 70 g/m².  
In order to fit the curves on one graph, the rosin dosages were divided by factor 5. 
The raw material for the displayed trials was based on virgin fibers, with 15% GCC, 
0.8% starch and compozil as retention system. 
2.2.7.2 Contact Angle Measurement 
Contact angle measurement is a modern optical analysis method, which is suitable 
to determine the adsorption and absorption behavior during the first seconds of 
liquid contact [29, 83, 84]. The measurement principle for paper as substrate is 
described in the Tappi Test Methods T 458 0m-04 [85] and T 558 om-97 [86]. For 
analysis, a purified water droplet of defined volume is applied onto the surface of 
the substrate. From the very moment of the first contact, a camera is taking pictures 
of the droplet, capturing its shape and the penetration behavior into the substrate. 
An implemented software is calculating the contact angle and the droplet volume 
based on the drop outline and the paper surface as displayed in Figure 2.2-20. 
The contact angle can be measured either statically or dynamically. The static 
measurement is either done by capturing a single image right after the drop has 
touched the surface, by including a short delay time, in order to minimize 
measurement deviations by drop vibration, or after a defined contact time. The 
results of the direct measurement provide a good foundation for the interpretation 
Figure 2.2-20: Contact Angle Measurement 
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of the substrate’s surface hydrophobicity, and can thus be properly implemented 
for the determination of printing properties. Static measurements after a defined 
delay time deliver values, representing the time dependent penetration rate. More 
commonly used is the combination of both above-mentioned approaches by 
dynamic contact angle measurement over a variable contact time. This method on 
the one hand, gives results for the substrate’s initial surface hydrophobicity and 
therefore on its wetting behavior, and on the other hand values for the fluid 
penetration over the contact time. It has to be considered during dynamic analysis 
and longer contact times that for low contact angles, and thus higher penetration 
rates, the substrate swells. This causes a substrate build-up under the drop with 
an along going position change of the actual base line. This position change cannot 
be respected by the calculation software, which can cause contact angle deviations 
or even false values.  
Initial contact angle values can vary from << 90° for low or unsized grades, over 
90° - 100° for moderate sized grades, up to > 100° for hard sized grades. Samples 
exceeding values over 120° are considered as super hydrophobic and shall not be 
confused with sized grades. Super hydrophobicity can only be obtained by special 
surface treatment [87-89].  
2.2.7.3 Penetration Dynamics Analysis 
Penetration dynamic analysis (PDA) is a modern sizing degree evaluation method, 
based on time-dependent sound wave attenuation in liquid phase through a fibrous 
substrate. The measurement principle relies on the structural losses of a cellulose-
based substrate, once in contact with water. These losses are caused by water 
penetration and fiber swelling, and their evolution, as well as their extent, are highly 
dependent on the sizing degree.  
For the measurement, a paper sample is taped onto a sample holder plate and 
then rapidly shot into a chamber with distilled water. In this chamber an ultrasonic 
sender unit fires high frequency (2 MHz) and low energy sound waves through the 
paper sample, which is positioned between sender and receiver unit  
(Figure 2.2-21). While being forced through the paper sample the sound waves are 
attenuated by reflection, absorption and scattering. The measured intensity at the 
sensor is highly dependent on the degree of water penetration. The penetration-
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time depending results of the US-measurement are analyzed by software, allowing 
a differentiation between surface wetting and penetration. 
 
Looking at an idealized PDA measurement curve of a moderately sized substrate 
(Figure 2.2-22), it is visible that the curve can be divided into two sections. 
The first, a section of signal intensity increase, stands for the process of surface 
wetting. During this time, water suppresses the entrapped air from the sample 
surface. By this suppression, the contact area of water and substrate is increased 
and the damping properties of the surface air are reduced. This causes an increase 
in signal strength. The moment the surface wetting reaches its maximum is the 
moment of highest signal intensity, and thus a measure for the surface 
hydrophobicity. The longer the duration until the maximum value is reached, the 
higher is the surface hydrophobicity. This is caused by higher interactions between 
the hydrophobic sheet surface and the hydrophobic air, making it harder for water 
to suppress the air. The point of maximum intensity is defined as tmax value and 
measured in seconds. The second section is dominated by water penetration and 
an along going intensity loss. Water penetration causes fiber swelling, a loosening 
of fiber bond energy, and by this, a more flexible substrate structure. This leads to 
a higher extent of signal attenuation, driven by weaker sound conductivity of the 
now more elastic substrate structure. The degree of sizing defines the amount of 
water that is able to penetrate the structure per time unit and hence also the degree 
Figure 2.2-21: Principle of Penetration Dynamics Analysis 
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of signal attenuation. The value used for the determination of the substrate’s 
structural hydrophobicity is the time until a 40% signal intensity loss has occurred 
(t60 [s]) [90-92].  
 
2.2.7.4 Further Qualitative Analysis Methods 
Further qualitative analysis methods for the determination of the sizing degree that 
are available and commonly used, but of no importance to this thesis are e.g.: 
2.2.7.4.1 Ink Stroke 
The ink stroke method is one of the oldest and most basic sizing degree analysis 
methods. For measurement a hash shaped symbol, consisting of four single 
strokes with four crossings, is drawn on the paper surface by a standardized 
feather. The stroke thickness is set to 1/100 of the sample’s base weight in mm 
and the ink used is a blue standard ink. Sizing analysis is carried out based on 
personal observation, whereas the paper is considered as sized, when the ink does 
not strike through after 24 hours of storage. The detailed procedure and the device 
are described in the German standard DIN 53126 [93]. 
2.2.7.4.2 Immersion Test 
The immersion test is suitable when the total water pick up capacity, when 
submerged in water completely, needs to be analyzed. For testing, the specimen 
Figure 2.2-22: Idealized PDA Measurement Curve 
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is submerged in water for 10 minutes ensuring that no air bubbles are entrained. 
The analysis is done, by comparing the dry weight with the wetted specimen 
weight, after removing the surplus of water with blotting paper. A total submersion 
respects the penetration of water not only from the top- and backside, but also from 
the cutting edges, which can be of highest importance for some specific grades 
such as photo paper or liquid packaging board. The detailed procedure is 
described in the Tappi Test Method T 491 om-95 [94]. 
2.2.7.4.3 Floating Test 
Even though it is still widely used, the floating test is a very basic, not standardized 
method. For analysis, a square-shaped paper vessel is put on a water surface, with 
the side to measure in water contact. Analysis is carried out by measuring the time 
until a certain percentage (usually 50%) of the vessel bottom is soaked with water. 
For special products like plaster board liner, the floating test can be conducted 
under elevated temperatures (~ 90 °C) to simulate the hot water resistance of the 
product.  
2.2.7.4.4 Hercules Sizing Tester (HST) 
The Hercules sizing tester is a device which optically measures a substrate’s 
penetration resistance against a standardized acidic ink. This device is most 
commonly used in the North American market. The measurement principal is 
based on a reflectance measurement which is calibrated to 100% for the untreated 
paper sample. As soon as the ink penetrates, the paper shade gets darker and the 
reflectance is reduced. The device measures the time elapsed, until a certain 
degree of reflectance (e.g., 50%) is reached. The detailed measurement principle 
as well as the measurement device are described in the Tappi Test Method 




2.2.8 Sizing Agent Detection (Qualitative Analysis) and Determination 
of the Sizing Agent Content (Quantitative Analysis) 
For the analytical approach to sizing agent detection, a series of different 
measurement principles and multiple approaches are available. The plain 
detection of a substance, in this case a sizing agent of well-known chemical 
structure, is a basic analytical approach. Nevertheless, it is only possible to give 
information on the exact amount of sizing agent in the sheet structure with previous 
calibration, making the approach a lot more complex and therefore time 
consuming. The most common methods for sizing agent detection and quantitative 
analysis are listed in the following, separated by destructive and non-destructive 
methods.  
2.2.8.1 Destructive Methods 
The most common destructive analysis methods which are used for sizing agent 
detection, are extraction based. These are high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) [31, 75, 96-100], nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy / 14C labelling [57, 60, 62, 68, 101-103], gas chromatography (GC) 
[104-106], liquid chromatography – mass spectroscopy (LC-MS) [60, 98, 107], x-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [29, 74, 108, 109], gas chromatography – 
mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) [97, 110], inverse gas chromatography (IGC) [29] or 
photometric titration [111].  
Further destructive methods which are based on the principle of thermal 
disintegration, are pyrolysis – gas chromatography (Py-GC) [101, 109, 112, 113] 
and pyrolysis – gas chromatography – mass spectroscopy (Py-GC-MS) [114, 115]. 
These methods do not require a previous extraction step and can thus be directly 
conducted with the sample to be analyzed. 
Specially available semi destructive analysis methods are time of flight - secondary 
ion - mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) [116-119], which can also be implemented 
for xy-mapping issues, and direct analysis in real time – mass spectroscopy 
(DART-MS) [120]. These methods are considered semi destructive, because the 
sample as such remains undestroyed, but the sample’s surface undergoes 




2.2.8.2 Non Destructive Methods 
Nondestructive approaches to sizing agent determination are with no exception of 
optical nature. Their measurement principle is based on the 
absorption/transmission spectra or specific molecular groups, which are 
representative for the analyzed substances. The most common approaches are 
infrared - / Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (IR/FTIR) [74, 97, 101, 121, 
122], near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) [31, 110, 123] and Raman spectroscopy 
[124-126]. 
2.3 Alkenyl Succinic Anhydride (ASA) 
Alkenyl Succinic Anhydride is, as stated in Chapter 2.2, the most important sizing 
agent nowadays and key sizing agent to the content of this thesis. The following 
Chapter will therefore give an overview over ASA’s historical background, its 
production, chemical mechanism models, application and processing, causes for 
interactions during the sizing process as well as the most important physico 
chemical aspects during sizing. ASA, whose basic structure is shown in  
Figure 2.3-1, was first mentioned for the hydrophobization of cellulose based 
textiles in 1959 [127], and finally implemented as paper sizing agent in 1963 [128]. 
 
Today about 1/3 of the globally produced sized paper & board grades contribute to 
ASA [10]. During the first years of use, ASA had severe establishment problems 
caused by its complicated application and its sensible chemical structure [82]. 
ASA’s success story began with the switch to neutral/alkaline papermaking, 
beginning in the 1970ies to 1980ies [129]. In fact, ASA and AKD were the triggers 
for this switch, because they enabled a sizing process in neutral conditions, which 
Figure 2.3-1: ASA Basic Structure 
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was at that point of time not possible by the use of rosin [11]. In comparison to 
rosin and AKD, ASA shows advantages and drawbacks displayed in Table 2.3-1.  
Table 2.3-1: Advantages and Drawbacks of ASA Sizing Systems [10, 23, 82, 129-132] 
Advantages: 
− Applicability over a wide pH-range (also valid for AKD)  
− High reactivity and thus on machine sizing 
− Easy adjustable sizing degree (compared to AKD) 
− Low dosage amounts (compared to rosin) 
− Neglectable impact on physical paper properties 
− Robust sizing performance 
− High degree of aging resistance 
Drawbacks: 
− On machine emulsification / high investment and running costs 
− High hydrolysis tendency 
− Very low storage stability 
− Danger for tacky deposit formation 
− Oily deposits in the dryer section 
2.3.1.1 Chemical Composition and Production of ASA 
ASA is a synthetic sizing agent and liquid at room temperature with an amber 
shade and the basic chemical structure as displayed in Figure 2.3-1. It consists of 
two main components. On the one hand, the reactive succinic anhydride, which 
provides the anchoring ability to cellulose, and on the other hand, the alkenyl rest, 
consisting of an iso-olefin with chain lengths from C16 to C22, which provides the 
required hydrophobicity. The basic chemical and physical properties of ASA are 
displayed in Table 2.3-2. The production of ASA is conducted via three main steps, 
as displayed in Figure 2.3-2. The first step is the petrochemical polymerization of 
a-olefins from ethylene, while only the ones with chain lengths from C16 to C22 
are of importance. These make up a total share of about 10% and are separated 
from the olefin mixture by distillation. The terminal position of the double bond 
within the a-olefins is moved via a catalytic isomerization towards the molecule 
center within the second step. The result of this isomerization is a mixture of linear 




Table 2.3-2: Basic Chemical and Physical Properties of ASA [82, 133, 134] 
These iso-olefins are reacted with maleic anhydride within the third step. During 
this so-called En-reaction, the double bonds of maleic anhydride and the iso-olefin 
react in an addition of the maleic anhydride, resulting in the desired alkenyl succinic 
anhydride. The final reaction product consists, due to the iso-olefins random double 
bond positions, of multiple (> 300) [135] structural isomers. [23, 82, 136]. 
Next to the above-mentioned standard ASA products, a variety of alternative ASA 
products is meanwhile available on the market. These are based on natural 
resources such as sunflower oil and oleic acids [136-139], in order to substitute 
crude oil based ASA products, or in order to minimize ASA specific problems such 
as hydrolysis and deposits. The benefits, drawbacks and the competitiveness of 
Visual properties Transparent, light amber to brown oil 
Odor Weak to none  
Density ~ 950 kg/m³ 
Solubility - < 1% in water (pH 7) 
- Dispersible in water 
- Soluble in organic solvents 
Viscosity 10 °C: >500 mPas 
25 °C: <250 mPas 
Melting point < 5 °C 




















Figure 2.3-2: ASA Production Steps 
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these products was discussed in several publications, stating that they show a high 
degree of suitability for industrial-scale paper sizing [140-147]. Nevertheless, they 
still have only a neglectable share on the global ASA market.  
2.3.1.2 Mechanistic Reaction Models 
ASA is an alkaline reactive sizing agent with on-machine sizing performance. This 
means, that it is applicable at a wide pH range [130] from acidic to slightly alkaline 
with an optimum between pH 7.5 and pH 8.4 [148] and that its sizing performance 
reaches almost its maximum before the size press. This rapid performance 
evolution is supposed to be based on ASA’s high chemical reactivity [11, 149], 
deriving from the cyclic anhydride group [150-152]. Nevertheless, the reaction 
mechanisms of ASA and cellulose, which finally lead to hydrophobization, ever 
since ASA’s introduction to the paper industry, are subject to intense discussions. 
Generally, two approaches (Figure 2.3-3) are implemented for the description of 
the occurring phenomena, whereas one is chemically based and the other 
physically.  
 
The traditional, chemical approach states that the sizing performance of ASA is 
based on an esterification between the ASA’s succinic anhydride and the 
Figure 2.3-3: ASA Reaction Mechanism (Schematic Illustration) 
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cellulose’s hydroxyl groups [127, 128, 153]. The second, physical approach states, 
that the sizing performance has to be based on the distribution and orientation of 
unreacted, hydrolyzed and/or succinated ASA, by taking into account, that only a 
minor part of the present ASA is bound to the cellulose [31, 101, 154, 155]. The 
chemical reactions which are the foundation of both approaches, are summarized 
in Figure 2.3-3, while their details and backgrounds will be described in the 
following. The chemical background on the esterification reaction between ASA 
and cellulose is based on the high carbonyl activity of the ASA’s anhydride group 
and additionally supported by the cyclic anhydride ring tension [156]. These 
properties make ASA a quite reactive electrophile for reactions with nucleophiles 
of any kind. In the case of an esterification reaction with cellulose, the respective 
nucleophiles are the cellulose’s hydroxyl groups. Within this first-order reaction 
ASA and cellulose undergo an irreversible, exothermic nucleophilic addition 
(esterification) which goes along with a ring opening and the formation of a free 
acid group. This acid group dissociates correspondingly to the present pH [150, 
157] (Figure 2.3-4 and Figure 2.3-5). 
 
The result of the described reaction is an ASA-cellulose half ester, which is due to 
the molecular sterics, a plausible cause for hydrophobization. The hydrophobic 
alkenyl rest is forced to orient away from the cellulose, shielding the surface, and 
thus hydrophobizing the structure [130, 148, 153, 158]. 
The undesired reaction, described in these approaches, is ASA’s reaction with 
water, the so-called hydrolysis. ASA hydrolyses once it gets into contact with water, 
a stronger and more available nucleophile than cellulose. This reaction happens 
under ring opening and the generation of two carboxylic acids which are free to 



































A subsequent problem of hydrolysis is the formation of salts with metal ions, 
especially calcium and magnesium. The calcium salts, also well known as 
succinates (Figure 2.3-7), have the ability of forming tacky deposits, especially with 
filler particles, throughout the approach flow system and the wet end section, 
causing sever runnability and performance problems [82, 159-162]. Within the 
traditional mechanism models, the hydrolysis products of ASA, including the 
corresponding salts are said to show no sizing performance and to additionally 
decrease the sizing performance of the bound ASA [23, 82, 158]. 
 
Contrary to this approach stand the findings of several researchers, showing that 
only a minor part of the ASA is bound to the cellulose structure [31, 101, 163, 164]. 
Some papers even state that there is almost no covalent bond formation 
(esterification) between ASA and cellulose at all and that its reactivity is only 
necessary for successful application [114, 165-168]. Founded on the evidence that 
the mentioned publications deliver, the hydrophobization of cellulose by ASA has 
to be based on other mechanisms than the pure esterification, and thus on the 
performance of the hydrolysis products. It is thought, that the key parameters to 
effective ASA sizing are quite the same as for rosin sizing. These are, at first, a 
high degree of retention, then a uniform distribution amongst the whole stock and 
then proper orientation during the drying and curing steps. This model does also 
consider the calcium succinates as substance, capable of giving sizing 
performance. Even though this model is not based on the esterification between 













































































Figure 2.3-7: ASA-Succination 
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to fixation on the fiber or filler surfaces. Hydrolysis prior to fixation causes emulsion 
instability and an along going agglomeration, charge reversal and thus a significant 
lower extent of fixation [31, 54, 101, 105, 112, 122, 162, 165, 167, 169, 170]. 
2.3.1.3 ASA Application 
The key parameter to high performance ASA sizing, no matter which approach is 
used as argumentative foundation, is a successful application of ASA to the stock 
system [23, 31, 105, 112]. As ASA is an oily and hydrophobic liquid with a very low 
solubility in water, it needs to be converted into a processable and applicable form 
for papermaking [23, 82]. To reach these requirements, it is emulsified prior to 
application and subsequently applied to the production process via several ways. 
The following Chapters will describe the processes of emulsification and 
application with focus on modern high-performance systems. 
2.3.1.3.1 Emulsification 
The emulsification of sizing agents, 
in this case ASA, but also applicable 
for rosin sizes, AKD and PSAs, is the 
key process to successful high-
performance sizing. To convert ASA 
into an applicable substance, it 
needs to be transformed into a 
water-soluble and fiber-affine form. 
This conversion is done by an 
emulsification step, resulting in an 
ionically or sterically stabilized oil in 
water emulsion. Due to ASA’s high 
tendency towards hydrolysis and the 
resulting low emulsion stability, the 
emulsification step has to be 
conducted on sight. The typical 
emulsification agents, also known as protection colloids, are cationic, amphoteric 
or anionic starch [11, 23, 82, 171-175]. Some alternative applications implement 
polymers such as polyethylenimine [176], polyvinylamine [177], galactomannan 




[178, 179] and modified/grafted platy minerals such as laponite or montmorillonite 
[124, 125, 180-185]. Special ASA types are modified to such an extent with special 
emulsifiers/surfactants, that they do not need any emulsification agent at all. These 
so-called instant ASA types [186-188] are niche products, and thus not established 
on the commodity market. Standard ASA types are a composition of pure ASA, 
mixed with up to 1% of emulsifier / surfactant, which optimizes the emulsification 
behavior, by means of a lower energy consumption to reach the required particle 
size [82]. The ideal ASA emulsion, as displayed in Figure 2.3-8, consists of 
stabilized particles with a size of approximately 1 µm in diameter and a high 
stability against coagulation and hydrolysis. The emulsion particles are made up of 
the sizing agent in the core, optional emulsifiers/surfactants on the oil/water 
interphase and a protection colloid, which encapsulates and stabilizes the sizing 
agent droplet. By this stabilization, the protection colloid properties are transferred 
upon the sizing agent droplet, making it water-soluble and giving it an ionic 
character. Most systems are based on cationic stabilization, in order to enhance 
the sizing agent’s self-retention properties [21, 82, 132, 159, 160, 189]. Previous 
research, as well as industrial experience, have shown that the average emulsion 
particle size is an essential factor to sizing performance, stating that it should not 
be significantly bigger than 1 µm (d50). Emulsions with bigger particles show 
weaker sizing performance, while emulsions with smaller particles require an 
substantially higher energy input for their production [82, 130, 176, 190].  
The already mentioned limited emulsion stability of ASA, which can be traced back 
to its high hydrolysis tendency, is the reason why ASA needs to be emulsified on 
sight with as low dead times upon dosage as possible. The emulsification is 
commonly done by the principle shown in Figure 2.3-9 [82, 159].  
For processing, ASA is dosed as pure substance into the main volume flow of the 
emulsification agent (starch for the displayed case) and then emulsified in a high 
shear, high-pressure mechanical unit, which is usually equipped with a pressure 
controlled recirculation. The most widely used emulsification units are either turbine 
or cavitron systems [131]. The amount of emulsion which is treated multiple times 
by the recirculation set up, defines the energy input and thus the particle size and 
the particle size distribution. As several papers have shown, these properties are 
not only affected by the specific energy input, but also significantly by the 
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emulsification temperature, the ASA and emulsification agent consistency, the 
share between ASA and the emulsification agent, the emulsification agent viscosity 
and by the amount of emulsifiers/surfactants.  
 
The emulsion stability is most dominantly controlled by the protection colloid, the 
particle size, the temperature and the pH value. This is why the emulsions are 
usually cooled down after emulsification and in some cases acidically stabilized 
[11, 21, 82, 171, 190-192]. An option after emulsification, which is not so often 
implemented anymore, is an additional application of secondary-starch to the 
emulsion, to achieve further stabilization and higher degree of self-retention and 
thus better sizing performance. The benefit of this approach is that only a share of 
the starch needs to be emulsified, which has the advantage of lower energy 
consumption and a smaller required emulsification unit [11, 82, 159]. 
2.3.1.3.2 Dosing 
The consecutive detrimental step toward successful high performance sizing is the 
dosing procedure. All sizing agents are generally dosed within the approach flow 
system, meaning at consistencies between 3 - 4% (mixing chest, machine chest) 
down to 0.5 – 1% (short circulation between white water chest and head box). 
Traditional systems, with basic dosing units follow the trend of ASA dosing at 
higher consistencies, further away from the head box, in order to enable proper 
Figure 2.3-9: Standard Emulsification Unit Layout 
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mixing and enough dwell time for the emulsion particles to retain on the fiber. These 
systems have the advantage that they are very simple in their implementation and 
quite economical in their operation. Nevertheless, these systems also show some 
significant drawbacks, contributing to too high dwell times and improper mixing. 
The dosage of ASA, as well as AKD, far away from the head box increases the 
contact time to water and thus the potential for hydrolysis and emulsion instability. 
An additional problem is that the conventional dosing units work only with a low 
degree of dilution, causing low turbulences and small contact area between the 
sizing agent and the stock at the point of dosage. This is why production systems 
which are implementing this dosing principle, are often prone to ASA- and AKD 
specific problems such as deposits, weak retention and a relatively weak sizing 
performance. Modern, more advanced dosing systems work on the principle of 
high dilution rates and “last-minute” dosing very close to the head box. Two of 
these systems are displayed in Figure 2.3-10 [193, 194].  
The advantages of these are a very high dilution rate and thus high turbulences at 
the dosing point, low dwell times to dewatering, with the additional possibility of 
dosing more than one additive with the same unit at a time. Based on the very large 
contact area between the sizing agent and the stock during dosing, the sizing agent 
has the possibility to retain on the fibers uniformly and properly. Trials have shown 
that it is possible to minimize not only the required sizing agent content by the 
Figure 2.3-10: Modern Additive Dosing Systems / 
Trump Jet® (left) [193] & ecowirl (right) [194] 
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implementation of such a system, but also to minimize the sizing agent related 
problems [132, 159, 191, 193-196]. 
2.3.1.4 Mechanistic Steps of ASA Sizing 
Once the ASA is dosed and homogeneously distributed to the system as stable 
emulsion, the sizing process undergoes its most important steps toward a 
successful substrate hydrophobization. These steps, also known as fixation, 
emulsion break-up, spreading and curing, are illustrated in Figure 2.3-11 [197] in 
correlation to the along going production steps. The following model is referring to 
the use of ASA. Nevertheless, the steps described are also valid for the application 
of AKD and dispersed rosin sizes. 
The first step is the sizing agent fixation on the fiber or filler particles, either by self-
retention or by the help of retention aids or fixatives. Self-retention is driven either 
by electrostatic/ionic interactions between the fiber surface (anionic) and the 
protection colloid (cationic) or by steric circumstances (filtration). The fixation via 
retention aids or fixatives is done by the known retention principles (bridging model, 
patch model or complex flocculation). Key parameter to proper fixation is a 
homogeneous distribution of the ASA emulsion particles over all solids in the stock. 
Figure 2.3-11: Sizing Evolution over Production Steps [197] (Schematic Illustration) 
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Only proper fixation can prevent a separation in high shear production steps such 
as approach flow screening, head box passage and the dewatering within the 
forming and press section. The higher the degree of fixation is, the higher is the 
sizing agent’s retention, enabling a sufficient and dosage-correlated sizing 
performance. In optimized industrial-scale systems, ASA retention values of up to 
95%, in lab scale even beyond, are possible [23, 31, 112, 130, 158, 197-200].  
The second step, after the paper sheet is formed, is the emulsion brake up. This 
phenomenon occurs while the paper sheet is dewatered/pressed in the press 
section to a solid content of approx. 50% and afterwards heated up by the first 
dryer cans. The break up is driven by three factors. First, the decreasing water 
content causes emulsion instability, which is driven by reduced distances from the 
emulsion particle to the fibers. Second, the press section induces a huge extent of 
shear forces into the sheet structure. The third factor is the increasing temperature, 
which reduces the ASA’s viscosity and the emulsion stability, which in combination 
with the other mentioned factors, in turn promotes the emulsion collapse [23, 54, 
132, 197, 200]. 
The third step is the spreading of ASA over the solids’ surfaces within the drying 
section. This process happens very fast for ASA, driven by its very low viscosity at 
elevated temperatures. During spreading, the ASA covers the surfaces of the 
substrate’s components and orients itself to some extent by the help of fixatives 
and retention aids with its hydrophilic anchor towards the cellulose. This process 
reduces the substrate’s surface energy and thus increases hydrophobicity [23, 153, 
197, 200]. 
The whole process from dosing, to fixation, break up and spreading until the paper 
passes the size press or ends up on reel, does usually not take any longer than 
30 seconds to 5 minutes for modern paper machines. 
The last step that ASA sized paper or board grades undergo, is the curing step, 
which is defined by an increase in substrate hydrophobicity over a short term of 
storage (few hours to few days). This additional performance increase is so far 




2.3.2 Physico-Chemical Aspects during ASA Sizing 
ASA has been shown to only react with cellulose to a minor extent. Despite this 
fact, it still needs to be clarified why the esterification reaction does hardly happen 
and what the consequences of a high unbound, hydrolyzed ASA share are. The 
following Chapter will combine the state-of-the-art knowledge and focus on the one 
hand on the physico-chemical aspects that lead to a neglectable extent of 
esterification, and on the other hand, on the consequences of the high amount of 
hydrolyzed ASA. 
2.3.2.1 Reaction Plausibility 
The first step toward a sufficient explanation of the occurring physico-chemical 
aspects during ASA sizing is the consideration of the reaction plausibility between 
ASA and cellulose. This consideration includes the educt-product balance, the 
kinetics, the reaction energetics and sterics.  
2.3.2.1.1 Educt-Product Balance / Kinetics 
Esterification and hydrolysis are two reactions of second order, which occur 
simultaneously and stand in direct competition. The reactions can be described via 
the educt-product balance described in Equation 2.3-1 [156]. This balance might 
lead to the assumption that the reaction kinetics of ASA within the stock systems 
follow quite simple rules. In fact, the system is a lot more complicated and hence 
cannot be considered via this simple one-dimensional approach. For a holistic 
picture, the process needs to be observed within two steps. The first step, the 
application stage, where ASA is stabilized as emulsion, and the second, where it 
spreads over the more or less dry cellulose surface.  
Esterification: A + C   = AC 
Hydrolysis:  A + W  = AW 
Combination: A + C + W  = AC + AW+C + W 
Equation 2.3-1: Concurrent Reactions between ASA-Esterification & Hydrolysis [156] 
A = ASA  C = Cellulose W= Water 
AC = ASA-Cellulose Ester  AW = Hydrolyzed ASA 
During the emulsion step, ASA is exposed to an excessive amount of water, due 
to the emulsification agent being an aqueous solution (e.g., starch with ~ 3%). This 
causes direct hydrolysis on the surface of the emulsion droplets, while the reaction 
follows the stoichiometric formula (Equation 2.3-2), 
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C18H32C4H2O3 +H2O  C18H32C4H2(COOH)2 
Equation 2.3-2: ASA-Hydrolysis 
and the following kinetics (Equation 2.3-3): 






= 𝑘ℎ ∗ [𝐴] ∗ [𝑊] 
Equation 2.3-3: Kinetics of ASA-Hydrolysis 
v = Reaction Speed  kh = Reaction Rate Constant 
[A] = Concentration of Available ASA  [W] = Concentration of Available Water 
If it were not for the emulsification agent (protection colloid), this reaction would 
proceed until no unreacted ASA is left. The stabilization of the status-quo after 
some of the ASA is hydrolyzed happens by the principle visualized in Figure 2.3-12. 
The ASA molecules on the surface of the emulsion droplet hydrolyze and partly 
dissociate, generating a negative surface charge. This surface charge then is 
directly neutralized by the cationic charge of the protection colloid. This charge 
neutralization coincides with strong electrostatic and ionic attraction forces, 
creating a stable compound and causing an immobilization of the hydrolyzed ASA 
particles on the droplet surface. The layer of stabilized hydrolyzed ASA serves 
somehow as a barrier against rapid water penetration into the core of the emulsion 
droplet where the unreacted ASA is located. It also prevents unreacted ASA from 
Figure 2.3-12: Partially Hydrolyzed ASA-Emulsion Particle (Schematic Illustration) 
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reaching the water/droplet interface. However, this stabilization does not stop 
hydrolysis at all; it only slows the reaction down. The reaction kinetics (Equation 
2.3-3) are negatively influenced by a significant reduction of available ASA [A] and 
available water [W], caused by the hydrolyzed ASA layer after stabilization. The 
comparatively lower emulsion stability of ASA to AKD is based on two facts, which 
can be best described by the reaction kinetics. First, the reaction rate constant kh 
of ASA is about 80 times higher, compared to the one of AKD. Second, the 
concentration of available ASA [A] is also higher compared to the one of AKD. This 
is based on the melting point. AKD is a waxy substance at room temperature, 
preventing any molecule mobility within the emulsion droplet after emulsification, 
and thus the possibility for AKD molecules to reach the water / droplet interface. 
ASA is liquid at room temperature, meaning that within the droplet Brownian motion 
and convection, drive at least a few molecules to the water / droplet interface, 
keeping the concentration of available ASA [A] on a certain level, up to the point, 
where all ASA is hydrolyzed. Once the emulsion droplet is retained in the sheet 
structure and the sheet is dewatered, the emulsion breaks open at dry contents of 
~ 60%, exposing the unreacted ASA to the surrounding water and to the cellulose. 
Keeping in mind that the fibers are surrounded by a stable cluster of water 
molecules at elevated moisture contents, it needs to be considered that the ASA 
molecules are only in contact with water molecules until high levels of dryness at 
the end of the dryer section are reached. As a result of this, the reaction kinetics 
after the emulsion breaks open follow the ones of ASA hydrolysis (Equation 2.3-3), 
while the concentration of available water [W] is infinite (pseudo first order reaction) 
and the concentration of available ASA [A] stands in direct correlation to the 
present amount of ASA, causing the highest rate of hydrolysis in all of the 
production process. 
If any unreacted ASA is left at the end of the dryer section, where the water content 
is so low that, it allows contact between ASA and the hydroxyl groups of the 
cellulose, the possible reaction follows the stoichiometric formula (Equation 2.3-4),  
C18H32C4H2O3 +Cell-OH  C18H32C2H2(COOH)COO-Cell 
Equation 2.3-4: ASA-Esterification 
and the following kinetics (Equation 2.3-5): 
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= 𝑘𝑒 ∗ [𝐴] ∗ [𝐶] 
Equation 2.3-5: Kinetics of ASA-Esterification 
v = Reaction Speed  ke =Esterification Reaction Rate Constant  
[A] = Concentration of Available ASA  [C] = Concentration of Available Cellulose 
The comparatively higher reactivity of ASA compared to AKD, once in contact with 
cellulose is also based on two facts. First, the viscosity of ASA is significantly lower 
compared to the one of AKD, enabling faster and wider spreading. This influences 
the kinetics, by a quicker generation and higher amount of available cellulose [C]. 
Second, the reaction rate constant ke of ASA is about three times higher, compared 
to the one of AKD. 
A point that was not taken into account so far is the mass balance between ASA, 
water and cellulose. As can be seen in Equation 2.3-4 and Equation 2.3-2, one Mol 
ASA requires each one Mol water or one Mol hydroxyl groups for its reaction. 
Expressed in reactant mass, with the fictive assumption that all cellulose hydroxyl 
groups are available, it can be stated that 1 gram ASA (M: 351 g / C18) requires 
0.051 g of water (M: 18 g) or 0.154 g of cellulose (M: 162 g / anhydroglucose / 
3 OH-groups) for hydrolysis or esterification. If this fact is respected and transferred 
to the paper making process with the knowledge that only a minor share of the 
cellulose is effectively accessible for chemical reactions, it can be stated that a 
residual moisture content in the sheet structure of 0.01% would be sufficient to 
hydrolyze the complete present ASA for a sheet sized with 0.2% ASA. Considering 
the fact, that the normal moisture content at reel is between 3% and 12%, and that 
the water forms stable clusters or monolayers on the cellulose surface, it is obvious 
that there is always an excessive amount of water available for hydrolysis [142, 
156, 157, 168, 202-204]. 
2.3.2.1.2 Energetics 
An important parameter when looking at reaction plausibility is the consideration of 
the respective energetic states before and after reaction. To take this into account, 
the bond energies were considered and compared, without respecting the reaction 
entropy. The bond energy change for the esterification reaction was set as 





This approach shows, that esterification and hydrolysis are, from an energetic point 
of view, reactions of equal plausibility. Both show the energetic values 
∆Hrel. = 0 kJ/mol, as the same covalent bonds are opened and/or reconnected 
during these reactions. The di-acid as hydrolysis product, once dissociated and 
stabilized by metal ions, is even of higher stability compared to the ester, which 
can be hydrolyzed under acidic or alkaline conditions [150, 151, 156]. 
2.3.2.1.3 Sterics 
A further important point when defining the plausibility of concurring reactions is 
their steric background. The reaction between ASA and cellulose can happen on 
five positions over the cellulose molecule (Figure 2.3-15). The first two positions 
are the terminal hydroxyl groups in position 1 and 4. Considering the fact that every 
cellulose macromolecule is in average made up of at least 10,000 glucose 
molecules, only one hydroxyl group out of 15,000 is in terminal position. This is 
why they can be neglected. The important hydroxyl groups are the ones in position 
2, 3 and 6, while some of the ones in position 6 are oxidized to carboxylic acids 
and thus not reactive. The calculation in Chapter 2.3.2.1.1 has shown that from a 
theoretical point of view, only 0.154 g of cellulose are required for the complete 
esterification with 1 g of ASA. This approach, which indicates that all hydroxyl 
groups are available, does by far not meet the real circumstances. The single 
cellulose chains are not dissolved in water during the paper production process. 






































Figure 2.3-14: ASA Hydrolysis Reaction Enthalpy 
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that are more or less penetrated by water (swelling) and thus already occupied by 
water molecules prior to sizing agent contact. The only positions where the sizing 
agent can get into contact with the cellulose is from the fiber lumen or the fiber 
surface, while still the fact that the cellulose surface is covered by more than a 
molecular water film during the production has to be taken into account (3% – 12% 
residual moisture content). These conditions promote the fact, that driven by steric 
hindrance, the concentration of available cellulose [C] is by far not as high as the 
actual concentration of cellulose in the system [205-207].  
 
2.3.2.2 Phenomena based on Sizing Agent Mobility 
Theoretical investigations and practical 
approaches have proven that the major 
part of the retained ASA is present in the 
sheet structure in hydrolyzed form. During 
an optimal production process, the 
hydrolyzed ASA gets well distributed and well oriented among the substrate 
surface. By this, even the unbound ASA is able to perform as hydrophobizing 
substance. Looking at some well-known interactions, it must be considered, that 
the hydrolyzed share is somehow stabilized via electrostatic or ionic interactions 
by either metal ions (Ca2+, Mg2+, Al3+) or by polymeric cationic groups deriving from 
the protection colloid, fixatives or retention aids. The fixation is due to its 
electrostatic or ionic nature reversible and can thus be significantly influenced by 
external factors, such as relative humidity or temperature, resulting in possible 
molecule mobility. That means that the hydrolyzed ASA share is free to move 
within, or even out of the cellulosic structure, creating new entries to the 
Figure 2.3-15: Cellulose' Reactive Groups (simplified) 
Figure 2.3-16: Simplified Sizing Agent 
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explanation of ASA sizing. The following Chapters will describe the molecule 
mobility based processes occurring in ASA sized sheets, including possible ways 
of orientation, agglomeration, migration, size revision and size reactivation. As 
these approaches are applicable for hydrolyzed AKD as well, the sizing agent 
(Figure 2.3-16) is illustrated in simplified form within the models (except for the 
model of intra molecular orientation). 
2.3.2.2.1 Sizing Agent Orientation  
The orientation of the sizing agent molecules on the substrate surface is, as 
already stated, the major factor influencing the sizing performance. In general, two 
orientation extremes with an intermediate state can be reached (Figure 2.3-17.) 
The first stage (left) shows the optimal situation. All molecules are oriented with 
their anchor in the direction of the cellulose surface, thus decreasing the surface 
energy and boosting the sizing performance. This state is promoted by 
homogeneous sizing agent distribution and proper fixation.  
State two (center) shows random orientation. The major part of the particles is 
neither oriented with the anchor to the cellulose, nor away from it. That leads to a 
minor decrease of surface energy and by this to a weaker sizing performance. The 
Figure 2.3-17: Sizing Agent Orientation on Cellulose Surface (Schematic Illustration) 
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third state (right) describes an orientation with the olefin rests in the direction of the 
cellulose. This scenario triggers the highest degree of surface energy, hence 
causing the weakest sizing performance. For real life scenarios, the orientation 
states will never occur in extremes, but thermodynamically driven as equilibrium. 
The way of orientation (equilibrium) is supposed to be very sensible to retention, 
distribution and fixation, as well as to the drying intensity [31, 66, 73, 147, 154, 
208]. 
2.3.2.2.2 Intra-Molecular Orientation 
Looking at the molecular structures of ASA, a further orientation possibility comes 
into consideration. This so-called intramolecular orientation results from the 
different structural isomers of ASA and the possibilities for the saturated part of the 
alkenyl rest to rotate freely. Figure 2.3-18 displays different orientation states of 
one specific structural isomer.  
The state displayed on the left shows no degree of entanglement, while the one on 
the right shows the maximum degree. From a theoretical approach, the possible 
extent of surface energy reduction is related to the degree of entanglement, 
meaning the more spread out the molecule is, the better its shielding performance 
and hence its hydrophobizing properties are. Due its two alkyl-rest with chain 
lengths of C16 to C22, AKD has even more degrees of freedom for entanglement, 
affecting it even more by intramolecular orientation processes [209, 210]. 
2.3.2.2.3 Sizing Agent Agglomeration 
Sizing agent agglomeration is an effect which results directly from the molecular 
mobility on saturated surfaces. The type of agglomeration mentioned in this section 
Figure 2.3-18: Intra-Molecular Sizing Agent Orientation (Schematic Illustration) 
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should not be confused with the agglomeration phenomena occurring in aqueous 
phases, e.g., the ones that lead to emulsion instability. The described 
agglomeration phenomena refer to the processes occurring in the dry paper web 
(Figure 2.3-19). This theory says that there are two major possibilities the 
hydrolyzed sizing agent molecules could arrange. One is the formation of 
hydrophobic micelles / agglomerates. Here, the hydrophilic anchors orientate in 
one central direction, so a spherical structure with hydrophobic character is 
created. Agglomerates of this kind show low surface energy and high 
hydrophobicity. Agglomerates, which are made up the other way around, show 
quite different properties. For these, the olefin rests point to the center, creating an 
agglomerate with a very high surface energy and by this a hydrophilic nature [103, 
191, 211, 212]. 
 
2.3.2.2.4 Fugitive Sizing / Sizing Loss / Size Reversion 
The processes that cause a decrease in sizing performance are also known as 
size reversion, sizing loss or fugitive sizing [31, 46, 55, 57, 60, 70, 75, 213-215]. 
All these phenomena have, from a theoretical point of view, other triggers, but 
result in the same molecular processes, which in fact are a combination of sizing 
agent migration, orientation and agglomeration. The occurring events can be 
explained via a three-phase model (Figure 2.3-20).  
The first phase defines the properties at the beginning of aging time right after 
production, where the whole sizing agent is distributed equally, but mostly in 
hydrolyzed form, within the paper sheet. The molecules are free in their mobility, 
but absorbed and fixated on the surface of filler particles or cellulose fibers. Only a 
Figure 2.3-19: Inter-Molecular Sizing Agent Orientation / Agglomeration (Schematic Illustration) 
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very small share is covalently bound to the cellulose. Driven by the natural 
molecular hydrophobicity in combination with their fixation driven orientation, the 
paper shows a sizing agent dosage correlating sizing performance. 
The second phase defines the first stage of aging, also known as curing time. 
Driven by external factors, such as relative humidity and temperature, the 
molecules start migrating within the sheet structure. Once they reach the 
interphase between cellulose and air, the molecules orientate with their olefin rest 
away from the paper surface, while decreasing the surface energy. This process 
causes an increase in sizing performance. The end of the second phase is 
reached, when the maximum substrate-specific surface saturation is reached. 
Phase three starts at the point, where the maximum degree of saturation is 
exceeded, and the molecules begin to agglomerate. That means that they form 
bundles or micelle-like structures and lose their sizing performance. These 
agglomerates are formed either within the sheet structure or on the surface, while 
some can also include covalently-bound ASA molecules and thus weaken their 
sizing performance as well. This process of agglomeration-driven sizing decrease 
can proceed up to a total loss of sizing performance, while the speed rises with 
increasing relative humidity and temperature [215].  
Figure 2.3-20: Fugitive Sizing / Sizing Loss / Size Reversion (Idealized Scheme) 
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2.3.2.2.5 Sizing Agent Migration 
Sizing agent migration is a topic that has come to discussion during the recent 
years. This process describes the molecular mobility of hydrolyzed ASA (di-acid) 
and AKD (ketone) beyond the sheet structure. Several approaches have shown 
that the molecules are capable of leaving the initially sized substrate and to migrate 
onto or into surrounding substances, by either direct contact or vapor-phase 
transport. This process is especially known to AKD sized paper under the name of 
ketone migration, a phenomenon causing severe problems in copy machines by 
depositions [31, 55, 57, 60, 73, 74, 129, 131, 216-220]. It is also supposed to be 
the trigger for the AKD-typical significant friction coefficient reduction [60].  
ASA migration from sized to unsized paper samples was observed, by proving very 
high extents of migration. Migration processes are of highest importance for paper 
& board products which are in direct or indirect food or beverage contact. The 
maximum rate of migrated sizing agents is therefore defined by national 
regulations, such as “XXXVI Empfehlung des Bundesinstitut für Risikobewertung” 
Figure 2.3-21: ASA-Migration (Idealized Scheme) 
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[221] or the “Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21 by the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services” [222]. 
The migration processes can be described as displayed in Figure 2.3-21. 
Accelerated by high relative humidity and ambient temperatures, the hydrolyzed 
sizing agents start to migrate within the sheet structure, in order to find the optimal 
energetic state. The migration of the sizing agent onto another surface, or into 
another substance can be driven by two main factors. One is the plain 
concentration gradient, as it is applicable for migration processes between sized 
and unsized papers. The other factor contributes to the properties of the contact 
substance/material as solvent or adsorbent. If the substance is less polar and more 
hydrophobic than cellulose, such as butter or oil, the sizing agent is a lot more likely 
to migrate compared to a polar substance, such as water or cellulose.  
2.3.2.2.6 Sizing Reactivation / Sizing Agent Reorientation 
A further phenomenon, which underlines the high degree of molecule mobility of 
hydrolyzed ASA, is a possible reactivation of the sizing performance by the 
application of Alum [31]. It was observed that paper samples that were 
contaminated with migrated (hydrolyzed) ASA and did not show any initial sizing 
performance, showed significant sizing performance after a treatment with 
aqueous alum solutions and subsequent drying. These trials prove that it is 
possible to redistribute and reorient agglomerated ASA molecules by substrate 
vaccination with Al3+ ions. The principle that describes this process is displayed in 
Figure 2.3-22.  
The reactivation process starts with either an aged paper sample or a sample 
which is contaminated with migrated ASA, while it does not matter if it is filled or 
not. When these sheets are treated with aqueous solutions of Al3+, or cationic 
aluminum derivates, the water and the aluminum cause a disintegration of the 
agglomerates and a fixation of the ASA molecules to the cellulosic structure. The 
reorientation, which is the trigger for the sizing performance regain is induced by 
subsequent drying. The chemical principle, which is supposed to be the trigger for 
the reactivating properties of alum, is the secondary formation of ASA-cellulose-
aluminates [223], as schematically displayed in Figure 2.3-23. The fixation principle 





2.3.3 Causes for Interactions during ASA Sizing 
The production step of paper sizing as such, no matter if rosin, AKD or ASA is 
used, is subject to a number of internal and external factors that are capable of 
causing interactions during the sizing process. These interactions can be of 
negative, but also of synergetic nature, and thus be undesired or favorable. The 
following Chapter will briefly focus on the well-known interactions during paper 
sizing with ASA as sizing agent. However, based on their similar molecular 
composition and mechanism of action, the gross content of these interactions can 
be transferred to AKD and rosin as well. 















Figure 2.3-23: ASA-Cellulose Aluminate 
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2.3.3.1 Process Parameters 
ASA’s sizing performance is most dominantly affected by the process parameters 
pH, water hardness and temperature. The observable interactions are based on 
the strong impact on the hydrolytic stability of the ASA emulsions. It can be seen 
from the following figures that increasing pH, hardness and temperature 
significantly affect the hydrolysis rate, and thus the emulsion stability [131, 160, 
168]. The direct result is a decreasing sizing performance. Figure 2.3-24 [31] 
displays the dependency of the sizing performance on the evolution of emulsion 
hydrolysis. This approach shows that successful sizing is not possible with a 
hydrolysis rate beyond 25% [31], even though the actual present amount of ASA 
in the sized sheet remains unchanged. The mentioned process parameters are, 
next to their negative impact on the hydrolytic stability of ASA, capable of changing 
the fiber properties, in terms of swelling and surface charge [224]. This can also 




The kinetics of chemical reactions are most dominantly affected by the ambient 
temperatures [156]. A rule of thumb states that a temperature increase of 10 °C 
doubles the reaction speed, resulting in an exponential impact factor. This 
Figure 2.3-24: Impact of ASA-Hydrolysis Rate on Sizing Performance  
(translated from original [31]) 
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correlation is visualized in Figure 2.3-25 [31], showing a rapid hydrolysis rate in a 
process-typical temperature range between 50 °C and 70 °C.  
 
The hydrolysis rate published in this paper is nevertheless significantly higher 
compared to other publications [130, 131, 198], where a progress of 50% 
hydrolysis was reached after 1.5 - 4 hours. This might be due to the implemented, 
consecutive titration method with NaOH at pH 8. This method can be considered 
as hydrolysis promoting and thus is only capable of delivering relative values. To 
prevent extraordinary hydrolysis rates in industrial-scale upon dosage, the 
readymade ASA emulsions or the emulsion starches are usually cooled down with 
heat exchangers. This is necessary, because it is quite common that the emulsions 
are transported or stored a few minutes after emulsification, before being added to 
the stock [82].  
2.3.3.1.2 pH-Value 
The ambient pH value is also considered as one of the most emulsion stability 
influencing factors throughout the production process (Figure 2.3-26 [31]). Several 
attempts have shown that a switch from acidic to alkaline conditions is boosting the 
hydrolysis rate [130, 131, 198]. This phenomenon is based on the nucleophilic 
properties of water and on the acidic stabilization of ASA acid. The nucleophilic 
properties of water increase with increasing pH value, due to a higher 
Figure 2.3-25: Impact of Temperature on ASA-Hydrolysis Rate  
(translated from original [31]) 
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concentration of OH-, and thus promotes the reaction speed of the anhydride ring-
opening reaction. Driven by a stabilization of the chemical equilibrium, ASA can be 
properly stabilized by acidic conditions, slowing down the hydrolysis speed. For the 
case that the acid is deprotonated by high pH values, it is free to form succinates 
or salts with other suspension components, which causes precipitation and an 
along going hydrolysis-promoting change of the reaction equilibrium [168]. 
To avoid pH triggered hydrolysis within industrial-scale ASA processing, either the 
used starches are acidically stabilized, or the whole emulsion is brought to acidic 
conditions upon dosage [191]. 
2.3.3.1.3 Water Hardness 
The water hardness, what is the concentration of the divalent cations Ca2+ and 
Mg2+, shows a significant impact on the hydrolytic stability of ASA (Figure 2.3-27 
[31]). Even though the impact is not as dominant as the factors pH and 
temperature, it still has to be considered [31]. As mentioned in the previous 
Chapter, the increase in hydrolysis by increasing water hardness can be explained 
by salt formation. Once the ASA molecule is hydrolyzed, it is, depending on the 
ambient pH value, partially or fully deprotonated and subsequently stabilized by 
cations in terms of salt formation. The salts have a comparably low water solubility, 
which causes them to precipitate [162]. Even though the water hardness is a sum 
parameter for the concentration of Ca2+ and Mg2+, it is well known that Ca2+ has 
Figure 2.3-26: Impact of pH on ASA Hydrolysis Rate (translated from original [31]) 
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the highest impact on ASA hydrolysis and thus on the resulting sizing performance 
[31, 225].  
This high sensitivity of ASA emulsions towards water hardness is respected in 
industrial-scale by only using fresh water for starch cooking, emulsification or 
dilution issues within the emulsion preparation steps.  
 
2.3.3.2 Fiber Types 
Even though there is a lack of scientific proof, it is well known to the suppliers, as 
well as to the paper & board producers that sizing with ASA is prone to the same 
stock impact factors than AKD [191]. This is why these factors are explained and 
visualized using the example of AKD. Figure 2.3-28 [195] shows the following 
global tendencies. First, hardwood fibers show a higher size-ability compared to 
softwood fibers. Second, unbleached pulp is better to size compared to bleached 
pulp. Third, sulfate/kraft grades show a higher size-ability compared to sulfite 
grades. The last observation that has been made, is that secondary fiber grades 
(OCC, DIP), in general show weaker size-ability compared to virgin grades [195, 
226, 227].  
Figure 2.3-27: Impact of Water Hardness on ASA Hydrolysis Rate  




2.3.3.3 Filler Types 
As the production of unfilled paper or board grades only represents a minor share 
of the globally produced grades, the impact of fillers on the sizing performance of 
ASA has to be taken into account as well. The impact of different commonly used 
filler types is displayed in Figure 2.3-29 [31].  
This graph, as well as other publications state that the sizing performance is 
significantly influenced by the type of filler used and by the content in the paper 
sheet [35, 225]. The mostly negative impact of fillers on the sizing performance is 
based on two main factors. The first is the comparably low first-pass retention of 
filled systems compared to unfilled ones. A decreasing first-pass retention 
Figure 2.3-28: Impact of Pulp Type on AKD-Sizing Performance [195] 
Figure 2.3-29: Impact of Filler Type on ASA-Sizing Performance  
(translated from original [31]) 
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decreases also the retained amount of ASA in the sheet and thus causes undesired 
hydrolysis of the unretained fraction. The second factor is the very high specific 
surface area and the surface charge of some filler types. This is why especially fine 
filler types, such as PCC, GCC and TiO2 are affecting the sizing performance 
explicitly negative [195]. The most negative observable impact is caused by clay, 
when used as filler and not as pigment [31]. It is possible to compensate the 
negative side effects of high filler dosages by the modification of their surface 
properties, as it is done with PPH (Pigment Polymer Hybrid) [228].  
2.3.3.4 Cationic Additives 
Cationic additives are key components to successful ASA sizing. Their synergetic 
effects have widely been analyzed and are therefore well known. Next to the use 
of cationic emulsion polymers, other cationic additives, like starches, wet strength 
resins, retention aids, fixatives and aluminum compounds are known to promote 
ASA’s sizing performance [35, 112, 169, 208, 223]. For these additives it can be 
observed, that an increase in their dosage does not only promote the sizing 
performance, but also increases the ASA retention. This is based on the retention 
promoting properties of most cationic additives. Figure 2.3-30 [31] displays the 
synergetic effect of cationic internal starch on the sizing performance. 
 
Figure 2.3-30: Impact of Cationic Starch on ASA-Sizing Performance  
(translated from original [31]) 
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A further synergetic effect, that has been observed are the sizing promoting 
properties of aluminum compounds. These are not only supposed to increase the 
ASA retention, but to also promote the ASA fixation and orientation after sheet 
forming. This synergetic effect is displayed in Figure 2.3-31 [31] on the example of 
alum [31].  
 
2.3.3.5 Anionic Additives 
The presence of free anionic additives, such as dispersing or optical brightening 
agents is a trigger for several negative interactions with cationic additives such as 
retention aids, starches or emulsified sizing agents. Anionic molecules, also known 
as anionic trash, if not adsorbed to the fiber/filler surfaces, cause either a 
passivation or an agglomeration of cationic additives. As a result, their self-
retaining properties are significantly minimized and by this, their way of action. The 
negative impact of free dispersing agent is displayed in Figure 2.3-32 [31], showing 
that an increasing content of anionic charge in the system is decreasing the ASA 
retention and subsequently the sizing performance [31]). This is why it is of highest 
interest within industrial paper & board production to dose anionic additives earlier 
in the process chain and as far as possible away from the dosing positions of 
cationic additives. If some undesired free/unbound anionic additives should remain 
Figure 2.3-31: Impact of PAC Dosage on ASA-Sizing Performance  
(translated from original [31]) 
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in the suspension at crucial points, they are fixated/flocculated with fixatives, which 
are also known as anionic-trash catchers (e.g., PAC, alum, polymeric fixatives) [11, 
35, 229].  
 
2.3.3.6 Surface-Active Additives 
Surface-active additives have the same chemical superstructure as sizing agents 
from a basic point of view, meaning hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups within one 
molecule. They serve the issue to decrease the interphase phenomena between 
two substances, by a decrease of surface energy, just as sizing agents do. The 
two main groups of surface-active additives, which are used for the production of 
paper & board, are defoamers and deaerators. Investigations have shown, that 
some product classes, especially defoamers such as fatty acid ethoxylates and 
fatty acid polyether, have the highest negative impact on the sizing performance 
(Figure 2.3-33 [31]). However, not only defoamers or deaerators which are dosed 
to the process continuously in order to maintain a certain process stability, are 
triggers for interactions, based on surface-active phenomena. Products, such as 
cleaners/tensides, which might remain in the system after a boil-out, or extractives 
from the pulp production process can cause quite similar interactions [31, 35, 230, 
231].  
Figure 2.3-32: Impact of Anionic Dispersing Agent Dosage on ASA-Sizing Performance  
(translated from original [31]) 
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This well-known negative impact is thought to be based on interactions between 
the surface-active additives and the ASA-hydrophobized sheet surface once the 
sheet is dried. The mechanism is based on a surface energy increase of the sized 
paper surface by a misagglomeration of the surface-active molecules on the 
outermost layers of the interphase, causing a reduction of sizing performance. 
2.4 Limitations of State-of-the-Art ASA-Sizing Analysis 
Considering the state-of-the-art knowledge on reactive sizing with ASA, which was 
described in the previous Chapters, it becomes obvious that one existential link 
towards a holistic description of the sizing mechanisms is missing. As sizing agents 
are from their basic nature surface active additives which are added to the 
cellulosic system in order to decrease the surface energy, they do not only have to 
be present in the sheet structure, but they also have to be present equally 
distributed on the interface between cellulose and water. This interphase is the 
water-accessible surface of fibers and fillers within the sheet structure.  
This background was elaborated by the author in a model which describes ASA 
sizing as a sum parameter that is based on three pillars (Figure 2.4-1 [232]). This 
sum parameter, which is representative for the final sizing result, is measurable via 
sizing performance analysis (Chapter 2.2.7) and based on the sizing agent quality, 
Figure 2.3-33: Impact of Defoamer / Deaerator Type on ASA-Sizing Performance  
(translated from original [31]) 
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the sizing agent quantity and the sizing agent localization. How these pillars are 
defined within this model will be described in the following. 
 
The first pillar, the sizing agent quality, is defined as the type of ASA, its 
composition and its processing. This includes the length of the aliphatic rest (C16 
or C18), the share between the lengths of the aliphatic rests, the amount and type 
of emulsifier used, the type and charge density of the protection colloid as well as 
the emulsification parameters (particle size, dilution rate, share of protection 
colloid/ASA, etc.). The magnitude of impact of these factors has widely been 
analyzed and optimized during the recent years (see Chapter 2.3) and can 
therefore be considered as well known. 
The second pillar, the sizing agent quantity, describes the effective amount of ASA 
in the sheet structure after manufacturing. This amount is determinable via several 
quantification approaches, as described in Chapter 2.2.8. A series of approaches 
which have connected the amount of sizing agent in the sheet structure to the 
sizing performance, have shown that on the one hand, the sizing agent retention 
is a crucial factor, but on the other hand, the amount of sizing agent in the sheet 
structure cannot always be linked to the sizing performance (Chapter 2.3.2.2 & 
Chapter 2.3.3). 
Figure 2.4-1: The Foundation of Reactive Sizing with ASA [232] 
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The third pillar, which defines the sizing agent localization within the sheet 
structure, is the yet still insufficiently known factor. As mentioned above, it is crucial 
for the sizing agent as surface-active additive to be positioned equally distributed 
among the whole surface/interface, in order to provide sufficient surface energy 
reduction. So far, none of the above-mentioned performance, qualitative or 
quantitative analysis methods are capable of analyzing this micro-scale distribution 
behavior within the sheet structure. This problem is due to either a required sample 
destruction (e.g., combustion by using Py-GC/MS), sizing agent extraction (e.g. 
HPLC), a far too big measurement area (e.g., NIR-Spectroscopy), or even a too 
low sensitivity toward sizing agents (e.g., Raman-, FTIR-Spectroscopy). 
In order to holistically understand the mechanisms that lead to the sizing 
performance of ASA, it is considered as necessary to better understand the 
phenomena of sizing agent localization, which are supposed to be the missing link. 
As it is not possible to determine the exact localization of the sizing agent in a 
microscopic scale away from model substrates with the existing methods, it was 
necessary to develop a method which is capable of filling the existent gaps within 
the field of ASA localization in real life sheet structures.  
2.5 Optical ASA Localization 
2.5.1 General Background 
The localization of ASA or its reaction products within the sheet structure is a topic 
of interest ever since it became common knowledge that ASA hardly reacts with 
cellulose. Contributing to this interest, one approach has shown that it is possible 
to trace the calcium salts (succinates) within the sheet structure by electron 
scanning microscopy [167]. However, no other paper states a potential 
measurement method for the microscopic analysis of the sizing agent distribution 
within the paper/board sheet. 
Parallels to the field of bioscience have shown that it is a state-of-the-art analysis 
method to conduct destruction free and real time confocal microscopy analysis in 
the sub-micron range for the purpose of e.g., cell analysis [233]. Further 
investigations led to the conclusion that confocal microscopy might be a suitable 
tool for ASA distribution analysis, as it was already implemented for paper research 
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as a tool for topographical analysis [234, 235] and in one known special application 
for the tracking of marked PAE in the sheet structure [236]. 
The principles of confocal microscopy, with its benefits and restrictions and the 
focus on ASA localization are explained in the subsequent Chapters. 
2.5.2 Confocal Microscopy 
2.5.2.1 Principle 
Confocal microscopy is an advanced derivate of conventional light or fluorescence 
microscopy. Even though it is possible to analyze samples at high magnification 
rates, conventional microscopy is suffering some drawbacks which influence the 
image quality significantly. One major problem is a picture blurriness deriving from 
out-of-focus planes, which causes undesired obscuring phenomena, especially 
when analyzing samples of higher thickness and when the desired focus planes 
are within the sample. This problem is based on the illumination of the whole 
sample thickness during conventional microscopy and the correlated light 
reflection of areas above and below the focus planes, resulting in reduced contrast 
values and thus in a lower obtainable resolution. This drawback is eliminated by 
the use of confocal microscopy, for which the physical set-up of the microscope 
suppresses the interference of reflection/blurriness of out-of-focus planes. This 
specific set up is displayed schematically on the example of confocal white light 
microscopy in Figure 2.5-1. As it can be seen, the set-up of diaphragms, dichroic 
mirror (beam splitter), and objective lens defines three points of focus, which are 
all in optical crucial positions (confocal, Latin for point of same focus). One is in the 
illumination pinhole, one on the focal plane and one in the confocal pinhole. This 
arrangement allows only reflected light from the focal plane (indicated as black 
lines) to enter through the confocal pinhole, preventing that any light rays from out 
of focus planes (indicated as red lines) cause interferences at the detector. 
Enabled by these features, pictures taken by confocal microscopy are defined by 
a very high resolution and a comparably low extent of interference. The depth of 
the focal plane, the achievable lateral and axial resolution are defined by the 
numerical aperture of the objective, the wavelength of the light source and the 
diameter of the pinholes. The lower this diameter, the higher the confocal effect. 
The depth of the focal plane and the maximum achievable lateral and axial 
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resolution are defined by the formulas (Equation 2.5-1, Equation 2.5-2,  
Equation 2.5-3 and Equation 2.5-4) [237-240]. 
 
 
Figure 2.5-1: Principle of Confocal White Light Microscopy 
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2.5.2.2 Features, Advantage and Applicability for Paper-Component 
Analysis 
The features and advantages of confocal compared to conventional microscopy 
can be summarized, as displayed in Table 2.5-1. Many different types of confocal 
microscopes are available on the market, all based on different working principles 
such as laser scanning, electron beam scanning, fluorescent light or white light. All 
of them have their advantages in respective fields of research. While analyzing the 
different microscopy types, it turned out that the principle of white light confocal 
microscopy could be of highest interest not only for topographical analysis of paper, 
but also for the analysis of paper components. Its principle is based on the sample 





𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  
𝜆0
 2 ∗  𝑁𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑗.
 
Equation 2.5-1: Microscopy // Lateral Resolution /  
Abbe Diffraction Limit [237] 
dmin= Minimum Resolvable  
Lateral Spacing between  
two Lines [nm] 
λ0 = Wavelength of Light 
NAobj. = Numerical Aperture of the 
Objective 
NAcond. = Numerical Aperture of the 
Condenser 
while for confocal microscopes  
NAobj. = NAcond. 
 




Equation 2.5-2: Microscopy // Lateral Resolution /  
Airy Diffraction Limit [237] or  
Rayleigh Criterion [240] 
rAiry= dRayleigh = Minimum Resolvable 
Lateral Spacing between two  
Reflecting Spots [nm] 
λ0 = Wavelength of Light 




2 ∗ 𝜆0 ∗  𝜂
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Equation 2.5-3: Microscopy // Axial Resolution /  
z-Diffraction Limit [237] 
zmin= Minimum Resolvable  
Axial Spacing between two  
Reflecting Spots [nm] 
λ0 = Wavelength of light 







Equation 2.5-4: Microscopy // Depth of Filed [237] 
δ= Depth of Field [nm] 
zmin+= First Axial Minima above central 
Maximum [nm] 




visible area. This results in the advantage of microscopic pictures that do not only 
deliver the above-mentioned advantages of general confocal microscopy, but also 
deliver real color information of the examined specimen. 
Table 2.5-1: Advantages of Confocal vs. Conventional Microscopy 
Advantages of Confocal vs. Conventional Microscopy 
− Reduction of blurriness deriving from light reflection / scattering of out-
of-focus planes. 
− Optimized signal-to-noise ratio. 
− Increased effective / minimal resolution. 
− Enabled examination of voluminous, light scattering samples  
(e.g., paper). 
− Possibility to conduct real 3-D analysis by x-y-z mapping. 
− Low extend of stray light and photo bleaching by only a very small 
illuminated sample spot. 
The implementation of an optical analysis method always requires an optical 
differentiability of the substance to be analyzed from the surrounding substances 
that are of no interest. If the substance does not deliver these properties in terms 
of shape or shade/color, it is necessary for it to be marked. This is usually done by 
a staining/dying step. The most implemented procedure is fluorescent staining, 
while using fluorescent microscopy approaches (e.g., in biosciences). For the case 
of white light confocal microscopy a fluorescent staining step is of no advantage, 
because these types of microscopes are neither equipped with either the right light 
source for fluorescence excitation, nor with filter units for the isolation of the emitted 
light. Therefore, it is necessary to dye/stain the substances of interest with dyes 
that absorb and emit light in the visible wavelength area. An additional requirement 
is a high color intensity of the marked substance, which enables the examiner to 
properly differentiate the substance of interest from the background [237, 240, 
241]. 
2.5.3 Dying / Staining 
Transferring the above-mentioned information on the application of confocal white 
light microscopy in order to trace ASA within the cellulosic sheet structure, it needs 
to be taken into consideration that ASA is a translucent liquid with a slight amber 
shade, which is hardly differentiable from cellulose. This states the clear need to 
dye or stain ASA prior to analysis.  
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This requirement is also valid for the analysis of proteins, DNA, RNA, lipids or any 
other substances of interest within the field of biosciences. To fulfill these 
requirements a typical staining principle is implemented. As these approaches 
mostly deal with the optical analysis of substances that are already in the 
specimen, it is necessary to also dye the substance of interest within the specimen. 
In the field of biosciences, this dyeing step is usually done under solvent (water, 
alcohol, etc.) atmosphere, while the dyes adsorb on or bind to the substances of 
interest [236, 242, 243]. By choosing highly selective dyes, it is possible to mark 
selectively, transferring the fluorescent properties of the dye to the substance of 
interest and by this visualize it during microscopic analysis [237]. 
As the mentioned staining methods require dye application under solvent 
atmosphere, it is, due to the volatile mobility of ASA, not possible to implement 
these, as they would change the distribution behavior of ASA within the sheet 
structure. This is why an alternative approach of ASA dyeing/staining has to be 
implemented. This step has to include the dyeing of ASA prior to the contact with 
the specimen, making it from the basic principle similar to 13C labeling [102], 
during which labelled ASA is induced to the system and later analyzed with a 
specific method (NMR). While following this approach, several aspects have to be 
considered in order to avoid undesired interactions or deviations once ASA is dyed. 
As the method is supposed to suit the description of ASA’s distribution and mobility 
behavior within the sheet structure, it has to be of highest importance, that the dye 
does not have any impact on ASA’s crucial properties. Therefore, it is necessary 
to consider possible changes in ASA’s chemical or physical properties, as well as 
the mixing and de-mixing properties, in order to confirm that the sizing mechanisms 
of conventional ASA are reconstructable with D-ASA. 
An additional point of importance is the color of the suited dye and the optical 
discriminability of D-ASA from cellulose. It is therefore necessary, that the dye 
transfers a very deep shade onto ASA. This is supposed to increase the contrast 
between ASA and cellulose and minimize optical confounding between the D-ASA 
and native cellulose components. 
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3 Discussion of Results 
The following section of Chapters will describe the development of the 
implemented approaches, their conduction as well as the generated results. The 
first section will describe the development and verification of an optical analysis 
method based on confocal white light microscopy for the determination of ASA 
within the sheet structure. This Chapter will be followed by a section on the 
determination of the main performance-impacting factors for ASA sizing. The most 
important impact factors on the sizing performance will subsequently be analyzed 
by the developed localization method, in order to determine and quantify the 
correlation between the sizing performance, the localization behavior and external 
factors. In a subsequent step, the results of this correlation analysis will be 
transferred into an emulsion-modification-based optimization approach, which 
combines the gained knowledge of both, the sizing performance and the 
localization behavior analysis. The last step explained will be the transfer of the 
elaborated optimization approach onto industrial-scale production with the focus 
on significant sizing agent savings. 
3.1 Localization of ASA within the Sheet Structure 
The development of a comparably simple and reliable method for the localization 
of ASA or its derivates within the sheet structure was a main goal of this thesis. 
Based on the advantages explained in Chapter 2.5, it was decided to follow a 
localization approach via confocal white light microscopy, as this method enables 
yet unknown possibilities in terms of resolution and applicability for paper. The 
following Chapters on the localization of ASA within the sheet structure will 
describe the path from the determination of boundary conditions, such as ASA 
dyeing and microscope set up, the analysis of gained data, to the determination of 
repeatability and correlations with other papermaking parameters. 
3.1.1 Choice of Dyes 
ASA is an amber, translucent liquid, which can be discriminated by no chance from 
the cellulosic structure, by the use of confocal white light microscopy, without a 
dyeing or staining step. As explained in Chapter 2.5.3, ASA needs to be dyed prior 
to application in order to enable an unaffected representation of its behavior within 
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the sheet structure. To conduct this dyeing step without affecting ASA’s chemical 
or physical behavior, some important facts have to be taken into consideration. The 
dye properties, required for a successful ASA staining procedure are listed in  
Table 3.1-1. 
Table 3.1-1: Required Staining Dye Properties 
Required Staining Dye Properties 
− very deep shade for maximum contrast during analysis. 
− a color that cannot be confounded with other paper ingredients. 
− high solubility in ASA, without the tendency of de-mixing at the given 
circumstances (temperature, presence of water, pH, etc.). 
− no reaction with ASA (esterification, hydrolysis, etc.). 
− no effect on ASA’s physical properties (viscosity and mobility). 
− no effect on ASA’s processability nor sizing performance. 
− no affinity toward water and/or cellulose. 
3.1.1.1 Dye Type 
To fulfill the above-mentioned requirements, the selection of possible dyes had to 
be conducted very carefully, starting at the molecular structure of candidate 
substances. The most important aspect that was considered was the need of a 
“non-impact dyeing” step, meaning that ASA is not affected in any of its properties. 
This feature can only be reached by the use of dyes, which have a similar chemical 
structure to the one of ASA. The first criterion that had to be fulfilled was a 
predominantly hydrophobic structure, with the need to contain at least one polar 
group. This feature is supposed to increase the solubility in ASA and in addition to 
meme ASA’s tenside-like structure, without being too hydrophilic. The second 
requirement was a molar weight in the range of ASA (MASA C18 = 351 g) in order to 
provide a similar molecular mobility. The third requirement was the need of a low 
possibility of chemical reactions between ASA and the dye, meaning a high degree 
of chemical inertness, as a reaction would not only change the chemical, but also 
the physical properties of the mixture. The last requirement was a dye melting point 
above process-typical temperatures, in order to ensure that the dye is dissolved 
and not melted in ASA. Table 3.1-2 and Figure 3.1-1 list the properties of five dyes 
that were selected as potential substances according to the given requirements, 
including one fluorescent dye which was used for a verification step, utilizing 
fluorescent light microscopy. 
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Dye Type IUPAC-Name 
- Formula - 




- C24H21N5 - 
379g 1 x 
2nd amine 
130 °C 




- C22H26N2O2 - 
350g 2 x 
2nd amines 
105 °C 




- C22H16N4O - 
352g 1 x 
hydroxyl 
199 °C 




- C29H24N6 - 







- C20H18N2O2 - 
318g none 205 °C 
 
Figure 3.1-1: Selection of Dyes for ASA 
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3.1.1.2 Evaluation of Dye/ASA Mixtures 
Subsequently to choosing these dye types, which were suitable from a theoretical 
point of view, it was necessary to analyze their behavior, once mixed with ASA. 
Within these trials, the maximum soluble dye content and the possible existence 
of reaction products of dye and ASA were analyzed.  
ASA and the dyes were mixed within a standardized procedure, during which the 
dye was added to ASA at 70 °C under steady agitation for 10 minutes mixing time 
under exclusion of ambient air (petri-film seal). The properties of the mixture were 
analyzed after 24 h storage at ~ 10 °C (fridge) and subsequent warming to room 
temperature. The goal of this procedure was the determination of possible 
occurring temperature-triggered recrystallization effects. 
3.1.1.2.1 Maximum Soluble Dye Concentration 
As the optical determinability of ASA in the sheet structure will mainly be based on 
its contrast with the fiber-background, it is of highest importance to transfer a 
shade, as deep as possible on ASA. Therefore, the dye concentration has to be 
adjusted to a maximum level, while it still needs to be ensured that the dye does 
not recrystallize. The determination of the maximum soluble dye content was 
carried out via the analysis by conventional microscopy of dye-ASA mixtures of 
different concentrations. An excerpt of the captured images is displayed in the 
following figures (Figure 3.1-2).  
 
Figure 3.1-2: Optical Determination of Maximum Dye Solubility in ASA 
Sudan Red 7B, Sudan Red III, Sudan Blue II, Sudan Black B 
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The maximum soluble content of Nile Red in ASA was not analyzed by this 
approach, because the required amount of Nile Red for fluorescent staining was 
determined to range at 0.1%, which is far beyond the maximum solubility. As it can 
be seen from the microscopic pictures, the dyes tend to recrystallize at quite 
different concentrations. The determined values for each dye are listed in  
Table 3.1-3, while the concentrations for possible trials were chosen to be 2/3 of 
the maximum non-crystallizing concentration. This was done to provide some 
safety during the trials, in order to prevent unforeseen interactions, which could 
cause recrystallization effects at respectively lower concentrations. 
Table 3.1-3: Maximum Soluble Dye Content 












7.5% 2.5% 0.75% 10%* n.V.** 
Trial Concentration 5% 1.67% 0.5% 6.67% 0.1% 
*  an evaluation above 10% was not possible, because of total light absorption 
 by Sudan Black B. 
** maximum soluble dye content was not determined, as there was no need. 
The results of the maximum soluble dye content determination lead to the 
conclusion that Sudan Red 7B (SR7B) is the dye of choice for the development of 
the desired optical analysis method. Sudan Red III and Sudan Blue II were 
excluded at this point of development, as their maximum soluble dye content and 
thus the degree of shading is significantly lower compared to SR7B. An additional 
factor for their exclusion is their comparably higher reactivity toward ASA. Sudan 
Black B was excluded even though its shading performance was the highest, 
because its black shade could be confounded with shadows within the microscopic 
pictures. This bears the possibility of the generation of false values, and thus had 
to be eliminated. 
3.1.1.2.2 Thin Layer Chromatography 
In order to ensure that ASA does not react with the dyes, the mixtures of ASA and 
SR7B, as well as the one with Nile Red (NR), were analyzed via thin layer 
chromatography (TLC). The mobile phase of choice was chosen to be a 1/1 mixture 
of toluene and ethyl acetate, as it showed the best separation values for the 
analyzed substances. Figure 3.1-3 displays the results of the TLC trials, while it 
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can be seen that it was not possible to find any reaction products of ASA with either 
SR7B or NR. An interesting additional outcome of these trials was that SR7B did 
split into two frontiers during TLC, proving that the used substance was as declared 
by the vender not of 100% purity, but contaminated with some additional 
substance. This substance (SR I) which appeared during the analysis of SR7B, as 
well as during the analysis of the mixtures, showed a specifically lower mobility. 
 
3.1.1.2.3 FTIR-Spectroscopy 
For the verification of the TLC results, FTIR spectra of ASA and the mixtures in 
hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed form were taken (Figure 3.1-4). The goal of this 
approach was to make sure that, from a molecular point of view, no reaction 
between the substances occur which were not determinable by TLC. If there were 
to be a reaction, new molecular bonds would be formed, which trigger differing 
molecular-group specific absorption spectra during FTIR analysis. The references 
for these analyses were the absorption spectra of ASA C18, partly hydrolyzed ASA 
Figure 3.1-3: TLC-Results for Dye-ASA Mixture Separation 
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C18 and fully hydrolyzed ASA C18. The analysis of the mixtures was consequently 
conducted by spectra subtraction and the determination of the resulting peaks. For 
the evaluation of the ASA and SR7B mixture (D-ASA), the formation of amide 
bonds between the ASA and the secondary amine of SR7B could be observed. 
Even though this reaction is very unlikely to occur, as the secondary amine’s 
nucleophilicity is comparably low [156], a reaction would create an additional 
absorption maximum. The product of this reaction would be a tertiary amide, which 
has its absorption maximum at 1670 cm-1 to 1630 cm-1. This maximum could not 
be found in the unhydrolyzed and hydrolyzed mixtures and consequently a possible 
reaction of ASA with SR7B could be excluded. 
FTIR analysis of ASA and NR (F-ASA) mixtures were only conducted, in order to 
see if any unexpected structural changes appear after mixing, as NR shows no 
reactivity toward ASA at all. The unhydrolyzed and hydrolyzed mixtures behaved 
just as the reference ASA samples, which proved that no reaction occurred.  
Figure 3.1-4: FTIR-Spectra of ASA and Dyed ASA  
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This trial, in combination with the TLC results displayed that either SR7B or NR are 
suitable substances for the purpose of ASA dyeing from a chemical point of view, 
as they properly dissolve in, and not react with ASA. 
3.1.1.3 Evaluation of the D-ASA Emulsion 
The next step towards a possible applicability of the D-ASA mixtures as full-value 
sizing agents was the determination of their processability. The most important 
step during ASA processing within sizing applications is the emulsification step. 
Keeping in mind that the particle size, as well as the emulsion stability, do have a 
major impact on ASA’s sizing performance, it was of highest interest to analyze the 
impact of the dyes on the emulsion properties. This was done by particle size 
measurements directly after emulsification and after 10 minutes of storage at high 
dilution. Respecting the fact that the emulsification result is highly dependent on 
the sizing agent viscosity, it was assured prior to the subsequent trials that the 
mixtures had no significantly differing viscosity values from pure ASA. 
The particle size distribution (Figure 3.1-5 [24]) of pure ASA and the mixture directly 
after the emulsification step can almost be considered as congruent. The main 
peaks of both substances are located between 2 µm and 3 µm, while the 
distribution of the mixture is slightly wider with a higher share in the range below 
1 µm. This tendency might be based on possible emulsifying, or shear thinning 
properties of SR7B. Due to the neglectable impact on the particle size distribution, 
no further investigations were conducted concerning this tendency.  
 Figure 3.1-5: Impact of Dyeing on the Particle Size Distribution after 0 min and 10 min [24] 
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The situation after 10 minutes does not show significant changes. Both distribution 
curves are almost unchanged in the range < 10 µm, while each curve shows a 
small additional peak in the range from 10 µm – 100 µm. This peak is typical for 
shortly aged samples, as it indicates on the one hand the normal emulsion 
instability (agglomeration) and on the other hand, the typical deviations caused by 
air entrainment over longer measurement times.  
The particle size distribution of the mixtures with NR did not show any deviations 
compared to those of pure ASA. This might be based on the comparably low Nile 
Red content of only 0.1%. 
3.1.1.4 Paper Chromatography with D-ASA & F-ASA Emulsions 
The first approach to analyze the behavior of D-ASA and F-ASA once in contact 
with cellulose was conducted via a simple paper chromatographical approach. For 
this approach, a RK paper sample made of virgin fibers (400 g/m² reference stock 
system, Chapter 4.3.1.1) was put into a 0.2% solution of D-ASA or F-ASA 
Emulsion. The goal of this approach was to prove that the dye stays with the ASA 
while travelling through the cellulose. This was an essential feature to further 
develop the optical analysis method development. Following the procedure of 
conventional paper chromatography, the measurement was conducted by letting 
the emulsion travel upwards through the paper sample until the waterfront reached 
about 90% of the sample’s height. Sampling was aborted by a subsequent contact-
drying step at 120 °C for 5 minutes. 
During analysis of the dried samples, it was observable that two frontiers were 
visible (Figure 3.1-6 [24]), one for the water front and one that marked the travelling 
distance of the dye. The samples were subsequently analyzed along the travel 
direction of the emulsion by contact angle analysis for sizing performance 
evaluation and by iodine test for starch determination. The results are indicated in 
Figure 3.1-6, while it was observable that both tests turned negative on the edge 
of the dye boundary. This states that ASA (positive contact angle test), starch 
(positive iodine test) and the dye (color appearance / UV for  
F-ASA) travelled the exact same distance through the sample, which is proof that 
the dye remains with the stable emulsion within ASA and does not show any 
differing mobility properties.  
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3.1.1.5 Evaluation of the D-ASA Emulsion’s Sizing Efficiency 
The final step in the evaluation chain for the applicability of D-ASA as full-value 
sizing agent was the determination of the impact of the dye content on the sizing 
performance. This impact was analyzed by a trial set up, during which on the one 
hand the share of D-ASA to standard ASA was varied and on the other hand the 
sizing agent dosage. This approach was supposed to give answers on the impact 
factor of D-ASA over the whole sizing agent dosage range. Figure 3.1-7 displays 
the dye impact on the example of SR7B, where the values for tmax are displayed 
on the left and the ones for t60 on the right. 
The discrimination between tmax and t60 was done, in order to see, if the presence 
of dye rather affects the surface or the substrate hydrophobicity. The results of this 
trial show that the sizing performance of ASA is not reproducibly affected by the 
presence of SR7B over the whole dosage range, neither in terms of surface nor 
substrate hydrophobicity. Trials with NR showed no impact on the sizing 
performance as well.  
These results verify the ASA systems dyed with SR7B or NR as full value sizing 
agents, enabling the subsequent development of the achieved optical localization 
method.  
Figure 3.1-6: Emulsion Analysis - Behavior of Dyed-Emulsion Components in Contact with Cellulose [24] 
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3.1.2 The Localization Method 
From their first appearance, the paper samples sized with D-ASA had a very 
homogeneous shade, which ranged from very light pinkish for lower dosages to 
intense pink at high dosages (Figure 3.1-8). 
 
As their initial optical appearance showed a very homogeneous shading and hence 
a homogeneous D-ASA distribution, it was crucial to analyze, whether the 
distribution behavior in microscopic scale is as homogeneous as it seemed in the 
macroscopic scale.  
Figure 3.1-9 shows that the ASA distribution behavior turns more and more 
heterogeneous and random, the higher the chosen resolution is. Further, it became 
obvious that it is only possible to analyze the distribution behavior at an optical 
Figure 3.1-7: Impact of SR7B Content on ASA-Sizing Performance 
Figure 3.1-8: D-ASA Dosage Correlated Sheet Shades 
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magnification of factor 100, as only then agglomerates with a size below 1 µm² 
became visible.  
 
The overall deduction that came along with the analysis of the first pictures was 
that ASA is heterogeneously distributed on a microscopic scale, while it shows the 
tendency to form agglomerates on the fiber surface. Facing the limitation of not 
being able to state, if ASA is also present out of the structures of the 
agglomerations, the subsequent step was the analysis of the agglomeration 
behavior. This approach was conducted in order to see, whether the agglomeration 
behavior is affected by external factors, and if it is possible to draw any conclusions 
concerning a correlation between the agglomeration behavior and the respective 
sizing performance. 
3.1.2.1 The Correlation between ASA Distribution and Agglomeration 
The heterogeneous distribution of ASA within the sheet structure, which was 
observed during the first analysis approaches, led to the conclusion that the optimal 
approach to distribution analysis is the indirect one via its agglomeration behavior. 
In the case of optimal ASA distribution, meaning same concentrations throughout 
the sheet structure, the color shade has to be uniform at all measurement points. 
If the distribution is heterogeneous, meaning that there are spots of different ASA 
concentration, the color density of these spots has to differ from its surroundings. 
This difference, especially for spots of respectively higher concentrations 
(agglomerates), can be discriminated via optical analysis and image processing, 
while the result can be directly correlated to the distribution behavior. 
Figure 3.1-9: Picture Quality at Differing Zoom Rates (0.4% D-ASA) 
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3.1.2.2 Measurement Settings 
Even though the pictures presented in Figure 3.1-9 do show a heterogeneous 
distribution of ASA in the sheet structure, they cannot be taken as granted, as they 
only project the agglomerates in a single focal plane. To compensate this problem, 
the advantages of confocal microscopy were utilized, meaning the capturing of real 
color 3D pictures. The confocal microscopy system used for the presented trials 
and results was a module, type InfiniteFocus G3 by the Company Alicona GmbH. 
The microscope specific details are listed in Chapter 4.1.2.1. 
The general specifications in terms of analyzed sample area and depth are 
displayed in Figure 3.1-10 [197], showing that the lateral dimensions of a single 
picture were 83.2 µm x 104 µm. The vertical component was defined by the highest 
and lowest focusable planes of the specimen, which correlated to the samples 
thickness. 
 
In order to gain optical information as dense as possible over the vertical planes, 
every 300 nm a picture was taken, resulting in ~ 500 single pictures for the analysis 
of a paper sample with a thickness of 150 µm.  
Figure 3.1-10: Confocal White-Light Microscopy Layout and Measurement Settings [197] 
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The single pictures are automatically stacked into a 3D model of the sheet 
structure, which contains the agglomeration behavior over the whole sample depth. 
This 3D model of the sample volume is subsequently converted into a 2D top-view 
projection for simplified analysis (Figure 3.1-11). 
 
3.1.2.3 Manual Analysis 
The elaboration of a manual agglomeration-behavior analysis method was the 
foundation for a subsequent automization. It served the determination and 
development of the optimal microscope and measurement setting  
(Table 4.1-6 [24]), as well as the discrimination of boundary values for agglomerate 
identification. Initial imaging for manual analysis was conducted via field imaging, 
during which 3x3-image fields with the size of 280 µm x 220 µm were captured for 
analysis (Figure 3.1-12). 
The analysis step was subsequently conducted with the software tool  
IF-MeasureSuite 4.2 (IFM), provided by the microscope supplier (Alicona), while 
every agglomerate was manually circled trice by a polygon (Figure 3.1-13 [24]). 
The average values for every agglomerate were refined and analyzed in a final 
step, giving values on the total agglomeration area (Aggl_A [%]), the number of 
agglomerates (Aggl_N [n/mm²]) and the average agglomerate size 
(Aggl_AV [µm²]). The IFM tool also provides the possibility to conduct 3D-analysis 
of isolated agglomerates, which supports the understanding of the agglomeration 
behavior (Figure 3.1-13 [24]).  
Figure 3.1-11: Advances of 3D-Imaging (0.4% D-ASA, Spot of Explicitly High Agglomeration) 




The results of the trials analyzed by the manual method showed that it is possible 
to draw conclusions, concerning the correlation between the agglomeration 
behavior, process parameters and the sizing performance. These results are 
expressly designated as such and presented in Chapter 3.3 among those of the 
automated method. 
Even though the manual measurement of the agglomeration behavior proved to be 
an applicable, reproducible and practical method, it showed some drawbacks in 
terms of time consumption and objectivity.  
The first time affecting drawback was the image-field capturing mode. On the one 
hand, this required significant extra computing time for the image alignment after 
Figure 3.1-12: Manual Analysis / Imaging Grid (left) & Image Field (0.4% D-ASA) (right) [24] 
Figure 3.1-13: Manual Analysis / Agglomerate Selection (left) and 3D-Reproduction (right) [24] 
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capturing and on the other hand, was a lot more prone to malfunctions of the 
microscope. If only one picture of the whole 3x3-image set was defected, by e.g., 
vibrations, misalignment, the whole image set had to be recaptured. The second 
drawback in terms of time consumption was the manual analysis of the 
agglomerates. By circling every agglomerate trice with a polygon, in order to 
ensure statistical solidity, it was of no exception that it took 15 h – 20 h for a single 
image of a highly sized sample to be analyzed. The last drawback derived from the 
statistical analysis of the samples, which had to be done manually for every 
agglomerate, as there is no value export function embedded in the IFM.  
The main drawback of this method was a possible lack of objectivity, as the 
agglomerates had to be circled manually by an individual. The circling of the 
agglomerates was supposed to be done on the exact boundary between the 
cellulose and the agglomerates. Aside of this definition is the position of this 
boundary, which derives from an optical contrast, affected by the individual’s 
interpretation. This drawback was eliminated/minimized by the measure that all 
manual agglomerate measurements were conducted by a single individual, in order 
to provide comparability and repeatability within these trails. 
3.1.2.4 Automated Analysis 
Based on the fact that the manual localization measurement method delivered 
repeatable and significant results for the interpretation of the occurring 
mechanisms within the process of paper sizing with ASA, it was considered as a 
logical consequence to improve the measurement method towards full 
automization. The goal of this step was to get rid of the above-mentioned 
drawbacks, in order to improve the method in terms of time consumption, 
repeatability and robustness. The developed automated analysis method consists 
of two main steps, automated microscopy measurement and automated image 
processing, which are explained in the following. 
3.1.2.4.1 Automated Localization / Microscopy Measurement 
The software bundle provided with the Alicona IF-G3 microscope was equipped 
with some basic measurement automization script which was programmed for 
topographical serial analysis of paper samples. This script provides the basic 
settings required for the automated analysis of agglomerates, but as it was 
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designed for topographical issues with a maximum magnification of 20 x optical 
zoom, it had to be modified and adjusted to the given requirements. The detailed 
settings of this measurement script are listed in Table 4.1-6, while the basic steps 
can be explained as followed. Within one measurement, six different samples can 
be analyzed by the use of a six-windowed grid plate. During the measurement of 
one single sample, the microscope is programmed to take 12 individual 3D-pictures 
at random positions over the sample surface, which is about 35 mm x 35 mm in its 
dimensions. 3D-pictures are captured at 100 x optical magnification, following the 
settings explained in Figure 3.1-10. The focusing of the lowest and highest focal 
plane of each individual position is carried out via an autofocus step, ensuring that 
every single picture is in complete focus. By the implementation of this script, it is 
possible to analyze six different samples on all 12 positions, while each 3D-picture 
taken consists of 833 stacked frames (scan height 250 µm & 300 nm vertical 
resolution). The benefit of these settings are an autonomous measuring procedure, 
which delivers 3D-pictures of high optical density and statistical robustness in a 
comparably low required amount of time (~ 3.25 h / six samples). The individual 
pictures are automatically saved by the software in a 3D-formate and their 
respective 2D-projections (.tiff files). 
3.1.2.4.2 Automated Analysis / Image-Processing 
The second step of the automated ASA localization method consists of two 
individual image-processing steps, which are based on a primary filtering step with 
Adobe Photoshop (PS) and a subsequent vectorization step with Adobe 
Illustrator (AI). The goal of the image processing steps was the creation of crisp 
values out of the taken pictures in terms of total agglomeration area, number of 
agglomerates and average agglomerate size based on the optical information 
embedded in the 2D-projections of the pictures taken. To generate these crisp 
values it was necessary to develop specific filtering sequences for PS as well as 
for AI, while the results had to be adjusted to correlate with the values from manual 
analysis. The filtering sequences conducted by PS were made up of six action 
steps, consisting of 136 single filter actions, whose details are explained in 
Chapter 4.1.2.2.1, while their goal was the generation of a picture file that did only 
content the information of the determinable agglomerates. The results of each filter 
sequence are displayed using the example of the sample which was already 
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displayed in Figure 3.1-9 and Figure 3.1-11. This sample was chosen, because it 
contains an extraordinary high amount of agglomerates, making it especially 
suitable for the illustration of the filter sequences working principles. Figure 3.1-14 
displays the results of each of the six filter sequences/actions.  
 
During the first action, dark grey areas are lighted up, in order to avoid confounding 
with dark red shades in the RGB channel. The second action includes the three 
following sub-actions at once.  
Firstly, dark grey and black areas are transferred to white. Secondly, the color 
channel is transferred from RGB to CMYK, in order to add a pure black channel. 
Figure 3.1-14: Adobe Photoshop Filter Sequence Results 
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Thirdly, the magenta information in the picture is enhanced to provide better 
contrast values. The third action replaces the color information of grays and light 
colored areas to white. The fourth action is the conversion of all color channels to 
black, resulting in a black and white image. The fifth action is the actual 
determination of the agglomeration area, by removing light grey areas and 
enhancing the color information of dark grey areas (initially areas of dark pink 
shade). The last action is a cropping step to standardized size and a removal of 
picture information that was embedded by the Alicona IFM (picture size, date, etc.). 
The result of these steps is a plain black and white picture of standardized size that 
contains the information of agglomeration area as black pixels and the area not 
affected by agglomeration as white pixels. At this stage of image processing, it 
would already be possible to give a crisp value for the total agglomeration area, by 
comparing the number of black pixels to the number of the whole images’ pixels. 
Due to the fact, that the plain information on the total surface covered by 
agglomerates was not considered as sufficient, an additional image-processing 
step by AI was implemented. AI is a program, which can be used for the 
vectorization of standard image files such as .jpg or .tiff.  
Therefore, AI was implemented to vectorize the pictures deriving from the PS 
filtering sequences. By this step, which is explained in detail in Chapter 4.1.2.2.2, 
all connected black areas were combined into single areas and by this separated 
from the surrounding agglomerates (Figure 3.1-15). 
 
The overall action list conducted within AI consisted of three single actions, whose 
results are displayed in Figure 3.1-16. The first action is the selection of all black 
pixels. The second is the actual vectorization, as described above. Within the last 
Figure 3.1-15: Automated Analysis /  
Detail of Agglomerate Vectorization 
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action, the individual agglomerates are counted and their total area share 
compared to the whole image area is calculated. Based on these two values, it is 
subsequently possible to calculate the average agglomerate area. The results of 
the automated analysis are listed in Table 3.1-4.  
 
Table 3.1-4: Results of Agglomeration Analysis 
Value Abbr. Unit 
Total Agglomeration Area Aggl_A [%] 
Number of Agglomerates Aggl_N [n/mm²] 
Average Agglomerate Size Aggl_AV [µm²] 
3.1.2.5 Result Interpretation and Example Results 
The pictures, which were presented in the previous Chapters, already showed that 
the agglomeration behavior does not necessarily follow a homogeneous pattern. 
This is why the presented analysis method is based on the statistical evaluation of 
the 12 individual pictures. 
Figure 3.1-16: Adobe Illustrator Filter Sequence Results 
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Figure 3.1-17 displays a typical value distribution behavior, as it can be observed 
for the analysis of moderately sized samples. It is visible that the values are spread 
over a wide range, which does not display a lack of analysis quality, but a 
distribution behavior of ASA, which turned out to be even more heterogeneous as 
it was initially considered. Typical values for moderately sized paper sheets are for 
Aggl_A ~ 0.1%, for Aggl_N 1000-5000 n/mm² and for Aggl_AV 0.2-1 µm². 
 
3.1.2.6 Reproducibility 
In order to prove that the wide spread distribution behavior is not based on a lack 
of analysis quality, but on the factual distribution of ASA agglomerates in the sheet 
structure, a series of reproducibility trials was conducted. Figure 3.1-18 displays 
the results of three individual measurement sets, which were conducted 
independently on random spots within one grid plate window on one specific 
sample. The analyzed sample was sized with 0.3% D-ASA and showed a typical 
agglomeration behavior. 
The crisp results of the reproducibility trials, in terms of mean-values, median-
values and standard deviations are displayed in the Appendix in Table 7.1-1, while 
they are split up into the individual trial sets (Set A, B and C) and the overall sum 
of all sets. The resulting standard deviations between the measured sets, 
calculated in [%] of the respective mean or median value, are displayed in Table 
3.1-5. These show that the developed method for the localization and analysis of 
ASA agglomerates within the sheet structure is a tool that is capable of determining 
Figure 3.1-17: Agglomeration Analysis - Example Results (0.3% D-ASA) 
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ASA’s agglomeration behavior with respect to its heterogeneous distribution with a 
high degree of reproducibility. 
 
Table 3.1-5: Variation Coefficients of Reproducibility Trials 
Total Agglomeration Area [%] 
Mean +/- 6.4% Median +/- 7.67% 
Number of Agglomerates [n/mm²] 
Mean +/- 0.93% Median +/- 3.14% 
Average Agglomerate Size [µm²] 
Mean +/- 11.16% Median +/- 5.7% 
3.1.2.7 Sample Mapping 
During the first approaches to measuring the agglomeration behavior of ASA and 
correlating these results to the present sizing performance, it turned out that these 
two factors correlate. Some simple trials, during which e.g., curing temperature or 
aging time were changed, have shown that the lower Aggl_A was at constant 
parameters, the higher the measurable sizing performance was. This information 
was subsequently transferred to a phenomenon occurring during the sizing of 
laboratory RK-hand sheets. Previous unpublished investigations by the author 
have shown that the sizing performance over the area of a RK sheet is differing to 
a high extent, even though it is supposed to be very homogeneous. Therefore, a 
mapping trial, in terms of sizing performance and agglomeration behavior over the 
Figure 3.1-18: Agglomeration Analysis - Result Reproducibility (0.3% D-ASA) 
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surface of a RK-sheet was conducted, in order to find out, if the deviating sizing 
performance stands in correlation to the occurring agglomeration behavior. 
 
For the analysis, the RK-hand sheet was cut into 21 samples, representing the grid 
displayed in the following contour plots. Every sample was fully analyzed by the 
localization method and by sizing performance analysis. Figure 3.1-19 [197], a 
sizing performance (t60) contour plot over the surface of a RK-sheet, shows a very 
heterogeneous behavior. Within this contour plot, the circled area defines the RK-
hand sheet outline, the colored area defines the respected measurement area, 
every black dot represents an imaginary measurement point and the color shade 
defines the sizing degree. On each of the 21 samples, two PDA measurements 
with reduced measuring spot (10 mm) were conducted. 
Figure 3.1-19: RK-Sheet Mapping / Sizing Performance Results (0.3% D-ASA) // t60 Top-Side Values [197] 
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Even though, the overall average of 38 s t60 is a typical value for a hand sheet sized 
with 0.3% ASA, the standard deviation is rather high with a value of 5.9 s. It is 
obvious that the sizing performance is peaking on the right hand side and on the 
bottom right hand corner. In addition, two areas of specifically low sizing 
performance are visible in the top right hand corner and in the bottom left hand 
corner. 
 
Figure 3.1-20 [197], the agglomeration behavior (Aggl_A) contour plot over the 
surface of the very same RK-hand sheet, also shows a very heterogeneous 
distribution behavior. Compared to the overall average of the total agglomeration 
area of 0.05%, the standard deviation of 0.04% is even higher, compared to the 
one of the sizing performance. It is also obvious that the agglomeration behavior 
Figure 3.1-20: RK-Sheet Mapping / Agglomeration Behavior Results  
(0.3% D-ASA) // Aggl_A Top-Side Values [197] 
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shows three peaks over the measurement area. These peaks, in the top right 
corner, on the left hand side, and on the lower right hand side fall into the areas, 
where the sizing performance had its lowest values. 
In order to verify the link between the existing agglomeration behavior and the 
respective sizing performance within samples of equal raw material and same ASA 
Dosage, a correlation analysis was conducted, based on the results from the 
above-mentioned trials. For this analysis, the plain data was analyzed in unrefined 
form, showing the result in Figure 3.1-21. The position of each black dot is defined 
by the values of the total agglomeration area (Aggl_A), measured via 12 single 
measurements, as x-axis value, and by the sizing degree (t60), measured twice per 
sample, as y-axis value. Each sample represents one of the 21 RK-sheet sub-
samples. The results of the correlation analysis show a correlation between the 
two mentioned factors. The correlation of determination can be calculated as 
R²=0.345, using a power-function trend line. 
 
Considering the fact that the distribution behavior of ASA is very heterogeneous 
and that the PDA measurement is compared to the microscopic localization 
method a macroscopic analysis method, this correlation can be considered as 
significant. 
  
Figure 3.1-21: Correlation Analysis between Sizing Performance and  
Agglomeration Behavior 
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3.1.3 Approaches to Localization-Method Validation 
Even though the above-mentioned localization method was developed in order to 
fill the existing gaps within the available analytical methods, which could be used 
for sizing agent localization in microscopic scale, the following approaches were 
implemented with the focus on its validation. 
3.1.3.1 Raman Spectroscopy 
The first approach toward method validation was done by Raman spectroscopy. 
Therefore, paper samples dyed with 0.4% D-ASA, were analyzed in mapping mode 
in order to find deviations in ASA or in SR7B concentrations. The results of this 
approach turned out negative, as it was not possible to find any local peaks for 
ASA or for SR7B, even though it was possible to localize significant agglomerates 
within the measured area by the optical localization method. This result might be 
based on the one hand on the comparably low dosage of ASA (0.4%) and SR7B 
(0.02%), which is already on the edge or even below Raman spectroscopy’s 
capabilities, and on the other hand on the absorption maxima of ASA, which are 
drowned by the ones of cellulose by overlapping phenomena. 
3.1.3.2 Confocal Laser Scanning Fluorescent Microscopy 
The second validation approach was based on confocal laser scanning fluorescent 
microscopy (CLSM). The dye of choice for these trials was Nile Red (NR), which 
was mixed with ASA at a concentration of 0.1% (F-ASA). The results showed that 
in general it is possible to mark ASA within the sheet structure by using NR. Even 
though it was not possible to differentiate between agglomerates and well-
distributed ASA, the captured images gave some existential hints on the 
explanation of the occurring phenomena during sizing with ASA. By the use of two 
filter sets, one for a red channel at 572 nm - 642 nm and one for a green channel 
505 nm - 545 nm, it is possible to analyze substances which emit light at different 
wavelengths and merge the resulting pictures, within one trial. The microscopy 
specifications are given in Chapter 4.1.2.1. Two representative pictures deriving 
from this trial are displayed in Figure 3.1-22.  
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The left picture was taken during the analysis of an unsized paper sample. Even 
though the sample was analyzed by both filters and merged afterwards, it was only 
possible to capture the auto-fluorescence of the fiber’s cellulose by the green filter. 
The right picture displays the fluorescence of a paper sample sized with 0.3%  
F-ASA measured with both filters. It shows the green autofluorescence of the 
fiber’s cellulose and a strong red fluorescence, triggered by NR. Considering the 
fact that NR stays with ASA just like SR7B (Chapter 3.1.1), it has to be concluded 
that the red glowing regions on the fibers are regions covered with ASA. This 
picture indicates that ASA is not only present within the agglomerates, measurable 
with the developed optical localization method, but also as a very thin layer, 
distributed over the majority of the fibers surface.  
3.1.3.3 Decolorization 
The third approach implemented for method validation was based on the limited 
light fastness of SR7B. During the first trials of finding the optimal microscope and 
analysis settings, it was observed that dyed agglomerates lost their shade, once 
illuminated for an excessive amount of time. This fade of shade is based on light 
triggered (150 W illumination source focused on the area of ~ 150 µm x 150 µm) 
structural changes within the SR7B molecules, causing a loss of its color intensity 
Figure 3.1-22: CLSM Analysis / Comparison of Sized and Unsized Samples 
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(photo bleaching). This feature was implemented in order to purposely decolorize 
agglomerates, with the goal of seeing what remains after they lose their shade.  
Figure 3.1-23 displays the change that the agglomerates undergo during an 
excessive duration of light exposure. Starting with nicely visible and well defined 
agglomerates during initial illumination, the shade of the agglomerates 
consecutively decreases, leaving blurry, amber, film-building residues after 
70 minutes of illumination. These residues were made up of ASA, which was 
initially the main component of the agglomerates, and forced to spread by the light 
induced heat during exposure. The possibility that the residues consisted of only 
the remains of the decolorized dye can be excluded, as there was not enough dye 
in the system (0.015%) to form massy structures as observed.  
These results help to validate the localization method to the point that the 
agglomerates which can be found by microscopy, in fact consist of dyed ASA, and 
not of sole dye.  
 
3.2 Factors Impacting the Sizing Behavior of ASA 
The first step toward a holistic understanding of the occurring phenomena and 
mechanisms during sizing with ASA is the determination of the factors which 
interact with the resulting sizing performance. In order to evaluate and determine 
the factors of significance, several trial sets were conducted. These include the 
impacts of the ASA type, emulsion parameters, stock parameters as well as 
Figure 3.1-23: Light Triggered Agglomerate Decolorization (0.3% D-ASA) 
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process parameters. If not stated differently, all presented trials were conducted, 
by using reference stock (Chapter 4.3.1.1), the standard RDA sheet forming 
procedure (Chapter 4.2.2.2) and subsequent PDA analysis (Chapter 4.2.1.5) for 
the determination of the sizing performance. The clear differentiation of the 
presented and discussed trial results from ones presented in theoretical part of this 
thesis (Chapter 2.3.3) is based on their full factorial design. Past research has only 
focused on impacting-factors at a constant ASA dosage, while the presented trials 
respect these factors over the whole ASA dosage-range, leaving linearity and 
entering into an space of interactions. The results are presented and discussed 
within the following chapters, while the focus of the discussion is on the physico-
chemical mechanisms that lead to hydrophobization. 
3.2.1 ASA Type 
The impact of the ASA type on the sizing performance, in terms of chemical 
composition and emulsifier type is a topic of ongoing discussion (Chapter 2.3.1.1). 
In practical applications it has crystallized, that the use of tailored ASA 
compositions is a crucial step in order to successfully adapt to the given situation. 
This adaption is necessary, because the sizing performance of different ASA types 
is highly influenced by stock and process parameters [191]. The goal of the 
following trial was a comparison of available commodity ASA products in terms of 
their sizing performance within the implemented standardized methods. The 
analysis was done by using the sizing agents displayed Table 3.2-1.  
The results of the conducted trials are displayed in the following four graphs  
(Figure 3.2-1), while the one on the top-left displays the results for pure ASA 
grades, the one on the top-right the results for ASA grades with emulsifier “A”, the 
one on the bottom-left the results for low shear ASA grades with emulsifier “B”, and 
the one on the bottom right side the results for a MSOHO-grade.  
 
They show that the impact of the different ASA-types on the sizing performance is 
of a minor extent. The tendency that is visible throughout all three standard ASA 
sets, is that the sizing performance increases by a higher ASA-C18 share, making 
the pure ASA-C18 grades the ones with the highest sizing performance. The 
impact of the different emulsifier types is also within the occurring standard 
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deviations and can therefore as well be neglected. The MSOHO-type, which is 
based on renewable resources, showed a sizing performance compared to 
C18/C16 ASA-types with a higher share of C18. The comparably low impact of the 
ASA composition on the sizing performance can be explained by the interactions 
with the reference stock system.  
As the reference stock system is based on virgin fibers which are of lowest pollution 
by salts or other negatively interacting substances, every ASA-type can unfold its 
maximum sizing performance, resulting in equal sizing degrees over all types. 
  
Figure 3.2-1: ASA-Type Sizing Performance Comparison 
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Table 3.2-1: Analyzed ASA-Types 
ASA Type* Composition Emulsifier 
AS 1000** pure C18 none 
AS 1100 C16/C18, shares ~ 65/35 none 
AS 1300 C16/C18, shares ~ 35/65 none 
AS 2000 pure C18 type A 
AS 2100 C16/C18, shares ~ 65/35 type A 
AS 2300 C16/C18, shares ~ 35/65 type A 
AS 3000 pure C18 type B / low shear 
AS 3100 C16/C18, shares ~ 65/35 type B / low shear 
OS ExPro C18 + MSOHO + FAA type C 
* all analyzed ASA types were sponsored by Kemira GesmbH 
** Fennosize AS 1000 was the utilized standard ASA grade 
3.2.2 Emulsion Parameters 
The following section will describe the impact on ASA’s sizing performance by 
several factors, contributing to the group of emulsion parameters. These include 
the share of hydrolyzed ASA, the starch to ASA ratio as well the emulsion age. The 
emulsification process was conducted, following the standards displayed in 
Chapter 4.1.1.4, while the specific parameters, as mentioned for the different 
factors, were adjusted. 
3.2.2.1  Hydrolyzed ASA Content 
The impact of proceeding hydrolysis on the sizing performance is a factor that has 
widely been discussed, while all implemented approaches (Chapter 2.3.3.1) did 
only respect the impact of emulsion hydrolysis and not the impact of the hydrolyzed 
ASA content. Therefore, in order to really analyze the impact of the hydrolyzed 
share, ASA was mixed with its pure hydrolyzed form (Chapter 4.2.2.8) prior to 
emulsification, while the shares 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% were chosen. The 
mixtures were produced directly before emulsification under standard conditions, 
using cationic or anionic liquid starches (Chapter 4.3.3.2).  
The results of these trials are displayed in Figure 3.2-2, where on the left, the 
results for cationic emulsification and on the right, the ones for anionic 
emulsification are displayed.  
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The emulsion particle size distribution was not analyzed during these trials. The 
two approaches by anionic and cationic emulsification were followed, because it 
was of interest, if ASA’s containing a high share of hydrolysate and thus carrying 
a higher negative charge, might show a better performance if also anionically 
stabilized. The following graphs show that the sizing performance of ASA is 
significantly impacted by the initial content of hydrolysate. In the case of cationic 
emulsification, a content of 50% hydrolysate leads to a total sizing loss at ASA 
dosages up to 0.2%, while it causes a 50% performance reduction at an ASA 
dosage of 0.3%. Even at 0.4% ASA dosage it is not possible to generate any sizing 
performance if the hydrolysate content exceeds 75%.  
The trial sets with anionic emulsified ASA show a 50% lower initial sizing 
performance, compared to the cationic emulsion. This is thought to be based on 
the different self-retention abilities of both emulsions. The cationic emulsion shows 
high self-retention, by strong attraction to the fiber surface, while the anionic 
emulsions usually need fixatives for good retention. The use of a fixative (retention 
aid) was denied, as this would have induced a further unknown factor to the trials. 
The impact of the hydrolysate content on the sizing performance of anionically 
emulsified emulsions is even more dominant compared to trials with cationic 
starch. A hydrolysate share of 25% does already cause a sizing performance 
Figure 3.2-2: Impact of Hydrolyzed-ASA Share on Sizing Performance  
by Cationic (left) and Anionic (right) Emulsification 
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reduction of 30%, when sized with 0.4% ASA, while no sizing performance is left 
at 50% hydrolysate content. 
These results promote the common knowledge to keep the degree of hydrolysis 
on a minimal level, in order to provide an optimal sizing performance. In addition, 
it was possible to show that the sizing performance is not only affected by emulsion 
hydrolysis and the triggered emulsion instability, but by the content of hydrolysate 
in the stable emulsion. Further, this promotes the thesis that the reactive structure 
of ASA is, even though it hydrolyzed in the sheet structure, the key factor to 
successful application [167]. 
3.2.2.2 ASA/Starch Ratio 
An important point toward successful ASA emulsification and application is the 
optimal starch-to-ASA ratio. This ratio defines the stability of the emulsion, which 
is as stated above of highest importance, and the overall charge character of the 
emulsion droplet. This charge character defines the self-retention abilities of the 
emulsion with respect to the furnish and dosage point used. The following graph 
(Figure 3.2-3) displays the trial results, where the ratio between ASA and the 
standard emulsification starch was varied (1/4, 1/2, 1/1, 2/1, 4/1), in order to find 
the optimal set-up for the furnish of choice (reference stock system).  
Throughout all ASA dosages the trial results show that an ASA/starch ratio of 1/1 
delivers the best sizing performance. This impact is especially dominant for low 
dosages (0.05%), where it boosts the sizing performance for more than 100%.  
Considering the fact that emulsions prepared with the standard emulsification 
starch show optimal particle size and stability properties at an ASA-to-starch ratio 
of 1/0.37 [31], it has to be concluded that not only do these factors play a role for 
the development of an optimal sizing performance, but also the over-all charge 
potential. This is transferred by the choice and amount of protection colloid and 
needs to be adjusted to the system by varying the ASA-to-starch share, in order to 
not only reach optimal emulsion properties, but to also optimize the emulsion’s self-
retention behavior on the furnish. 
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3.2.2.3 Emulsion Age 
The age of the emulsion prior to dosage in combination with the along going 
progress in hydrolysis and emulsion instability is supposed to have a significant 
negative impact on the sizing performance. This is why the impact of the emulsion’s 
age prior to dosage was analyzed within the following trial, while the emulsion age 
was defined as the elapsed time after emulsification and storage under diluted 
conditions (1.0% / Chapter 4.1.1.4). 
The results in Figure 3.2-4 show that the most dominant impact on the sizing 
performance by aging happens within the first 20 minutes for low and high ASA 
dosages, while the moderate dosages (0.1% & 0.2%) remain unaffected. In the 
subsequent aging period between 20 minutes and 120 minutes, the dosages of 
0.05% and 0.1% remain unaffected, while the higher dosages undergo some ups 
and downs. This indicates that sizing performance is not directly correlating to the 
emulsion age within the presented trials. This fact might be based on the 
emulsification and storage in deionized water at room temperature, which 
significantly decreases the hydrolysis tendency and promotes the emulsion’s 
stability. Nevertheless, the negative effect by excessive storage time seems 
neglectable under the given boundary conditions, the emulsions for the conducted 
trials within this thesis were renewed at least every 5 sheets or at least every 20 
minutes to guarantee emulsions of highest quality. 
Figure 3.2-3: Impact of ASA/Starch Ratio on ASA Sizing Performance 
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An influence as neglectable as observed during this trial will not be observable 
during industrial-scale application, as it is hardly realizable from a cost factor point 
of view, to emulsify and store the ASA emulsions with/in deionized water. However, 
it should be of main interest for those mills who use ASA, to utilize water of highest 
purity, as this is a comparably uncomplicated measure, which has a significant 
effect on ASA’s processability and sizing performance. 
3.2.3 Stock Parameters 
The following subchapters will focus on analyzing and discussing the main stock 
parameters which are supposed to influence the sizing performance of ASA. These 
include, the share between long and short fibers, the furnish type (virgin fibers, 
OCC and DIP), the degree of refining, as well as the filler type (GCC, PCC and 
clay) and dosage. 
3.2.3.1 Long Fiber/Short Fiber Ratio 
Virgin fiber furnishes for the production of paper & board are in most cases 
composed of a mixture of long and short fibers. As many of these virgin fiber based 
grades are sized with ASA, it was of interest during this thesis to analyze how a 
difference in shares between long and short fiber is capable of affecting the sizing 
performance. Within the following trial, a bleached eucalyptus kraft (EUKA) grade 
and a northern bleached softwood kraft (NBSK) grade were compared with respect 
Figure 3.2-4: Impact of ASA-Emulsion Age on ASA Sizing Performance 
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to their sizeability. For trial conduction, fiber suspensions were prepared with 
differing shares of long fiber (NBSK) compared to short fiber (EUKA), while the 
shares were 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% and the ASA dosages between 0% 
and 0.4%. After adjusting the fiber type shares, the mixtures were beaten in a valley 
beater (Chapter 4.2.2.2) to SR 30. 
 
The correlating trial results are displayed in Figure 3.2-5, making visible that an 
increasingly long fiber share has almost no impact on the sizing performance. The 
only tendency that can be derived from these results is that a long fiber share of 
25% slightly contributes to the sizing performance. Based on these results, the 
impact of the long fiber to short fiber ratio can be neglected for trials within this 
thesis. 
3.2.3.2 Furnish Type 
To analyze the influence of different furnishes on the sizing performance of ASA, 
two trial sets were conducted, where the reference stock furnish was compared to 
an OCC and a DIP furnish. The reference furnish, consisting of 80% bleached 
eucalyptus kraft pulp (EUKA) and 20% northern bleached softwood kraft pulp 
(NBSK) combined refined to SR 30, is a system that shows a high degree of 
sizeability, as its degree of contamination is very low and the cellulose accessibility 
high (Chapter 4.3.1.1). As OCC and DIP furnishes (Chapters 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3) 
are anything but comparable to virgin fiber based furnishes, it was the focus of the 
Figure 3.2-5: Impact of Long Fiber Share in Furnish on ASA Sizing Performance 
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following trials to evaluate their impact on the sizing performance. For trial 
conduction, fiber suspensions were prepared with differing shares of DIP or OCC 
compared to reference stock, while they were set to 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 
100%. For better comparability to industrial systems, the suspensions were 
prepared with tap water instead of deionized water. Due to the expected negative 
impact of DIP and OCC, the ASA dosages were adjusted from 0% to 0.8%.  
The results for OCC are displayed in Figure 3.2-6 on the left. It is visible that an 
increasing OCC share has a negative impact of almost linear nature throughout 
the whole ASA dosage range. Comparing the required amount of ASA to size the 
reference stock and the OCC furnishes, it is obvious that twice the amount of ASA 
is required to reach the equal sizing performance when the OCC furnish content is 
increased from 0% to 100%. 
Figure 3.2-6: Impact of Secondary Fiber Share in Furnish on ASA Sizing Performance 
OCC (left) // DIP (right) 
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The results for DIP are displayed in Figure 3.2-6 on the right. It is visible that they 
show an almost identical behavior compared to the ones of the OCC trial. The main 
difference between the OCC and the DIP trial is that the sizing performance of 
lower dosages is not as negatively affected by DIP as by OCC, while higher ASA 
dosages are more negatively affected by DIP compared to OCC.  
The negative impact of OCC and DIP can be explained by three secondary fiber 
specific features. The first feature is a high degree of hornification, caused by the 
recycling process [249, 250], which somehow inactivates the fiber surface and 
decreases its negative surface charge. This feature, as such, is capable of 
decreasing ASA’s self-retention on the fiber surface, and thus the resulting sizing 
performance. The second feature is a comparably high content of negatively 
interacting substances, which are entrained in secondary fiber furnishes. These 
derive from e.g., printing inks, coating colors, glues or process chemicals, such as 
tensides for deinking and are thus capable of decreasing, on the one hand, the 
ASA’s self-retention (anionic trash, Chapter 2.3.3.5) and, on the other hand, its 
sizing performance (surface-active additives, Chapter 2.3.3.6). The third feature is 
the natural ash content of OCC and DIP furnishes, which derives from the raw 
materials for the recycling process. This ash content is a cause for weak retention 
in general and, as a consequence, for ASA retention as well (Chapter 2.3.3.3). This 
might be considered as the main trigger for the highly decreasing sizing 
performance by increasing DIP or OCC shares. 
3.2.3.3 Degree of Refining 
The impact on the sizing performance by a variation of the degree of refining and 
an along-going morphological change of the sheet structure has so far not been 
described in the literature. Based on the principles of wetting and penetration 
(Chapter 2.2.4), which define the sizing performance not only by the hydrophobicity 
of the sizing agent, but also by the morphology of the stock, the degree of refining 
has to have an impact on the sizing performance from a theoretical point of view. 
This is the reason, why the following trial for the evaluation of the morphological 
impact was conducted. For analysis, a mixture of 80% EUKA and 20% NBSK was 
beaten in a Voith valley beater (Chapter 4.2.2.2) from an unbeaten state (SR 17.5) 
over three intermediate steps (SR 27.5, SR 40, SR 49) to a highly beaten state 
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(SR 62), while samples from every state were sized with 0% - 0.4% ASA. The 
results of this trial, in terms of sizing performance, are displayed in Figure 3.2-7 on 
the left. These show that the degree of refining has an extraordinarily high impact 
on the sizing performance. Throughout all ASA dosages, the increase of the SR 
value from 17.5 to 62 boosts the sizing performance by ~ 1000%, which represents 
the strongest impact factor determined within this thesis.  
This strong synergetic effect can be explained by two arguments. The first 
argument is based on the fines’ content, which is generated by refining. A common 
theory states that sizing agent emulsions retain rather on the high surface area of 
accessible fines (active fine content), than on coarse fiber fractions [174, 251]. If 
these fines are retained in the sheetstructure during sheet forming, the sizing 
performance is promoted by a higher fines content. As it can be seen in  
Figure 3.2-7 on the right, the overall retention for the produced paper samples 
remains unchanged over an increasing degree of refining, thus stating that the 
mentioned argument can be considered as valid.  
The second argument is based on the structural changes the sheet undergoes by 
refining. The higher share of fines, as well as the increased fiber flexibility during 
refining, enable a higher degree of packing density during sheet forming and as a 
consequence a higher sheet density (Figure 3.2-7 / right). This means by 
implication that the void volume, as well as the pore sizes, decrease with ongoing 
Figure 3.2-7: Impact of Refining Degree on  
ASA Sizing Performance (left) & Retention and Sheet Density (right) 
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refining, generating less interphase area between air and cellulose. As the sizing 
agent is located on this interphase, its relative concentartion on the interphase 
increases by ongoing refinig, resulting in a higher degree of hydrophobization 
(Chapter 2.2.4). 
3.2.3.4 Filler Type/Content 
The last important stock parameter that has a major impact on ASA’s sizing 
performance is the presence of fillers. Fillers have a very high surface area on 
which sizing agents can adhere. First, this causes a weak sizing agent retention as 
a consequence of a low natural filler retention, and second, a weak sizing 
performance. The comparably weak sizing performance is not only based on the 
reduced retention, but also on the increase in interphase area, which is triggered 
by the fillers’ high surface area (Chapter 2.3.3.3). As a result, more sizing agent is 
required to reach the same degree of hydrophobization. In order to analyze the 
impact of different filler types and dosages, the following three trial sets were 
conducted. These respect the sizing performance over the filler types (GCC, PCC 
and clay), filler dosages (0%, 15% and 30%), the presence of retention aid (0% or 
0.03% PAM) and ASA dosages from 0% to 0.4%. The filler specifications are 
displayed in Chapter 4.3.2, while all types are typical minerals for internal 
application. The results for GCC are displayed in Figure 3.2-8. 
 
Figure 3.2-8: Impact of GCC Dosage on ASA Sizing Performance w/o PAM (left) and w PAM (right) 
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These results display the highly negative impact of GCC, showing that the sizing 
performance almost decreases linearly by an increasing GCC content. The results 
also show that almost no sizing performance can be generated if only small 
amounts of GCC are present at ASA dosages of up to 0.1%. A GCC content of 
15% causes a total sizing loss at 0.2% ASA dosage, while it decreases the sizing 
performance by 50% for a dosage of 0.4% ASA. At GCC dosages of 30%, no sizing 
performance could be generated at all. The filler retention evolved during the trials 
without PAM from 30% at 0% ASA dosage to 56% at 0.4% ASA dosage. This 
increase is based on the retention-promoting properties of the cationic ASA 
emulsion. The presence of PAM, as displayed in the right graph, only slightly 
improves the sizing performance of high ASA dosages, while the performance of 
low dosages remains unaffected. During the trials with PAM, the GCC retention 
values remained unchanged at a level of ~ 86%.  
The results displayed in Figure 3.2-9 represent the negative impact of PCC on 
ASA’s performance. These show that the sizing performance is linearly affected by 
an increasing PCC content without PAM, while the sizing performance levels after 
15% PCC dosage for the trials with PAM.  
The overall sizing performance is in general not as negatively affected compared 
to using GCC. The results show that almost no sizing performance can be 
Figure 3.2-9: Impact of PCC Dosage on ASA Sizing Performance w/o PAM (left) and w PAM (right) 
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generated in the system without PAM if only small amounts of PCC are present at 
ASA dosages of up to 0.1%. This tendency is significantly decreased by the use of 
PAM, enabling some sizing performance at low PCC dosages. By the use of PAM, 
the total sizing values increase by about 10%, while the point of significance is 
visible at PCC dosages over 15%. Here, the sizing values remain stable, enabling 
moderate sizing values from ASA dosages of 0.2% even at PCC levels of 30%. 
During the trials without PAM, the filler retention evolved from 18% at 0% ASA 
dosage to 63% at 0.4% ASA dosage, while, during the trials with PAM, it evolved 
from 67% at 0% ASA dosage to 76% at 0.4% ASA dosage. This indicates that even 
though the retention values of PCC remained lower compared to the ones of GCC, 
PCC does show a significantly higher sizeability. 
The results for clay as filler are displayed in Figure 3.2-10, where it is visible that 
the negative impact is almost identical to the one of GCC. The results show that 
only slightest amounts of clay are capable of significantly influencing the sizing 
performance, and that it is not possible to generate any sizing performance at 30% 
clay at 0.4% ASA dosage, even if PAM is used. The sizing performance does 
increase more by the use of PAM compared to GCC, while it is also not possible 
to minimize the negative effects on the sizing performance. The clay retention did 
evolve during the trials without PAM from 31% at 0% ASA dosage to 63% at 0.4% 
Figure 3.2-10: Impact of Clay Dosage on ASA Sizing Performance w/o PAM (left) and w PAM (right) 
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ASA dosage, while it increased during the trials with PAM from 67% at 0% ASA 
dosage to 83% at 0.4% ASA dosage. 
The overall conclusion that can be drawn from the trials with GCC, PCC and clay, 
is that the negative effects of fillers on the sizing performance of ASA can only be 
compensated by an increase in ASA dosage, while it is possible to additionally 
enhance the sizing performance by the use of retention aids (PAM). The trials did 
also show that the most significant negative impact on the sizing performance 
amongst all ASA dosages was triggered by GCC and the smallest by PCC, 
standing in conversion to common knowledge (Chapter 2.3.3.2). A factor which 
was not mentioned by the literature so far, is the strong impact of the cationic ASA 
emulsions on the over-all and filler retention behavior. This positive effect has to 
be considered while planning and designing ASA systems, as this synergetic effect 
could create significant benefits during industrial-scale production. 
3.2.4 Process Parameters 
The following subchapters will describe and analyze a row of trials that were 
conducted, in order to evaluate the impacts of different process parameters on the 
sizing performance of ASA. These include the sheet forming temperature, the 
sheet forming pH-value, the stock conductivity, the stock water hardness, the sheet 
forming shear rate, the ASA dwell time, the dosing position and dosing order, the 
drying type and intensity as well as sample aging. 
3.2.4.1 Temperature 
A factor which was identified within previous research (Chapter 2.3.3.1.1) as 
harmful to sizing performance, is the emulsion temperature, as it significantly 
promotes emulsion hydrolysis. A point that was not evaluated so far, is the impact 
of the stock and sheet forming temperature on the sizing performance of ASA. 
Therefore, the following trial, during which the sheet forming temperature was 
changed from 20 °C, over 30 °C, 40 °C, 50 °C to 57 °C, was conducted with ASA 
dosages from 0% to 0.4%. 
The results displayed in Figure 3.2-11 show that the sizing performance is slightly 
positively affected by an increasing sheet forming temperature. This behavior can 
be explained, on the one hand, by a temperature dependent decrease in surface 
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tension, which allows the emulsion to penetrate deeper into the fiber structure, 
providing better anchoring during dewatering and pressing, and on the other hand, 
by the possibility that the emulsion particles attach to the fiber surface more rapidly, 
as the molecular mobility within the stock system is increased by higher 
temperatures. 
 
Altogether, these results do not indicate that they are controversial to the ones 
discussed during the theoretical approach (Chapter 2.3.3.1.1), but as they access 
the factor of temperature from another point of view, they give results, showing 
different tendencies. 
During this approach, it was not possible for the elevated temperatures to have any 
negative impact on the emulsion properties, as the contact time with the “hot” stock 
until dewatering was 30 seconds, which is not enough to cause excessive 
hydrolysis or emulsion instability. Therefore, this trial only displays the slightly 
positive impact on the sizing performance by elevated stock temperatures.  
3.2.4.2 pH-Value 
ASA is a so-called alkaline sizing agent, which is supposed to show its optimal 
sizing performance in the neutral to slightly alkaline process conditions 
(Chapter 2.3). It is of common knowledge during laboratory and industrial ASA 
application that pH-value changes are capable of influencing ASA’s hydrolytic 
Figure 3.2-11: Impact of Sheet Forming Temperature on ASA Sizing Performance 
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stability and consequently significantly influencing the sizing performance 
(Chapter 2.3.3.1.2). Yet there are no publications available, stating the sole 
influence of the stock pH-value on ASA’s performance. This is why the influence 
of the pH value over a range from pH 4, over pH 5.5, pH 7, pH 8.5 to pH 10 was 
analyzed for samples sized with 0% to 0.4% ASA. The pH value was adjusted prior 
to sheet forming with 0.1 N hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 0.1 N caustic soda (NaOH). 
Figure 3.2-12 shows the impact of the pH value over the complete analyzed pH-
range on the left, while the graph on the right side focusses on the section from 
pH 6 to pH 8, the operation window for paper manufacturing. The graphs indicate 
that the switch from acidic to alkaline has a major negative impact on ASA sizing 
performance, showing that it is possible to get moderate sizing performance at 
pH 5 with only 0.05% ASA, while it is not possible to give the same sizing 
performance at pH 10 with an ASA dosage of 0.2%. The most significant change 
happens within the operation window for paper production from pH 6 to pH 8. This 
switch has its most extreme impact on soft-sized grades with ASA dosages of 0.1% 
and below, where the ASA demand increases by 300% to reach the same sizing 
degree at pH 8 as for pH 6. This tendency is not as drastic for higher ASA dosages, 
but still in between 150% and 200%. 
Lacking of publications, describing the exact mechanisms which are leading to the 
observed decrease in sizing performance, the following hypothesis on the 
Figure 3.2-12: Impact of Sheet Forming pH on ASA Sizing Performance 
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explanation is stated. The observed negative impact on the sizing performance 
might be based on rapid ASA hydrolysis, but not in the aqueous phase, but already 
within the formed sheet structure. The time for emulsion hydrolysis is too short to 
have any impact during the implemented standard sheet forming procedure, as 
only 30 s elapse from dosage to sheet forming. Thus, high pH-values hydrolyze 
the ASA within the sheet structure before spreading, while low pH-values stabilize 
the emulsion comparably longer, leading to a lower extent of pre-spreading 
hydrolysis. Based on the high tackiness and high viscosity of ASA hydrolysate, 
high pre-spreading hydrolysis would lead to a significantly reduced spreading 
performance, resulting in less and more heterogeneous surface coverage and, as 
a consequence, in a lower sizing performance. 
3.2.4.3 Conductivity 
Process water conductivity is a factor, which is interacting with the majority of all 
wet end chemicals. As these mostly develop their way of action by electrostatic or 
ionic interactions with the fibers or other protagonists, high values of conductivity 
are capable of significantly interacting with the chemicals’ charge centers, masking 
these, and by that inactivating the chemicals’ performance. Due to the fact that 
ASA also fixates on the fiber surface by electrostatic and ionic interactions, high 
process conductivity values also interfere with ASA’s performance. To evaluate 
this interaction, the following trial was conducted, for which the stock conductivity 
was varied from 0.2 µS, over 625 µS, 1250 µS, 2500 µS, 5000 µS to 10000 µS by 
the addition of NaCl, while the ASA dosages were varied from 0% to 0.4%. The 
results of this trial are displayed in Figure 3.2-13.  
It can be observed, that an increasing stock conductivity has a negative impact on 
ASA’s performance throughout all dosages, while high dosages are more robust 
against the negative impact. The sizing performance of 0.1% ASA decreases by 
50% with a conductivity increase from 0.2 µS to 5000 µS, while it collapses 
completely at conductivity levels between 5000 µS and 10000 µS. The 
performance of 0.4% ASA is decreased by 30%, when reaching 5000 µS and by 
an additional 40% when reaching 10000 µS.  
These results indicate that an increase in process water or stock suspension 
conductivity interferes with ASA’s sizing performance throughout all dosages and 
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therefore has to be considered, when trials are conducted or systems adjusted. 
Especially the occurring difference between results, gained during laboratory trials 
with deionized water (~ 0.2 µS) and tap water (625 µS / Munich), have to be 
considered during sizing system analysis.  
However, the results do not allow a clear distinction, whether the decreasing sizing 
performance is based on reduced retention or on interferences of other nature. At 
this point, it is hypothesized that it is a combination of both factors. 
3.2.4.4 Water Hardness 
The last factor contributing to process water and stock suspension properties is the 
water hardness, which is defined by the concentration of Ca²+ and Mg²+. Just like 
other ions, these ions are, on the one hand, capable of interfering with process 
chemicals, by interacting with their active charges, and on the other hand, of 
special harm to ASA, as they form stable salts with ASA hydrolysate. To evaluate 
the influence of increasing hardness values on the sizing of the reference stock 
system, the following trial was conducted. The stock suspension was adjusted to 
water hardness values from 0 °DH, over 5 °DH, 25 °DH, 50 °DH, 100 °DH to 
500 °DH by the use of CaCl2, while the samples were sized by 0% to 0.4% ASA. 
Figure 3.2-14 displays the results of this trial. 
Figure 3.2-13: Impact of Sheet Forming Conductivity on ASA Sizing Performance 
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These show that the negative impact of an increasing water hardness is of 
devastating nature. The sizing performance completely collapses for ASA dosages 
up to 0.3%, before reaching hardness values of 100 °DH. For an ASA dosage of 
0.4% the sizing performance collapses at slightly higher water hardness values 
between 100 °DH and 500 °D. 
This negative influence can be explained, implementing two approaches. One is 
based on the above-mentioned (Chapter 3.2.4.3) decreased ASA retention, which 
is triggered by negative interactions between the protection colloid and the ions 
responsible for water hardness.  
The other is based on excessive hydrolysis before the ASA spreads. Similar to the 
hypothesis, which was stated for the explanation of the negative impact triggered 
by high pH values, hydrolysis prior to spreading could be the reason for the 
experienced weak sizing performance. Ca²+ promotes ASA hydrolysis to a very 
high extent [31], leaving the possibility that Ca²+-triggered hydrolysis occurs in the 
instances after sheet forming, causing the formation of Ca²+-Succinates, which are 
very tacky and thus not able to spread during the drying process. This would result 
in a significantly decreased surface coverage and sizing agent orientation and thus 
in a weaker sizing performance. 
Figure 3.2-14: Impact of Sheet Forming Water Hardness on ASA Sizing Performance 
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3.2.4.5 Shear Rate 
Motivated by the fact that ASA is applied to the stock as cationically charged 
emulsion, which adheres to the fiber or filler surface by electrostatic or ionic 
interactions (Chapter 2.3.1.4), it was of interest to figure out, how this fixation is 
sensitive to shear force. This is why the following trial sets were conducted on the 
impact of shear forces during sheet forming.  
The sheet forming shear forces were adjusted by differing the RDA stirring speeds 
from 250 rmp, over 500 rpm to 750 rpm. In addition to this adjustment, the impact 
of 25% GCC as filler, as well as, the impact of PAM or PEI as retention aids were 
analyzed. The ASA dosages for these trials were adjusted from 0.05% to 0.4%.  
Figure 3.2-15 displays the results of these trials, while within this chart, the top left 
graph displays the results for plain ASA, the one on the top right the results for 
ASA and GCC, the one in the middle left, the results for ASA with PAM, the one in 
the middle right, the results for ASA and GCC with PAM, the one on the bottom left 
the results of ASA with PEI and the one on the bottom right side the results for ASA 
and GCC with PEI. The results for the trials without GCC show that plain ASA 
shows a very high shear sensitivity especially for a dosage of 0.05%, while it almost 
vanishes for dosages above 0.1%. The addition of PAM improves the shear 
sensitivity of 0.05% and equalizes the one of the higher dosages, while only slightly 
improving the sizing performance over all. The addition of PEI increases the shear 
sensitivity of 0.05%, while it has no impact on the shear sensitivity of the residual 
dosing amounts. The overall performance is decreased by the presence of PEI.  
The results for the trials where GCC was added to the stock system, show quite 
different tendencies. As already mentioned during the discussion of the impact of 
GCC (Chapter 3.2.3.4), it can be observed that the sizing performance is 
significantly decreased with GCC present. Along with this negative impact, the 
shear force impact increases slightly. The sizing performance is not positively 
affected by either the presence of PAM or PEI. In fact, it is slightly decreased, while 
the shear force impact increases as well.  
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 Figure 3.2-15: Impact of Sheet Forming Shear Rate with PAM and PEI on ASA Sizing Performance 
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In addition to the graphically presented results, the overall and filler retention 
values were analyzed during this trial. These show that the retention values are 
boosted by the addition of PAM and PEI, while the increase in filler retention 
accounts the most to the total retention increase. However, the sizing values can 
remain unchanged. This phenomenon can only be explained by an equal ASA 
distribution amongst all stock components and not by a favored adhesion to the 
filler particles in the system. Only if the distribution among all ingredients is equal, 
can the sizing performance remain unchanged by lower retention values. 
This explanation is only applicable for systems without filtrate (white water) 
recirculation, because the unretained ASA would subsequently hydrolyze and 
cause negative interactions once recirculated and again in contact with stock. 
The impact of shear force can be neglected for unfilled systems, while filled 
systems show certain sensitivity, especially if retention aids are present. This might 
be based on the retention aids’ ability to retain ASA also on the filler particles, which 
are retained worse at higher shear forces. By this, the relative ASA amount in the 
sheet decreases, leading to lower sizing performance. 
3.2.4.6 Dwell Time 
Following the current trend to move the ASA dosing position closer to the head box 
(Chapter 2.3.1.3.2), the question about the required dwell time for ASA to unfold 
its maximum performance rises. This question was respected during the following 
trial where the ASA dwell time, meaning the time between dosage and sheet 
forming, was adjusted from 5 s over 15 s, 30 s, 60 s, 150 s to 300 s. This influence 
was analyzed at ASA dosages from 0% to 0.4%. The trial results are displayed in 
Figure 3.2-16. 
The trial results show that the sizing performance of ASA within the application at 
the reference stock system is hardly affected by changes in dwell time. The full 
sizing performance is already developed after 5 seconds, stating that the 
emulsion’s adhesion process to the fiber requires almost no time. The increase in 
dwell time of up to 300 s (5 min) did not influence the sizing behavior significantly 
under given conditions. The only observable impact was recognized for high ASA 
dosages of 0.3% and 0.4%, during which the sizing performance decreased by 
5% - 10% over a dwell time of 300 s. These results, in combination with the shear 
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rate impact results, enforce the argument that in unfilled systems, the ASA 
emulsion adheres to the fiber surface very quickly by a strong interaction, which is 
very shear force and dwell-time resistant.  
 
3.2.4.7 Dosing Position & Dosing Order 
The previous trials, contributing to the factors of shear force and dwell time, 
evaluated the two factors in an isolated environment. As this is not overall 
applicable to continuous paper or board production, a trial paper machine (TPM, 
Chapter 4.2.2.9) trial was conducted, in order to analyze these factors during 
realistic production conditions with 10% GCC as filler and 0.03% PAM as retention 
aid. Therefore, the ASA dosing position was varied from the HC-stock pump 
(pos. ), over the head box pump (pos. ) to the head box (pos. ). The exact 
locations of the dosing positions are displayed in the TPM RI-scheme  
(Figure 4.2-7). This change does not only influence the dwell time, but also the 
shear forces the ASA has to undergo, as it has to pass the head box pump, the 
ultraturax and the head box. GCC was dosed via a separate nozzle in position  
and PAM in position , while both positions were kept static during this trial. The 
selected ASA dosages were 0%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and 0.4%. The TPM 
parameters were adjusted according to the settings described in Chapter 4.2.2.9. 
Figure 3.2-16: Impact of Dwell Time on ASA Sizing Performance 
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The trial results (Figure 3.2-17) display that the impact of the dosing position does 
not significantly affect the sizing performance of ASA dosages up to 0.2%. The 
impact becomes visible at dosages of 0.3% and 0.4%, while the maximum sizing 
performance for all dosage points is reached at 0.3% ASA. The weakest sizing 
performance is reached for the dosage in position  at the head box, after GCC 
and PAM. The highest sizing performance is reached for dosing position  at the 
head box pump, in between GCC and PAM. 
These results display that a dosage too close to the head box (pos. ) is not 
beneficial for the sizing performance. This might be based on two facts. The first is 
a very short dwell time of not more than 2 seconds before sheet forming, which 
might be too short to provide proper mixing and adhesion. The second point is the 
dosage after PAM. This means that the ASA is dosed in a stock suspension, where 
PAM has already formed flocs and occupied the celluloses’ charge centers. This 
might be a reason for a significantly influenced ASA’s performance, as the possible 
spots of adhesion are blocked. 
The reason why ASA shows a higher sizing performance, if dosed at the head box 
pump (pos. ), compared to a dosage at the HC-stock pump (pos. ), is 
interpreted as a combination of both, dwell time and shear force impact. 
Figure 3.2-17: TPM - Impact of Dosing Position and Dosing Order on ASA Sizing Performance 
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The last important information that can be withdrawn from this trial is that the sizing 
performance at 0.4% ASA is comparably lower than the one of 0.3% ASA. This is 
a typical indicator for overdosage, showing that it is only possible to reach a certain 
degree of hydrophobization at given conditions (Chapter 2.2.4). 
3.2.4.8 Drying 
Since the development of the sizing performance is significantly influenced by the 
spreading performance of ASA, it was of highest interest to analyze the impact of 
the drying procedure, which is the factor that influences spreading the most. During 
the following presented trial sets, it was the goal to evaluate the impact which is 
generated by differing RK-drying temperatures and times, as well as, the ones of 
subsequent curing by hot air or contact curing.  
Figure 3.2-18/1 shows the results of the trial set which was conducted by plain RK-
sheet drying (Chapter 4.2.2.3) at temperatures of 60 °C, 80 °C, 100 °C and 120 °C, 
while the drying times had to be adjusted correspondingly to 40 min, 20 min, 
10 min and 7 min to reach a dryness level of 95%. Figure 3.2-18/2 displays the 
results of a sample set, which was produced similarly to set 1, but additionally 
treated by a contact-curing step within a photo-drying machine for 5 min at 140 °C 
(Chapter 4.2.2.5). Within Figure 3.2-18/3, the contact-curing step is replaced by a 
hot air curing step which was adjusted to 15 min at 105 °C (Chapter 4.2.2.6).  
The results of the three trial sets show that the sizing performance is significantly 
influenced by the drying and curing procedure. The ones from Figure 3.2-18/1 
indicate that the final sizing degree after RK sheet drying is significantly boosted 
by the implementation of low drying temperatures and high drying times. It is 
especially visible that the dosages below 0.1% ASA are significantly boosted by 
low temperatures and long drying times. 
Figure 3.2-18/2 and Figure 3.2-18/3 indicate that the sizing performance can be 
further promoted by a subsequent curing step, while contact curing showed a 
potential of ~ 10% performance increase and hot air curing a potential of ~ 20%.  
It can be concluded from the overall results that the sizing performance 
development which is triggered by the drying procedure, is not only based on the 
actual drying temperature, but rather more on the total energy input. Further, it can 
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be stated that ASA does not necessarily need high temperatures to spread and 
unfold its sizing performance. 
 
3.2.4.9 Aging 
The post-production sizing degree cannot be considered as a static value, as it 
shows significant sensitivity toward humidity, temperature and aging time. The 
extent of this sensitivity was observed in industrial applications to be dependent on 
the paper or board grade and on the ASA dosage. In order to evaluate the impact 
of aging on the paper samples produced within this thesis, the following aging trial 
was conducted. Due to a lack of space in the climate cabinet, the aging trial was 
Figure 3.2-18: Impact of Drying- and Curing Conditions on ASA Sizing Performance 
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conducted with samples, sized with 0.4% ASA. The parameters for this trial were 
set to a temperature of 80 °C, a relative humidity of 65% and an aging duration of 
22 days (Chapter 4.2.2.7).  
The trial results (Figure 3.2-19) show that a 
progress of sample aging has a dominant 
negative impact on the sizing performance of 
ASA. Within this trial, the sizing performance 
decreased almost linearly for more than 50% 
over the aging time of 22 days. These results 
further promote the theories of internal 
molecular mobility or ASA migration, to be 
the main trigger for the phenomena that 
influence the sizing performance 
(Chapter 2.3.2.2). 
 
3.3 Factors Impacting the Localization Behavior of ASA 
The approaches and results from the above-noted chapters on the factors which 
interfere with ASA’s sizing performance, have displayed that ASA is very sensitive 
to some external factors. As it is the goal of this work to evaluate, analyze and 
describe the mechanisms behind these interactions, an excerpt of these factors 
will subsequently be analyzed in accordance to their effect on ASA’s agglomeration 
behavior. The information gained by these results shall help to uncover more 
puzzle pieces which are still missing for a holistic understanding of reactive paper 
sizing with ASA. The results that are presented within the following trials were 
gained by combining the above-mentioned novel localization method (Chapter 3.1) 
with the respective sizing performance of the analyzed samples. 
3.3.1 Degree of Refining 
As it has crystallized during the evaluation of the different stock parameters which 
influence the sizing performance of ASA, the degree of refining turned out to be 
the factor of highest significance. The following graphs display the agglomeration 
behavior (Figure 3.3-1), as well as, the respective sizing performance  
Figure 3.2-19: Impact of Accelerated Aging  
on ASA Sizing Performance 
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(Figure 3.3-2), measured over the degrees of refining from SR 27.5 over SR 40 
and SR 49, to SR 62, while the ASA dosages were set to 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%  
and 0.4%. 
The results, displayed in logarithmic scale, show that the agglomeration behavior 
in terms of total agglomeration area, is very positively influenced by the increasing 
degree of refining, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, by the increasing ASA 
dosage. The total agglomeration area grows on the example of 0.1% ASA over the 
increase of the degree of refining from SR 27.5 to SR 62 by ~ 200%, while it grows 
by the step from 0.1% to 0.4% ASA for SR 27.5 by ~ 400%. It increases for an ASA 
dosage of 0.4% over the degree of refining from SR 27.5 to SR 62 by ~ 250%, 
while it increases by the step from 0.1% to 0.4% ASA dosage for SR 62 by ~ 210%. 
 
The results of the sizing performance analysis, which are also displayed in 
logarithmic scale, show a similar outline. The increase of the degree of refining as 
well as, the ASA dosage, have a significant positive impact on the sizing 
performance. The total sizing performance increases on the example of 0.1% ASA 
over the increase of the degree of refining from SR 27.5 to SR 62 by ~ 200%, while 
it grows by the step from 0.1% to 0.4% ASA for SR 27.5 by ~ 400%. 
Figure 3.3-1: Agglomeration Behavior – Degree of Refining Impact (Automated Analysis) 
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The explanation for the increasing total agglomeration area can be delivered by 
utilizing the same approach that is applicable for the increase in sizing 
performance. On the one hand, the increasing sizing agent dosage increases the 
sizing agent content in the sheet, leading to a higher surface saturation and thus 
to an increasing total agglomeration area. The agglomeration behavior is on the 
other hand boosted by the morphological changes, the sheet structure undergoes 
by refining. An increasing degree of refining leads to a higher packing density in 
the sheet structure, leaving less void volume and a lower residual surface area. As 
ASA naturally locates on the interphase between cellulose and air, which is the 
fiber surface, the concentration of ASA on the surface increases in direct 
correlation to the packing density. This leads to oversaturation phenomena and 
thus to a higher extent of agglomeration.  
This trial as such indicates a significant correlation between the total agglomeration 
area and the sizing performance. A detailed correlation analysis has resulted in a 
power-function based correlation of determination of R²=0.61, proving a significant 
correlation. 
  
Figure 3.3-2: Sizing Performance – Degree of Refining Impact 
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3.3.2 Sheet Forming Conductivity 
The first suspension-defining process parameter to be analyzed within this 
correlation analysis is the sheet forming conductivity, as it is an important process 
parameter and one of the factors impinging ASA’s sizing performance most 
significantly. In order to facilitate the comparison between the agglomeration 
behavior and the sizing performance, only the values for 0.3% ASA dosage are 
displayed as representative values (Figure 3.3-3).  
The analysis was conducted on the samples which were also utilized for the 
interpretation of the conductivity’s impact on the sizing performance 
(Chapter 3.2.4.3) The conductivity steps are therefore 0.2 µS, 625 µS, 1250 µS, 
2500 µS, 5000 µS, 10000 µS. In order to provide a higher degree of comparability, 
both result values, the total agglomeration area and the t60 sizing performance, are 
logarithmically scaled. As it can be seen from the results, both show a significant, 
highly correlating decrease over increasing conductivity. The median 
agglomeration values remain static on a level of 0.08% up to 625 µS, before they 
decrease to 0.0056% for 10000 µS. The sizing values remain rather unchanged at 
~ 60 s up to a level of 1250 µS, before they collapse down to 26 s at 10000µS. The 
correlation of determination of the median agglomeration values and the sizing 
Figure 3.3-3: Agglomeration Behavior vs. Sizing Performance - Conductivity Impact (Automated Analysis) 
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performance was determined to show an exponential behavior with a value of 
R²=0.94. 
These results show that ASA’s sizing performance highly correlates on its 
agglomeration behavior, even though they do not explain, why the sizing 
performance, as well as, the agglomeration behavior, are that negatively influenced 
by increasing conductivity values. An observation that was made was that the 
sheets lost their red color intensity over conductivity increase, while the sheet 
forming filtrate became simultaneously redder. This is an observation which 
promotes the theory that ASA’s retention is significantly decreased by increasing 
conductivity values. 
3.3.3 Water Hardness 
The second suspension defining process parameter that was analyzed in 
accordance to evaluate the correlation between the agglomeration behavior and 
the sizing performance, was the impact of the process water hardness. As for the 
above-mentioned correlation analysis for process water conductivity, for this trial 
the same samples, as for the evaluation of the impact on the sizing performance 
(Chapter 3.2.4.4), were used. The results are also displayed in logarithmic scale, 
where the agglomeration values and the respective sizing performance for an ASA 
dosage of 0.3% are displayed (Figure 3.3-4). The water hardness levels of choice 
were 0°DH, 5°DH, 25°DH, 50°DH, 100°DH and 500°DH.  
The results show a highly negative impact on the sizing performance, as well as, 
on the agglomeration behavior by increasing process water hardness. The median 
agglomeration values decrease immediately with increasing water hardness, 
resulting in an agglomeration area reduction of 75% by the step to 5°DH, and a 
99% reduction by the step to 500°DH. The sizing performance remains rather static 
at a value of ~ 45 s to a level of 50°DH, before it decreases to almost zero by the 
step to 500°DH. The correlation of determination of the median agglomeration 
values and the sizing performance was determined to show an exponential 
behavior with a value of R²=0.60, still indicating a significant correlation. 
During this trial, the same observation was made as for the conductivity impact 
trial. The sheets lost their red color intensity over water hardness increase, while 
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the sheet forming filtrate became redder, indicating that weakened ASA retention 
is the trigger for the decrease in sizing performance and total agglomeration area.  
 
3.3.4 Retention Aid (PAM) 
The synergetic effect of retention aids on the sizing performance of ASA is a well-
known factor and shall therefore be analyzed by the example of PAM within the 
following correlation analysis. Even though the sizing performance analysis within 
the above-mentioned approach (Chapter 3.2.4.5) has shown that PAM has no 
significant impact on the sizing performance within the reference stock system, its 
impact on the agglomeration behavior is of interest, as the results could help to 
explain the mechanisms on which PAM’s synergetic effects are based.  
Therefore, the following trial was conducted, where the PAM dosage was varied 
from 0%, over 0.015% to 0.03% and the ASA dosages from 0% over 0.1%, 0.2% 
to 0.3%. This trial was planned and analyzed by Modde, using a full factorial design 
with a PLS fit. The model fit for the total agglomeration area and the sizing 
performance (t60) is displayed as contour plot in Figure 3.3-5, while the model 
specifications are listed in the appendix (Table 7.2-1). The fit results show that the 
agglomeration behavior is linearly positively affected by an increasing ASA dosage, 
whereas it slightly decreases by the dosage of PAM. The sizing behavior shows 
Figure 3.3-4: Agglomeration Behavior vs. Sizing Performance – Water Hardness Impact  
(Automated Analysis) 
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the same tendency in terms of a performance increase by ASA dosage increase, 
but an inverse tendency over the dosage of PAM. Here, the performance is slightly 
increased by the presence of PAM. 
This result indicates that a relative decrease of the agglomeration area at constant 
ASA dosage and constant stock and process parameters, leads to higher 
hydrophobization. This phenomenon is interpreted as a PAM promoted, 
comparably higher ASA distribution uniformity, which leads to improved surface 
coverage and thus to better sizing performance.  
3.3.5 Contact Curing 
The trials within Chapter 3.2.4.8 showed that the drying process has a significant 
impact on the sizing performance of ASA. In order to analyze the correlation 
between the synergetic effect of contact curing and the agglomeration behavior, 
the following trial was conducted. This trial is, as well, based on a full factorial 
design of experiments which was fitted by a PLS model. The factors were the ASA 
dosage, which was varied from 0% over 0.1% and 0.2% to 0.3% and the contact 
curing temperature, which was set to 100 °C, 120 °C and 140 °C. The contact 
curing time remained static at 5 minutes. The two models, displayed as contour 
Figure 3.3-5: Agglomeration Behavior vs. Sizing Performance – Retention Aid (PAM) Impact // 
DOE / Full Factorial Design / Model Fit: PLS  
Manual Analysis, verified by Automated Analysis 
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plots, are embedded in Figure 3.3-6, while the agglomeration behavior is displayed 
on the left and the sizing performance on the right. The model specifications are 
listed in the appendix (Table 7.2-2). 
The results of this trial show that the total agglomeration area is positively affected 
by an increasing ASA dosage, while it slightly decreases over rising curing 
temperatures. The sizing values show a synergy toward both factors, the ASA 
dosage and the curing temperature, while the impact of the curing temperature is 
considerably lower, compared to the one of ASA dosage. These results indicate 
that the performance increase during contact curing is based on similar 
mechanisms as applicable for PAM. Higher curing temperatures lead to enhanced 
post-sheet-forming spreading phenomena, which cause an optimized ASA 
distribution and surface coverage, and by this, less observable agglomerates and 
thus an increasing sizing performance. 
3.3.6 Accelerated Aging 
The last factor that is analyzed within the determination of agglomeration 
influencing factors is the impact of accelerated aging. The impact of aging on the 
sizing performance was already explained during Chapter 3.2.4.9 on the example 
Figure 3.3-6: Agglomeration Behavior vs. Sizing Performance – Contact Curing Impact // 
DOE / Full Factorial Design / Model Fit: PLS 
Manual Analysis, verified by Automated Analysis 
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of paper samples sized with 0.4% ASA and 22 days of aging time, showing a 
significant linear negative impact. The following trial was conducted by aging of 
samples sized with 0%, 0.05% and 0.1% ASA over a time of 7 days. The 
comparably low ASA dosages were chosen to create a higher sensitivity toward 
the impact of aging, in order to evaluate the resulting mechanisms within a shorter 
period of time. This trial is based on a full factorial design of experiments which 
was fitted by a PLS model. For interpretation, a third contour plot is introduced, 
visualizing the respective average agglomerate size. The resulting models, 
displayed as contour plots, are embedded in Figure 3.3-7, while the agglomeration 
behavior is displayed on the top left, the average agglomerate size on the top right 
and the sizing performance on the bottom. The model specifications are listed in 
the appendix (Table 7.2-3). 
The results of the aging trial show that all three result-values, the total 
agglomeration area, the average agglomerate size, as well as, the sizing 
performance are positively influenced by an increasing ASA dosage. The 
tendencies over increasing aging time show different outlines. The measurable 
total agglomeration area decreases with proceeding aging time of 7 days by 
~ 50%, while the sizing performance decreases by ~ 20%. The difference between 
their behaviors is that the total agglomeration area decrease is of quadratic nature, 
while the one of sizing performance is, as experienced during Chapter 3.2.4.9, of 
linear nature. The average agglomerate size shows the tendency toward the 
formation of bigger agglomerates over aging time, resulting in a quadratic increase 
of ~ 35% for 7 days of aging. 
These results can be concluded via an approach based on the molecular mobility 
of ASA molecules within the sheet structure. Driven by heat and moisture-
promoted mobility phenomena, the ASA molecules tend to form big, voluminous 
agglomerates by the inclusion of many small agglomerates into several big 
agglomerates. This causes a reduction of the total agglomeration area and the 
number of agglomerates, while the residual agglomerates gain in size and volume. 
This leads to a reduced and more heterogeneous surface coverage of the fibers, 
and thus to a reduced sizing performance. 
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3.4 Main Optimization Approach 
The objective goal of this thesis was an industrial-scale sizing performance 
optimization by a methodology, based on the results which were gained during the 
determination of the sizing performance and agglomeration behavior interfering 
factors. As the results from Chapter 2, Chapter 3.2 and Chapter 3.3 have shown, 
an optimal sizing performance of ASA is significantly depending on four factors.  
  
Figure 3.3-7: Agglomeration Behavior vs. Sizing Performance – Accelerated Aging Impact // 
DOE / Full Factorial Design / Model Fit: PLS 
Manual Analysis, verified by Automated Analysis 
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These are: 
− An optimal fixation to the stock and subsequent high retention, to provide a 
high share of active ASA in the sheet structure. 
− A minimized extent of pre-spreading hydrolysis, either as emulsion or in the 
sheet structure, to avoid emulsion instability at first and a reduced spreading 
performance at second. 
− A high degree of spreading during the drying and curing process, to provide 
maximum surface coverage with as little as possible spots of oversaturation 
(agglomerates). 
− Finally, an optimized molecular anchoring and orientation, to guarantee a 
maximum of surface energy reduction and thus a high sizing performance. 
In order to optimize the overall sizing performance of ASA, one or a combination 
of the above-mentioned factors have to be optimized. 
3.4.1 Optimization of ASA Sizing Performance Characteristics 
The first step toward a successful optimization approach was to gain a holistic 
understanding of ASA’s current performance characteristics, as only this could 
reveal possible optimization approaches. Based on the gained data throughout all 
conducted trials within this work, the following model for ASA’s performance 
characteristic was developed (Figure 3.4-1).  
Within this model, the relative sizing performance of ASA is indicated on the y-axis, 
while the relative dosage is indicated on the x-axis. ASA’s performance 
characteristics are split into four representative sections.  
The first is the activation section, where a certain amount of ASA has to be dosed 
in order to experience any resonance in sizing performance. The amount for first 
resonance was determined to be 0.05% ASA for the reference stock system. This 
region of activation is described by a minimal required amount of fiber surface 
saturation by ASA in order to hydrophobize enough surface to have an impact on 
the wetting and penetration behavior. 
The second section is defined by a linear increase of the sizing performance over 
an increasing ASA dosage. This linear gain is explained by an increasing surface 
coverage by ASA and thus an increase in hydrophobized fiber surface, leading to 
higher sizing performance. 
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The third section describes the region of saturation, which is defined by a more or 
less static sizing performance, even though the ASA dosage is increased. The 
reason for this static behavior is based on a maximum surface saturation and 
coverage of the cellulose by ASA.  
The last section is representative for an ASA overdosage, where the sizing 
performance decreases over an ASA dosage increase. This response is based on 
surface oversaturation phenomena and along-going hydrophobicity and surface 
energy inversions, which lead to a reduction of the sizing performance. 
The approach that was followed within the scope of performance optimization is 
displayed in Figure 3.4-2. The fictive performance characteristic curve is displayed 
in green shade, indicating that the main difference to the standard performance 
characteristic is the quenched activation section and a switch of the whole curve 
toward lower dosages. This optimization was supposed to be realizable by 
improved ASA fixation in terms of a higher degree of homogeneity, anchoring and 
orientation, leading to improved sizing performance at lower dosages. 
It is also visible, that the approach does not consider a significant improvement of 
the total hydrophobicity. This is based on the already gained results which show 
that the maximum degree of hydrophobicity is highly correlating to the stock 
parameters and the stock morphology, which are not supposed to be changed 
Figure 3.4-1: Sizing Performance Characteristics - Idealized Sizing Curve with Specific Sectors 
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within the implemented approaches. The third important feature about the 
optimized sizing curve is an expected overdosage, which will be reached at lower 
dosages compared to the standard process. This is based on global oversaturation 
phenomena, which do occur earlier, as the surface is initially more homogeneously 
covered by ASA.  
 
3.4.2 Emulsion Modification 
The results of the conducted trials, as well as intense theoretical considerations, 
have brought up the approach of sizing performance optimization by emulsion 
modification via cationic mordants. This consideration is based on the principle 
displayed in Figure 3.4-3. 
The standard emulsion particle which is stabilized by cationic starch, shows a high 
degree of self-retention as such and thus proper adhesion to the fiber surface, 
leaving not much room for improvements. The point where improvements could be 
done is during the spreading process. As the cationic emulsification starch has a 
very high molecular weight and the ability to form strong interactions with the 
cellulose by its cationic charge, it only shows a minor extent of mobility after the 
emulsion break up. Resulting from this, the ASA flows over the starch covered fiber 
surface during the spreading process. Due to the starches ability to act as fixative, 
anchor and orientation help, the ASA out of the starch-covered area suffers by not 
having a benefit of this feature. This leads to a comparably weaker orientation and 
Figure 3.4-2: Sizing Performance Characteristics - Optimized Sizing Curve 
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distribution of the ASA that is not in contact with starch, enabling only sizing 
performances below the possible maximum. 
 
This drawback is supposed to be overcome by the induction of cationic mordants 
into the protection colloid during the emulsification process. This process step 
triggers an immobilization of the mordants in the protection colloid, which would 
lead to the benefit that they travel with the emulsion droplet to the area on the fiber 
where they are needed. The way of action is supposed to be based on a higher 
mobility of the mordants, compared to the emulsification starch. This would enable 
the mordant molecules to travel with the ASA on the still water carrying cellulose 
interphase during the spreading process, generating orientation anchors among 
Figure 3.4-3: Sizing Performance Optimization by Emulsion Modification (Idealized Scheme) 
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the whole ASA-covered surface. This would lead to a more homogeneously 
distributed ASA and to a promoted orientation, resulting in comparably higher 
sizing performances. 
The mordants of choice for this trial approach were poly aluminum chloride (PAC, 
Chapter 4.3.3.5), poly aluminum nitrate sulfates (PANS, Chapter 4.3.3.5) and poly 
amidoamine epichlorhydrin (PAAE, Chapter 4.3.3.4). The synergetic effect of these 
additives to ASA sizing is well known, but only if applied to the system as isolated 
additive, and not in direct combination with ASA (Chapter 2.3.3.4). The supposed 
benefit of the emulsion modification approach is that the mordants have no chance 
to react with other process ingredients, such as fibers or anionic trash. For the 
following discussion of the conducted optimization trials and their respective 
results, only the ones where PAAE was used are described. The results for PAC 
and PANS are skipped during the following, while stating that both additives did 
deliver equal performance boosting properties as PAAE. 
The evaluation of the optimization potential was conducted through three steps, 
starting with laboratory RDA sheet-forming trials with reference stock, over 
laboratory trial paper machine (TPM) trials by simulating an industrial OCC based 
system, to the implementation in industrial-scale board production, including the 
necessary process adjustments. 
3.4.2.1 Lab Trials / RDA Sheet Forming 
The following trial describes the optimization potential generated by the induction 
of PAAE as additional additive within the protection colloid. PAAE was therefore 
mixed with the emulsification starch prior to emulsification (Chapter 2.3.1.3.1), with 
subsequent standard dosing and sheet forming. The percentage with which PAAEs 
dosage is announced during the following trials indicates the dosage compared to 
ASA, meaning that a 50% PAAE dosage indicates a total PAAE content (active 
matter) in the emulsion, which is 50% of the one of ASA. Figure 3.4-4 displays the 
results of the trial which was conducted for the evaluation of PAAEs impact as 
emulsion additive on the sizing performance. Within the following graph, the x-axis 
indicates the ASA dosage, which was varied from 0.05%, over 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% 
to 0.4%, the y-axis indicates the sizing performance (t60), while the curve colors 
indicate the different PAAE dosages of 0%, 5%, 10%, 25% and 50%. 
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The results show, that a PAAE dosage of 5% does not deliver any advantages, 
while the dosages of 10% - 25% have a positive impact on the sizing values in the 
saturation sector, resulting in ~ 10% performance improvement. The desired 
quenching of the activation sector was only possible by the dosage of 50% PAAE. 
For this dosage value, the performance is especially promoted in the linear section, 
indicating a possible ASA reduction of up to 50%. The overall sizing performance 
in the saturation sector is additionally boosted by 7% - 10%. These results indicate 
a significant potential for PAAE as emulsion additive for ASA sizing performance 
optimization. 
3.4.2.2 TPM Trials 
As the initial laboratory RDA sheet forming trial results were of highly promising 
nature, the emulsion optimization approach was transferred on continuous trial 
paper machine production (TPM) within a real life industrial OCC system 
(Chapter 4.3.1.2). The utilized trial paper machine which is located at MUAS was 
provided by IVP e.V.. The paper machine’s specific details are listed in 
Chapter 4.2.2.9. The OCC system was simulated during this trial by the utilization 
of fresh OCC stock as well as the corresponding board machine white water. The 
ASA dosages were adjusted to 0%, 0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6%, while the PAAE 
Figure 3.4-4: Impact of PAAE as Promotor Additive on ASA Sizing Performance // 
RDA / Reference Stock 
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dosages were adjusted to 0%, 25%, 50% and 100%. The comparably high dosage 
of PAAE was chosen in order to evaluate a further optimization potential beyond 
the one presented in Figure 3.4-4. During this trial (Figure 3.4-5), in order to 
properly simulate the industrial-scale production process, wet strength resin 
(WSR), PAC and retention aid (RET) were dosed with a fixed amount. As their 
dosage values are of sensitive nature, these are not displayed within this thesis. 
The dosing positions for all additives were set as following:  WSR,  PAC, 
 ASA,  RET (Figure 4.2-7).  
 
The additive dosages, except for ASA, remained static throughout the whole trial. 
As the TPM trials served as connection from laboratory to industrial application, 
the reference value which was generated by exactly simulating the industrial 
production process, is indicated as green diamond. For better comparability, the 
sizing values are indicated as Cobb60 values, as these are of common industrial 
use. The trial results show that the sizing performance is only affected by PAAE at 
a dosage of 0.4% ASA, while only the dosages of 100% and especially 25% PAAE 
are acting in a promoting way. The results further indicate that the PAAE dosage 
of 25% reduces the Cobb value at 0.4% ASA dosage by ~ 55%, promoting its 
optimization potential. 
Figure 3.4-5: Impact of PAAE as Promotor Additive on ASA Sizing Performance // 
TPM / OCC System 
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3.4.2.3 Industrial-Scale Trials 
The last step toward the successful implementation of the developed optimization 
approach was the transfer to industrial-scale application. This transfer was 
conducted on a 3-layer fourdrinier board machine for the production of technical 
liner grades. The machine and product specifications are displayed in 
Chapter 4.2.2.10. As it was not possible to mix the promoter additive (PAAE) into 
the emulsification starch via a batch mixing process, the emulsification process had 
to be adjusted physically, in order to fulfill the given requirements. These process 
adjustments are explained and displayed in Chapter 4.3.3.5.  
During the first trial set, only the sole impact of differing PAAE dosages on the 
board parameters, with focus on the sizing performance were analyzed. The PAAE 
dosages of choice were 0%, representing the standard system, 10% and 20%. The 
results of this trial, contributing to the sizing performance, are displayed in  
Figure 3.4-6, while on both charts the PAAE dosage is indicated on the x-axis and 
the sizing performance on the y-axis.  
The sizing performance is indicated on the left as the measured Cobb60 values and 
on the right as the maximum contact angle values. The measurement values for 
the top and bottom side are indicated by different colors (black/red). These values 
show that PAAE, dosed within the protection colloid is capable of significantly 
Figure 3.4-6: Impact of PAAE as Promotor Additive on ASA Sizing Performance // 
(Cobb60 / left, CAMAX / right) 
BM / OCC System 
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improving the sizing performance during industrial application of the developed 
optimization approach. The Cobb values increase over a PAAE dosage from 0% 
to 20% by ~ 10%, while the maximum performance increase on the bottom side is 
reached at 10% PAAE dosage. The contact angle’s values of both sides increase 
by PAAE dosage, indicating that not only the structure hydrophobicity is increased, 
but also the surface hydrophobicity.  
Figure 3.4-7 displays PAAEs impact on physical board parameters which 
significantly define the processability of the produced grade. Both graphs display 
the PAAE dosage from 0%, over 10% to 20% on the x-axis, while the left graph’s 
y-axis indicates the sheet porosity and the right graphs y-axis the MD-breaking 
length. 
 
The results show that the increase in PAAE dosage from 0% to 20% reduces the 
Gurley value from 86 s to 78 s, indicating a porosity increase of 9.5%. The strength 
properties, measured via MD-breaking length increase from ~ 7300 m to ~ 7650 m, 
indicating a strength gain of ~ 5%.  
Subsequent to the above-mentioned trial which served the evaluation of the 
boundary conditions, as well as the determination of the basic potential that is 
generated by emulsion optimization in industrial-scale, an additional trial was 
conducted to evaluate further optimization potential. During this trial, which is 
displayed in Figure 3.4-8, the optimization potential in terms of applicable ASA 
Figure 3.4-7: Impact of PAAE as Promotor Additive on Board Properties // 
(Porosity [Gurley] / left, Breaking Length / right) 
BM / OCC System 
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reductions was evaluated, while the aging resistance of the respective samples 
was analyzed as well.  
This was an important measure to evaluate the industrial applicability of the 
optimization approaches, as not only the post-production sizing values are of 
interest, but also the post-storage sizing values, which are of highest importance 
to the customers. The trial results are displayed as contour plot, while the x-axis 
indicates the days of accelerated aging and the y-axis the ASA dosage. This axis 
is inverted, in order to better visualize the trial progress. The color shading of the 
contour plot indicates the sizing performance (t60). Within the following chart, the 
trial starting point is on the bottom left corner, while the progress toward lower 
sizing agent dosages indicates the trial progress. The trial values were gathered 
during normal production, while the PAAE dosage was set to 20%. 
The trial results show, that it is possible to cut the ASA dosage by ~ 50%, still being 
able to guarantee constant sizing values. Following the progress of ASA reduction 
at t0, it becomes visible that the sizing performance even increases at about 25% 
reduction. This indicates that the optimized system was already ranging in the 
section of overdosage. By the sizing agent reduction the saturation section was 
Figure 3.4-8: Impact of PAAE as Promotor Additive on ASA Sizing Performance and Aging Resistance // 
BM / OCC System 
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passed, by ending up at the top of the linear section (Figure 3.4-1). The aging 
analysis showed that the sizing agent reduction does not have a negative impact 
on the aging performance. On the contrary, it smoothens the aging behavior, by 
equalizing the negative and positive peaks, localized at 24 h and 48 h aging time. 
The overall results of the developed and implemented optimization approach show 
that it is possible to significantly promote the sizing performance of ASA by the 
method of emulsion optimization with PAAE as promotor additive. The results have 
further shown that along with the sizing performance improvement, also physical 
sheet properties, such as porosity or strength values are promoted, which 
significantly adds value to the produced grades. The final evaluation has shown, 
that sizing agent reductions of up to 50% are applicable on an industrial-scale, 
while no drawbacks in sizing performance, or aging resistance have to be 
experienced.  
3.4.2.4 Correlation between Sizing Performance Optimization and 
Agglomeration Behavior on the Example of PAAE 
A question which arises from the above-mentioned results of emulsion 
optimization, is, if the optimized sizing performance does stand in any correlation 
to the agglomeration behavior. As mentioned during the introduction to sizing 
performance optimization (Chapter 3.4.2), this approach was designed with the 
initial goal to ensure a more homogeneous ASA distribution and anchoring on the 
surface of the sheets’ fiber structure. If this theory is applicable for the observed 
performance increase by PAAE dosage, the total agglomeration area has to go 
down correspondingly.  
In order to verify the impact of PAAE on the agglomeration behavior, the following 
trial for correlation determination was conducted. Within this trial, the total 
agglomeration area and the sizing performance were analyzed within a sample set, 
which was produced by varying four significant agglomeration- and sizing-
performance impacting factors. These were the ASA dosage (0.3% and 0.6%), the 
PCC dosage (0% and 25%), the PAM dosage (0% and 0.03%) and as final factor 
the PAAE dosage within the protection colloid (0% and 30%). The results are 
presented in a combined, Grouped-Box-Whisker plot (Figure 3.4-9), where the 
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agglomeration behavior (Aggl_A) is displayed in the top section and the sizing 
behavior (t60) in the bottom section.  
The Box-Whiskers are grouped by the hierarchy ASA dosage, PCC dosage, PAM 
dosage and PAAE dosage, resulting in corresponding values without and with 
PAAE next to each other. The Box-Whiskers without PAAE are marked in black, 
while the ones with are marked in red.  
The results of this trial show that throughout all settings, a dosage of PAAE leads 
to a reduction of the total agglomeration area, while the sizing performance 
increases. This fact enforces the theory, that the dosage of PAAE as promotor 
additive within the protection colloid is capable of improving the spreading and 
distribution behavior of ASA on the fiber and filler surfaces. From a theoretical point 
Figure 3.4-9: Impact of PAAE as Promotor Additive on ASA Sizing Performance 
and Agglomeration Behavior / Comparative Study 
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of view, this PAAE-induced increased surface coverage leads to a higher degree 
of ASA distribution, an optimized molecular orientation, and thus to a more 
homogeneous surface energy reduction, resulting in increasing sizing values.  
3.5 Holistic Approach to Sizing Performance Explanation 
Based on the results of all conducted work packages within this thesis, it is 
concluded that the mechanism behind ASA’s sizing performance development is 
based on a homogeneous ASA distribution on the substrate surface in combination 
with a mordant-induced orientation and not on the esterification reaction with 
cellulose. The novel physico-chemical model for ASA’s sizing mechanism is 
described in Figure 3.5-1. This model consists of four major steps. 
The first step is a successful fixation of the ASA-emulsion droplets on the fiber or 
filler surfaces, either by self-retention mechanisms or by the support of retention 
aids or fixatives (Chapter 2.3.1.4). It is of highest importance within this step that 
the degree of hydrolysis is as low as possible. To fulfill this requirement, the 
emulsion needs to be properly stabilized by a protection colloid suiting the needs 
of the system’s boundary conditions (Chapter 2.3.1.3.1), and by an optimal dosing 
procedure (Chapter 2.3.1.3.2). This is required, in order to enable an optimized 
subsequent spreading behavior.  
Figure 3.5-1: Physico-Chemical Explanation Model for ASA Sizing Performance Generation 
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The emulsion breaks open during the second step, exposing un-hydrolyzed ASA 
to the interphases on the cellulose side and on the suspension side, causing 
immediate hydrolysis on the interphases. 
During the third step, ASA spreads over the fiber or filler surfaces, while the 
unreacted ASA share is the driving force for spreading, as its viscosity is 
significantly lower than the one of hydrolyzed ASA. The hydrolysis on both 
interphases is proceeding during the spreading step, because the ASA film is still 
separated from the cellulose by a water layer and the surrounding air is of high 
relative humidity (drying section). The final surface coverage and thus the possible 
degree of hydrophobization depends on the energy induced during the drying step, 
while higher energy inputs lead to enhanced spreading performance. As the 
spreading process is based on physical migration processes, it needs to be 
mentioned that the sizing agent requires time to travel and that a minimum of time 
is required in any case, which cannot be compensated by high temperatures.  
Already during spreading, but mostly during curing, the fourth step, at the last dryer 
cans or on reel, where the moisture content is considerably low, the ASA molecules 
begin to anchor. This process is promoted either by the cationic charge of the 
protection colloid, by retention aids, by fixatives or by promotor additives in the 
protection colloid. Anchoring of ASA molecules can only happen at very high 
dryness levels. This is based on the three-phase system at low dryness levels, 
during which the solid phase of cellulose is separated from the liquid ASA phase 
by a stable water layer. Only if this layer’s thickness decreases to a required 
minimum in the range of few molecular layers, the ASA molecules are able to 
approach the mordants’ charge centers (protection colloid, retention aid, fixatives, 
promotor additives) and anchor via them as bridging molecules on the cellulose. 
This anchoring process induces the required molecular orientation which leads to 
the surface energy reduction and thus to the hydrophobizing performance. This is 
also supposed to be the mechanism of action on whose basis the protection colloid 
promotor additives work. 
Even though the evidence gathered for the foundation of the described approach 
does not respect the formation of ester bonds between cellulose and ASA, the 
reactive structure of ASA is considered as key to successful sizing performance 
generation. Only a high share of pure, unreacted ASA in the emulsion particles 
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before the break up can provide the required spreading abilities during the drying 
procedure. A high degree of hydrolysis does not only cause emulsion instability 
and agglomeration in the aqueous phase prior to fixation, but also an increasing 
viscosity of the ASA within the emulsion particles. This leads to a reduced 
spreading performance, based, on the one hand, on the viscosity of the 
ASA/hydrolysate mixture and, on the other hand, on enhanced chances for 
coagulations with cationic charges prior to spreading, as the ASA hydrolysates 
carry a strong anionic charge. 
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4 Experimental Approach 
The following Chapter will describe and characterize all implemented methods, 
materials, measurement approaches and chemicals, which were utilized during the 
conduction of the presented work. 
4.1 Characterization of Methods, Measurements and Chemicals 
used for the Optical Localization-Analysis of ASA 
4.1.1 Characterization of used Chemicals 
4.1.1.1 Preparation of Dyed-ASA Solutions 
Dyed-ASA solutions were prepared by mixing pure ASA with the specific dye at 
70 °C. After mixing, the solutions were stirred at 70 °C for 10 minutes under 
exclusion of air (petri film cover). This procedure was done with a heatable, 
temperature controlled magnetic stirrer. The ready-made solutions were finally 
stored in light- and airtight containers upon use. 
4.1.1.2 Thin Layer Chromatography 
Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) was conducted on silica-gel covered glass 
plates as stationary phase (adsorbent) and a 1/1 mixture of toluene and ethyl 
acetate as mobile phase (eluent). Before application on the stationary phase, the 
samples (solutes) were diluted with acetone in a share of 1/10. After dilution, the 
solutes were applied by 5 µl capillaries (~ 0.5 µl sample) onto the stationary phase. 
The starting position was set to 30 mm and the individual clearance of the samples 
to 20 mm. The separation process was aborted after the mobile phase reached 
90% of the maximum possible travelling distance. Result interpretation was done 
under day and UV light by evaluating and marking the individual travelling 
distances of each sample’s component and by calculating the respective Rf values. 
4.1.1.3 Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy 
Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted with a 
“Nicolet 5700” spectrometer by the company Thermo Electron Cooperation. The 
samples were measured via single reflectance ATR (Type: Quest Single 
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Reflectance ATR, high throughput diamond pug by Specac Ltd.). The 
measurement details are displayed in Table 4.1-1:  
Table 4.1-1: FT-IR Settings 
Laser 633 nm / IR 
Beam Splitter  Mid-IR / KBr 
Wave Numbers 4000 cm-1 to 400 cm-1 
Number of Background Scans 32 
Number of Sample Scans 32 
Resolution  2 cm-1 
Amplification 8.0 
Mirror Speed 0.6329 
Aperture 100.00 
4.1.1.4 Emulsification of ASA 
ASA emulsions were prepared by the following procedure (Table 4.1-2), if not 
explicitly mentioned differently in the discussion of results section. 
Table 4.1-2: Standard ASA Emulsion - Emulsification Steps 
Step 1: Dilution of 3 g (solid matter) emulsification starch with deionized 
water to 97 g.  
Step 2: Addition of 3 g ASA to the homogeneous starch solution and gentle 
agitation until ASA is submerged in starch. 
Step 3: Emulsification by blending at 22,000 rpm for 75 second 
The gear used for the standard emulsification process is displayed in Table 4.1-3 
and Figure 4.1-1. By the use of the displayed gear and the above-mentioned 
parameters, the process is standardized to an overall emulsion volume of 100 ml, 
a constant shear force induction (22,000 rpm / 75 s) and an ASA to starch ratio of 
1/1. Prior to use, the emulsion was diluted with deionized water to a suspension of 
1% ASA content. The emulsification procedure was repeated every five sheets, or 
after a maximum emulsion age of 20 minutes, in order to avoid undesired 




Table 4.1-3: Standard Emulsification Gear  
Laboratory 
Blender 
Type “8010” by the company Waring Laboratory Sciences  
Low gear: 18,000 rpm (no load) 
High gear: 22,000 rpm (no load) 
Blender Jar Type “Mini Jar” by the company Oster. Volume: 8 oz / 237 ml  
Rotor Type “Ice Crusher Blade” by the company Oster  
 
Figure 4.1-1: Standard Emulsification Gear, f.l.t.r. Laboratory Blender [252], Blender Jar [253], Rotor [254] 
4.1.1.5 Paper Chromatography 
Paper chromatography (PC) for emulsion component separation was conducted 
on 400 g/m² virgin fiber board stripes. These stripes were produced with the ideal 
stock system, described in Chapter 4.3.1.1, by the sheet forming procedure 
described in Chapter 4.2.2.3, except that the drying time had to be adjusted to 
30 minutes. For the separation process, the board stripes with a size of 
3 cm x 12 cm, were put 20 mm deep into a 0.2% dyed-ASA emulsion. The 
separation process was aborted after the liquid had reached ~ 90% of the board 
stripe height. Result interpretation was done based on the travelling distances of 
water (liquid boundary), starch (iodine test), dye (visual / red shade) and ASA 
(contact angle measurement) after contact drying (Chapter 4.2.2.5) for two 
revolutions at 120°. 
4.1.1.6 Particle Size Measurement 
Emulsion particle size measurement was carried out with a unit type 
„Mastersizer 2000“ by the company Malvern Instruments GmbH. The system had 
to be calibrated with deaerated (ultra sonic treatment for 10 s) distilled water prior 
to every measurement. For the measurement a few emulsion drops were added to 
800 ml distilled water until a laser shading/extinction of 10% to 20% was reached. 
The following parameters (Table 4.1-4) were used for analysis: 
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Table 4.1-4: Particle Size Analysis Parameters 
Refractive Index for ASA 1.52 
Imaginary Share / Absorption 0.001 
Refractive Index for Water 1.33 
Analysis Method Mie-Theory according to ISO 13320-1 [255] 
4.1.2 Optical Analysis of ASA Agglomerates 
4.1.2.1 Microscopy 
Optical sample analysis was done with a 
confocal light microscope type “Infinite Focus 
G3” (Figure 4.1-2 [256]), by Alicona Imaging 
GmbH. The microscope specifications are 
displayed in Table 4.1-5. The image acquiring 
procedure followed the basic principle of a 
standard automated measurement script 
provided by Alicona, however, it was necessary 
to adjust the script settings to the requirements 
given (The script is not listed in this thesis, 
however, it can be requested from MUAS).  




non-contact, 3 dimensional,  
color focus sensor system 
Measuring Result: dense, true color surface model 
Illumination: co-Axial and dark field 
Light Source: IF-LightSourceLED 
Nosepiece: 6 objectives nosepiece 
XYZ-Stage: motorized XYZ on suspension plate 
PC-System 
Processor: Intel®Core™2 /6700 @ 2.66 GHz 
Memory: 3 GB 
Graphics Board: ATI Radeon X1950 Pro 
Operating System: Windows XP Professional, SP3 
Interfaces: Firewire with on board power supply, RS232 
Figure 4.1-2: Alicona Infinite  




Objectives  2.5x 5x 10x 20x 50x 100x 
Lateral Resolution µm 3.3 1.6  0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Vertical Resolution µm 5-50 0.8-8.0 0.2-2.0 0.1-1.0 0.05-0.5 0.02-0.2 
Max. Scan Height mm 7-70 1.3-13 0.31-3.1 0.15-1.5 0.07-0.7 0.03-0.3 
Working Distance mm 8.8 23.5 17.3 13.0 10.1 3.5 
Field of View X µm 4100 2100 1000 500 200 100 
Field of View Y µm 3300 1600 800 400 150 100 
Ext. field of View X mm 8-80 4-41 2-20 1-10 0.4-4.0 0.2-2.0 
Ext. field of View Y mm 6.5-50.2 3.3-33.5 1.6-16.1 0.8-8.2 0.3-3.0 0.16-1.61 
Sensor 
Resolution: 1.3 MPixel with 1280x1024 Pixel 
Pixel Size: 5.2 x 5.2 µm 
A/D Converter: 10 Bit 
Frame Rate: 18 fps / (Full-Frame): 
Interface: Firewire 
Optical Interface: C-Mount 
Specimen 
Max. Height of Object: 70 mm 
Max. Lateral Extension: 120 mm x 53 mm 
Max. Weight of Object: 0.5 kg, 5 kg if xyz-stage is not moved 
Sample Positioning: manual or programmable stage 
Maximum Slope: up to 90° 
Preparation: none 
Material: any solid material 
Software 
Type Alicona Imaging GmbH / IFM 2.2 
Capturing: image, sharp image, 3D model, best illumination 
Analysis: profile (height, roughness,..), area analysis (fractal 
dimension,...), volume analysis 





In order to get statistically appropriate data, the script settings were adjusted to 
capture 12 single images per sample. Defined by the metal sample mask, with six 
35 mm x 35 mm windows, a maximum of six samples could be analyzed within one 
measurement set. Each sample, except stated differently, was placed in the mask 
with the wire side facing towards the objective. Each picture was taken with 
100x optical magnification in random spots amongst the sample surface, resulting 
in images of ~ 104 µm x 83 µm. The 3D picture depth (scan height) was set to 
250 µm, about 250% of the samples’ caliper. The scan height was defined as the 
addition of 125 µm negative height and 125 µm positive height from the zero  
z-plane. By this feature, it was made sure that all the samples’ z-planes were 
focused during image capturing. The scan height zero plane was defined by an 
automatic autofocus execution. This feature set the highest and lowest focusable 
z-planes after initial manual coarse focusing and defined the zero plane as halfway 
in-between both. The distance between every plane (vertical resolution) was 
adjusted to 300 nm, in order to achieve very dense data over the z-axis. The  
IF-LightSourceLED intensity was adjusted to 45° indicator bar angle at the manual 
light switch (~ 60% intensity), which is the value that shows the best results while 
using the 100x objective. Exposure was adjusted to 35 ms, the starting gamma 
value to 2.5 and the saturation to 1.0. These values gave best color and shape 
results during analyzing samples made of reference stock. In addition, the software 
was enabled to execute automatic exposure and automatic white balance, two 
commands needed for proper real color imaging and optimal contrasts. The 
acquired images were automatically saved as 3D-IFM-formats and as their 
resulting 2D-projections (.tiff files). The 3D formats did serve as validation, in order 
to make sure that all planes were in focus. The 2D.tiff files were subsequently 
analyzed by Adobe Photoshop. The settings used during automated imaging are 
additionally displayed in Table 4.1-6. 
Table 4.1-6: Alicona IFM 2.2 - Automated Image Capturing Settings 
Automation Script: ReLeiPa_1.1 / Part I 
Objective 100x (Table 4.1-5) 
Number of Masks 1 
Number of Samples per Mask max. 6 
Number of Images per Sample default: 12 / optional 
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Automation Script: ReLeiPa_1.1 / Part II 
Image Field default: single picture / optional: 2x2, 3x3 
Vertical Resolution 300 nm 
Scan Height 250 µm 
Starting Exposure 35 ms 
Starting Gamma 2.5 
Autofocus enable 
Automatic Exposure enable 
Saturation Value default: 1.0 / optional: 0.5 – 1.0 
Automatic White Balance enable 
Measurement Time  ~ 2.7 min/image // ~ 3.25 h/mask 
The settings mentioned above are defined for the analysis of sheets made of 
reference stock (w or w/o filler). Notably, deviations in the stock system might 
require setting changes. 
4.1.2.2 Automated Analysis 
The automated agglomerate analysis procedure was based on two major steps. 
The first step was the processing of the generated .tiff images with Adobe 
Photoshop over several filter sequences in order to define the agglomerates. The 
second step was a further processing in Adobe Illustrator, where the photoshopped 
pictures were vectorized for proper agglomerate counting and individual size 
determination. The process in both software tools followed individual scripts which 
were elaborated at MUAS (The scripts are not listed in this thesis; however, they 
can be requested from MUAS). 
4.1.2.2.1 Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop (used versions: CS3 & CS6) was utilized in order to separate 
the captured agglomerates from the fiber and filler background by their respective 
color information (magenta). By conducting six script-embedded actions, 
consisting of 136 individual steps, the agglomerates were traced, separated and 
displayed isolated from the initial background. The action list is displayed in  




Table 4.1-7: Adobe Photoshop - Action List 
No. Action Content 
01 Filter Shadows  Lighting up dark grey areas to avoid confounding 
with red RGB channel. 
02 Replace Color 1 Change color information of grey areas to white 
Convert RGB  
to CMYK  




Enhancing magenta color information for better 
contrast generation. 
03 Replace Color 2 Change color information of grey and light colored 
areas to white. 
04 Mix Channels  
to Black 
Converting all residual color information to black “K”. 
05 Increase Contrast 
of Black 
Removing light grey areas and enhancing the 
information of dark black ones (agglomerates). 
Noise reduction.  
06 Crop Image  Cropping additional picture canvas attached by 
Alicona Software IFM 2.2. (Information on date, 
metric size and pixels, as well as black frame) 
Counting  
of Black Pixels 
Optional: Giving information on the number of black 
pixels, respectively the agglomerate pixels. 
4.1.2.2.2 Adobe Illustrator 
Adobe Illustrator (version CS3 and CS6) was implemented for counting the number 
of agglomerates and calculating their individual and overall size. This was done by 
vectorizing the black and white information provided by the photoshopped images 
via the command “Trace”. The elaborated settings for this command are displayed 
in Table 4.1-8.  
Table 4.1-8: Adobe Illustrator - Trace Command Setting 
Mode Black and White  
Threshold 30 
Trace Settings Fill, Path 
Fitting 2 px 
Minimum Area 10 px 
Corner Angle 20° 
Blur 0 px 
View Raster, No Image, Vector Tracing Result 
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The results of this action were the total number of agglomerates per image, the 
total agglomeration area in pixel and µm² per image and, if required, the individual 
agglomerate size in µm². The required values for analyses “Total Agglomeration 
Area [%]”, “Number of Agglomerates [n/mm²]” and “Average Agglomerate 
Size [µm²]” were calculated according to the following formulas (Equation 4.1-1, 
Equation 4.1-2 and Equation 4.1-3): 
− Total Agglomeration Area 




𝑦 ∗ 100% 
Equation 4.1-1: Total Agglomeration Area - Calculation 
Aggl_A= Total Agglomeration Area [%]  
𝑃𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠= Number of Agglomerate Pixels 
𝑃𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝑥 = Number of Image x-Axis Pixels 
𝑃𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝑦 = Number of Image y-Axis Pixels 
− Number of Agglomerates 





Equation 4.1-2: Number of Agglomerates - Calculation 




𝑥𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒= Image x-Axis Dimension [µm]  
𝑦𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒= Image y-Axis Dimension [µm] 
− Average Agglomerate Size 




Equation 4.1-3: Average Agglomerate Size - Calculation 
AV= Average Agglomerate Size [µ𝑚²] 
A= Total Agglomeration Area [%]  










4.1.2.3 Confocal Laser Scanning Fluorescent Microscopy 
Confocal Laser Scanning Fluorescent Microscopy was done with a prototype unit 
by Toptica Photonics AG at MUAS. The microscope specifications are displayed 
in Table 4.1-9. The fluorescent dye used was Nile Red, with a concentration of 
0.1% in ASA (F-ASA). 
Table 4.1-9: Confocal Laser Scanning Fluorescent Microscopy - Settings 
Type Mode-Locked Ytterbium Fiber Laser  
Average Wavelength λc: 1030 nm 
Puls Duration τ: 62 fs 
Repetition Rate 80 MHz 
Average Output 300 mW 
Channel A 607 +/- 35 nm 
Channel B 525 +/- 20 nm 
4.2 Characterization of Used Standard Methods and  
Measurements 
4.2.1 Stock and Paper Properties 
Sampling and sample handling was conducted in accordance to: 
All paper & board properties were measured after the minimal required storage 
time under constant atmosphere for conditioning, as required by the following 
regulation: 
4.2.1.1 Stock pH, Conductivity and Temperature Measurement 
Stock pH, conductivity and temperature were measured by a multimeter type 
“HQ40D” by the company Hach Lange GmbH. This device enables the 
simultaneous measurement with two electrodes, giving values for temperature, pH 
and conductivity. Every measurement was conducted after proper stock stirring, in 
DIN EN ISO 186 
Paper, Board and Pulps - Sampling to determine average 
Quality [257] 
DIN EN 20187 
Paper, Board and Pulps - Standard Atmosphere for 
Conditioning and Testing and Procedure for Monitoring the 
Atmosphere and Conditioning of Samples [258] 
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order to avoid deviations within the sample taken. Each measurement took about 
15 seconds to value stabilization. An average of at least two results was used for 
interpretation. 
4.2.1.2 Dry Content / Consistency Measurement 
Dry content and consistency were measured according to two regulations. 
Materials such as sheets, moist or dry stock, and additives in solid form where 
measured by the following regulation: 
DIN EN ISO 638 
Paper, Board and Pulps - Determination of Dry Matter 
Content – Oven-Drying Method [259] 
Dry content calculation was done by Equation 4.2-1: 




Equation 4.2-1: Dry Content - Calculation [259] 
wdm= Dry Content [%]  
m0 = Mass of Dry Sample [g] 
m1 = Mass of Wet Sample [g] 
Fibers suspensions of any kind were analyzed by: 
DIN EN ISO 4119 Pulps - Determination of Stock Concentration [260] 
Concentration calculation was done by Equation 4.2-2: 




Equation 4.2-2: Stock Concentration - Calculation [260] 
X= Stock Concentration [%]  
m1 = Mass of Wet Sample [g]  
m4 = Dry Mass of Filter Paper [g]  
m5 = Dry Mass of Stock plus Filter Paper [g] 
4.2.1.3 Drainability (Schopper-Riegler) Measurement 
Stock dewatering resistance was measured according to the following regulation: 
DIN EN ISO 5267-1 
Pulps - Determination of Drainability – Part 1: Schopper-
Riegler Method [261] 
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4.2.1.4 Base Weight Measurement 
Base weight of paper & board samples was measured according to: 
DIN 6739-500 
Paper & Board - Part 500:  
Determination of Grammage [262] 
The calculation of the base weight was carried out in accordance to Equation 4.2-3: 




Equation 4.2-3: Base Weight - Calculation [262] 




m = Sample Mass [g] 
A = Sample Area [mm²] 
4.2.1.5 Ultrasonic Penetration Measurement 
The sizing performance of paper & board samples was mainly examined with the 
ultrasonic penetration device “Dynamic Penetration Analyzer PDA-C 02 MST 
Module-Standard” (Figure 4.2-1 [263]) by the company emtec Electronic GmbH. 
 
Every sample was measured twice from one side. Each specimen with a size of 
5 cm x 7 cm was analyzed with a sound frequency of 2 MHz on a measurement 
area of 35 mm in diameter. For the measurement, the paper samples needed to 
be taped onto a Teflon® covered plate. This plate was then fixed in the plate holder. 
The plate holder shoots the sample into the measurement box, where the 
ultrasonic sound waves are forced through the sample. The first results are 
generated with a frequency of one measurement per ms, starting 8 ms after the 
Figure 4.2-1: emtec Electronic GmbH, PDA.C 02 MST Module-Standard [263] 
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first water contact. The measurement duration was adjusted according to the 
sample’s sizing degree and always chosen at least 10 seconds longer than the 
duration until a 40% intensity loss is reached. The sizing value calculation was 
done by software and shown either graphically or as crisp numbers. For result 
interpretation, two significant time values, measured in seconds, were utilized. 
First, the time after the maximum sound intensity was reached (tmax), as a measure 
for the sample’s surface hydrophobicity, and second the time until passing the 40% 
intensity loss limit (t60), as a measure for the sample’s substrate hydrophobicity. 
4.2.1.6 Contact Angle Measurement  
Contact angle measurements were carried out in accordance to: 
Tappi  
TM 558 om-97 
Surface wettability and absorbency of sheet materials 
using an automated contact angle tester [86] 
The used contact angle measurement device was a 
pocket goniometer type “PGX + / Model 68-76” 
(Figure 4.2-2 [264]) by the company Fibro 
Systems AB [264]. This hand held device is working 
fully automatized based on video analysis. The 
working fluid was distilled water, droplet size was set 
to 4 µl and the delay time until the first measurement 
after drop off was set to 950 ms. The measurement 
time for dynamic contact angle measurement was 
12 seconds, while the maximum value captured 
(CAmax) was used for result interpretation. Every 
sample was measured on five spots, distributed 
randomly over the whole specimen area. 
4.2.1.1 Cobb Measurement 
Paper & board sample Cobb-measurement was conducted according to the 
following regulation. The water contact time was chosen to be 60 s. 
DIN EN ISO 535 
Paper & Board – Determination of Water Absorptiveness 
– Cobb Method [80] 
 
Figure 4.2-2: Fibro Systems AB,  
PGX + / Model 68-76  
Pocket Goniometer [264] 
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Cobb value calculation was done by Equation 4.2-4: 
𝐴 = (𝑚2 − 𝑚1) ∗ 𝐹 
Equation 4.2-4: Cobb - Calculation [80] 




m1 = Dry Sample Mass [g]  
m2 = Wet Sample Mass [g] 
4.2.1.2 Air Permeability Measurements 
The samples for air permeability were measured in accordance to the following 
regulation: 
ISO 5636-5 
Testing of Paper & Board – Determination of Air 
Permeability – Part 5: Medium Rate of Air Permeability 
according to Gurley [265] 
Gurley = time for 100 ml air permeation [s] 
4.2.1.3 Tensile Strength Measurements 
Physical strength properties were measured in accordance to: 
DIN ISO 1924-3 
Paper & Board – Determination of tensile Properties –  
Part 3: Constant Rate of Elongation Method  
(100 mm/min) [266] 
The respective braking length was calculated according to Equation 4.2-5: 
𝐿𝐵 =  
F𝑇
BW ∗ g ∗ 𝛿𝑠 
 
Equation 4.2-5: Breaking Length – Calculation 
𝐿𝐵 = Breaking Length[m] 
𝐹𝑇 = Breaking Force [N]  




g= Average Sheet Caliper [m] 







4.2.2 Preparation of Sample Sheets 
4.2.2.1 Stock Preparation 
Stock preparation was carried out in accordance to the following regulations for 
− disintegration: 
DIN EN ISO  
5263-1 
Pulps – Laboratory wet Disintegration – Part:1 
Disintegration of Chemical Pulps [267] 
− and dispensing: 
Zellcheming 
Merkblatt V/6/61 
Zellcheming Merkblatt V/6/61 – Einheitsmethode für die 
Festigkeitsprüfung von Zellstoffen – F. Egalisierung des 
gemahlenen Stoffes und Mengenverteilung [268] 
The target consistency in the dispenser was ~ 0.5%, in order to provide proper 
mixing in combination with an acceptable dispenser yield of 20 sheets. The 
calculation of the required stock volume was done by Equation 4.2-6: 




Equation 4.2-6: Stock Volume - Calculation 
𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 = Stock Volume [ml] 
𝑚𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 = Sheet Mass (OD) [g] 
X= Stock Concentration [%] 
For RDA sheet forming, the stock was subsequently diluted to 1000 +/- 5 ml. 
4.2.2.2 Laboratory Refining (Valley Beater) 
The laboratory valley beating procedure, for the sample sets which were produced 
for the determination of the SR-value impact, was carried out in accordance to: 
Tappi  
TM 200 sp-01 
Laboratory Beating of Pulp (Valley Beater Method) [269] 
4.2.2.3 RDA Sheet Forming 
The laboratory sheet forming procedure was conducted in correlation to: 
DIN EN ISO  
5269-2 
Pulps – Preparation of Laboratory sheets for physical 
testing – Part 2: Rapid-Köthen Method [270] 
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Deviating from the above-mentioned standard, instead 
of a RK-sheet forming device, a dynamic sheet 
forming unit, type “Retention Drainage Analyzer / 
RDA” (Figure 4.2-3 [271]), distributed by the company 
Frank PTI GmbH, was used. The RDA sheet former 
produces hand sheets with a diameter of 19.5 cm on 
standard RK-wires with only 0.3 – 1.0 l of stock 
volume under dynamic conditions. These conditions 
include shear rate, shear duration, sheet forming 
vacuum and vacuum application time. The RDA layout 
including auxiliaries is displayed in Figure 4.2-4 
[271].The standard settings used, if not explicitly 
mentioned during the discussion of results, are listed 
in Table 4.2-1. The residual steps of the sheet forming 
procedure, including couching and drying, were 
conducted in accordance to the above-mentioned 
standard. 
 
1:  Stopper handle 
2:  Drive part of stirrer 
3:  Automatic dosing unit 
4:  Sample vessel 
 (stock tank)  
5:  Stirrer 
6:  Forming tank 
7:  Valve of sample vessel 
8:  Wire mesh 
9:  Supplement water tank 
10:  Dewatering valve 
11:  White water tank 
12:  White water valve 
13:  Computer 
14: Control box 
15: Vacuum pump 
16: 2nd Vacuum valve 
17: 1st Vacuum valve 
18: Vacuum tank 
Figure 4.2-4: RDA Layout including Auxiliaries [271] 
Figure 4.2-3: RDA  
Sheet Former [271] 
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Table 4.2-1: RDA-Sheet Forming - Details 
Suspension Volume 1000 ml +/- 5 ml 
Suspension Consistency 0.295% 
Dry Suspension Matter 2.95 g 
Target Base Weight  100 g/m² (od) 
Pre Stirring Rate / Time 500 rpm / 10 s 
Main Stirring Rate (per Additive) / Time 300 rpm / 30 s 
Sheet Forming Delay after Stock Release 1 s 
Sheet Forming Vacuum (Main & Sub) 250 mmHg 
Vacuum Application Time 10 s 
4.2.2.4 Additive Dosing 
All additives except fillers were dosed in between the RDA stirring steps directly 
into the vortex of one of the six stirrer units. All fillers were dosed during 
disintegration in the desired shares. The standard dosing order and dwell times for 
RDA sheet forming can be seen in Figure 4.2-5. Trial deviations are mentioned 
specifically in the discussion of results section. 
 
The standard ASA dosage steps, if not stated differently, for the conduction of this 
thesis are displayed in Table 4.2-2. 
Table 4.2-2: Standard ASA-Dosage Steps 
ASA 0% 0.05% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.6% 0.8% 
  
Figure 4.2-5: RDA Dosing Procedure 
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The dosing amount for additives was calculated by Equation 4.2-7: 




Equation 4.2-7: Additive Dosing Amount - Calculation 
𝑚𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = Additive Dosing Amount [g] 
𝑚𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 = Sheet Mass (OD) [g] 
𝐷𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒  = Additive Dosage [%] 
𝑐𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = Additive Concentration [%] 
4.2.2.5 Contact Curing 
Contact curing trials were conducted with a photo contact dryer by the company 
Gerster. The device was operated in matt-mode with a temperature of 120 °C (if 
not stated differently) and a speed of 5 min per revolution. The samples were cured 
for one revolution, facing the cylinder surface with the wire side. 
4.2.2.6 Hot Air Curing 
Hot air curing was carried out in a standard dryer cabinet, type “UL 40” by the 
company Memmert GmbH & Co. KG for 15 minutes in accordance to the conditions 
mentioned in: 
DIN ISO 5630 
Paper & Board - Accelerated Aging; Part 1: Dry Heat 
Treatment at 105 °C; Identical with ISO 5630-1: 1991 
[272] 
4.2.2.7 Sample Aging 
Sample aging was done in a climatization cabinet type “VC 0018” by the company 
Vötsch Industrietechnik GmbH in correlation to the conditions mentioned in the 
following norm. The aging duration for the conducted trials is mentioned in the 
discussion of results section. 
DIN ISO 5630 
Paper & Board - Accelerated Aging; Part 3: Dry Heat Moist 
Heat Treatment at 80 °C and 65% relative Humidity;  
Identical with ISO 5630-3 : 1996 [273] 
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4.2.2.8 Preparation of Hydrolyzed ASA 
Hydrolyzed ASA was prepared by boiling 100 g of ASA in 900 ml of highly purified 
water (HPLC-quality) for an overall time of 7 h. In order to separate the excess of 
water from the hydrolyzed ASA, the mixture was subsequently treated in a rotation 
evaporation step until mass constancy was reached. The evaporation was 
conducted with a unit, type “VV2011”, by the company Heidolph Instruments 
GmbH & Co. KG, at a pressure of 200 mbar and a water bath temperature of 
90 °C. The hydrolyzed ASA was finally transferred into air- and light tight vessels 
and analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy to verify total hydrolysis. 
4.2.2.9 Trial Paper Machine 
Continuous lab scale trials were conducted on the trial paper machine (TPM) VPM5 
(Kämmerer), operated by the institution IVP. e.V. (Figure 4.2-6.). 
VPM5 is based at MUAS and equipped with all necessary auxiliaries for the 
simulation of industrial-scale paper/board production, including full automation by 
a Siemens Simatic PCS7 system. 
The approach flow system layout is displayed in Figure 4.2-7. Possible dosing 
positions are marked with green arrows and the numbers 1-4. For standard trials, 
the dosing position  was used for ASA and the position  for retention aid. Stock 
consistency in the storage chest was adjusted to ~ 1.5%. In the white water chest, 
the stock is diluted to a consistency < 0.1%. An ultraturax is installed prior to the 
head box to simulate the shear forces of a head box screen. Dilution water is fed 
into the direct head box flow, in order to adjust formation, CD-profiles and the water 
Figure 4.2-6: VPM5©- Layout (© IVP e.V.) 
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line. Further VPM and production details, as utilized during the trials, are displayed 
in Table 4.2-3. 
 
Table 4.2-3: TPM and Production Details 
Producer Kämmerer / 1961 
Production Speed 1.5 m/min 
Production Width  24 cm 
Base Weight 100 g/m² 
Head box Open / Central Distributer 
Wire Section Fourdrinier / Register Rolls, 3 Suction Bars,  
Couch Roll 
Press Section 2 Press Nips // 1st Bottom-Felted, 4 bar /  
2nd Top-Felted, 3 bar 
Pre-Dryer Section 8 Cylinders, Electrically Heated 
Profile [C°]: 60, 60, 80, 80, 90, 90, 100, 100 
Figure 4.2-7: VPM5 – Stock Preparation & Approach Flow System Layout (created with RI-CAD™) 
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Yankee Not in Use / Bypassed 
After-Dryer Section I Not Heated / Pull Group 
Size Press Not in Use / Bypassed 
After-Dryer Section II Not in Use / Bypassed 
Calendar Not Loaded / Pull Group 
4.2.2.10 Industrial-Scale Board Machine 
For industrial-scale production trials, the board machine BM6 from the company 
Moritz J. Weig GmbH & Co. KG in Mayen, Germany was used. This three-layer 
fourdrinier based machine is the world’s largest plaster-board-liner production unit. 
It has a machine width of 530 cm, a grammage operation window of 140 g/m² to 
220 (240) g/m², a maximum operation speed of 965 m/min and a capacity of 
340,000 t/a. The main grades produced are plaster-board-liner and test liner. The 
average composition of the produced plasterboard liner grades is displayed in 
Table 4.2-4.  
Table 4.2-4: Composition Plaster Board Liner [274] 
Composition of Plaster Board Liner 
15% Topliner Sorted light waste paper and cellulose 
70% Centre Ply Selected waste paper 
15% Backliner Selected waste paper 
The thesis related important board parameters are displayed in Table 4.2-5. 
Table 4.2-5: Plaster Board Liner Technical Specifications [275] 
Plaster Board Liner Technical Specifications 
Cobb60  
Top Side 20 – 30 [g/m²] 
Gypsum Side 20 – 50 [g/m²] 




4.3 Characterization of used Materials 
4.3.1 Fibers 
4.3.1.1 Reference Stock System 
The reference stock system used for standard sheet forming was composed of 
80% Eucalyptus Kraft (EUKA, Aracruz) short fiber pulp and 20% Northern Bleach 
Softwood Kraft (NBSK, Rosenthal ECF) long fiber pulp. The stock mixture was 
diluted with deionized water for refining. The refining curve is displayed in  
Figure 4.3-1. Subsequently, the stock was dewatered with a spin dryer, which was 
equipped with a sheet forming wire on the 
walls in order to hold back the fines. To 
provide a stock mixture of highest purity, the 
stock was washed in the spin dryer with 
deionized water until the filtrate conductivity 
was below 1 µS. The final stock consistency 
after centrifuging was ~ 33%. The stock was 
fluffed with pressurized air and stored in 
airtight barrels. Due to the high degree of 
washing, no biocides were needed for 
conservation. The exact refining parameters 
are displayed in Table 4.3-1. 
Table 4.3-1: Reference Stock System / Refining Parameters 
Refiner Type “R1”, by Escher Wyss 
Fillings Standard / 30° 
Drive 15 kW /1475 rpm 
Pnet 3.73 kW 
Cutting Edge Length (CEL) 207.09 km/s 
Specific Edge Load (SEL) 0.018 J/m 
Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) 191 kWh/t 
Stock Consistency 1.5% 
Start SR-Value SR 21 
End SR-Value SR 30 


















Specific Energy Consumption [kWh/t]




For the calculation of the refining specific measures CEL, SEL and SEC the 
following formulas (Equation 4.3-1, Equation 4.3-2 and Equation 4.3-3) were used: 




Equation 4.3-1: Cutting Edge Length - Calculation 
[276] 




𝑧𝑅 = Number of Rotor Bars  
𝑧𝑠 = Number of Stator Bars 
𝑙 = Effective Bar Length [m] 









Equation 4.3-2: Specific Edge Load - Calculation 
[276] 








𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 = Effective Refining Power [W] 
 






Equation 4.3-3: Selective Energy Consumption - Calculation [276] 




𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 = Effective Refining Power [W] 




𝑐𝐹 = Stock Consistency [%] 




4.3.1.2 OCC Fibers 
The old-corrugated-container board (OCC) system used was equal to the above-
mentioned (Table 4.2-4) center ply system. OCC based laboratory sheets were 
produced from pre-dried pulp pellets, which were disintegrated in tab water. OCC 
stock and white water for trial paper machine runs were delivered in IBC 
containers. Prior to TPM trials, the stock was diluted to ~ 1% with white water. 
4.3.1.3 DIP Fibers 
The deinked pulp (DIP) system used was equal to a standard news print stock 
system. DIP based laboratory sheets were produced from pre-dried DIP stock, 
which was disintegrated in tab water. The DIP stock originated a standard deinking 




For laboratory sheet forming the following (Table 4.3-2) filler types were used. The 
fillers, either as solids or in suspension, were diluted with deionized water to 10% 
solids content slurries and subsequently delaminated/dispersed by 120 s of 
ultraturax treatment. 
Table 4.3-2: Used Filler Types 
Filler Type Name Producer Solids 
Content 
GCC Hydrocarb 50 Omya solid 
PCC Syncarb F0474 MJ Omya 51% 
Clay Kaolin DSK 50 Gebr. Dorfner GmbH solid 
4.3.3 Chemical Additives 
4.3.3.1 ASA 
The ASA types used are listed in Table 4.3-3, whereas the product “AS 1000” was 
the chosen standard product. This ASA product is a pure C18 type without 
emulsification agent. Prior to application, all ASA products had to be emulsified 
under the listed procedure in Chapter 4.1.1.4. All listed ASA types are Fennosize 
products by Kemira GesmbH. 
Table 4.3-3: Used ASA Types 
ASA Type Composition Emulsifier 
AS 1000 pure C18 none 
AS 1100 C16/C18, shares ~ 65/35 none 
AS 1300 C16/C18, shares ~ 35/65 none 
AS 2000 pure C18 type A 
AS 2100 C16/C18, shares ~ 65/35 type A 
AS 2300 C16/C18, shares ~ 35/65 type A 
AS 3000 pure C18 type B / low shear 
AS 3100 C16/C18, shares ~ 65/35 type B / low shear 




The starch types used for emulsification were starches from the company Roquette 
GmbH. Standard emulsification was carried out with a cationic bio polymer based 
on potato starch, type ”Vector SC 20157”. This is a high cationic starch with a solids 
content of approx. 18%. 
Anionic emulsification was carried out with a bio polymer based on potato starch, 
type ”Vector IC 2016AS”. This is a high anionic starch with a solids content of 
approx. 13%. 
For emulsification of ASA for TPM OCC systems as well as for the industrial-scale 
trials, a cationic starch, type “Hi-Cat 5163A”, was used. This powder starch was 
prepared for TPM trials by cooking in deionized water at 4% consistency for 
4 minutes at 800 W in a microwave. 
For industrial-scale trials, the starch was prepared in the factory’s standard jet 
cooking procedure. 
4.3.3.3 Retention Aids 
Two retention aid types were used for laboratory trials, a standard cationic PAM 
(Polyacrylamide, type Percol 540 by BASF SE) and a standard cationic PEI 
(Polyethylenimine, type Polimin SK by BASF SE). Prior to application, both 
products were diluted with deionized water. PAM was prepared with a consistency 
of 0.1% and PEI with a consistency of 1%. 
4.3.3.4 Poly Aluminum Compounds 
The poly aluminum compounds of choice were the products Paper Pac-N and 
Nicasal by the company Huntsman Pigments. Paper PAC-N is a classical poly 
aluminum chloride (PAC) and Nicasal a poly aluminum nitrate sulphate (PANS). 
Both products are considered to have an active matter of 100% and were therefore 
diluted with deionized water to 1% active matter prior to application. 
4.3.3.5 Wet Strength Resin 
A polyamidoamin epychlorhydrin wet strength resin type “Giluton 1100/28 N” was 
used for emulsion optimization. The product was supplied by the company Kurita 
Europe APW GmbH and had a solids content of ~ 14%. For lab trial emulsion 
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optimization, the product was diluted with deionized water to 1% consistency 
before application. During the industrial-scale emulsion optimization trials, the 
WSR was dosed undiluted from an IBC container to the system, by the scheme 
displayed in Figure 4.3-2. 
 
Figure 4.3-2: Emulsion Optimization - Flow Scheme (created with RI-CAD™) 
4.3.4 Characterization of used Additives 
4.3.4.1 Solids Content 
The solids content of all additives was analyzed by IR moisture analysis (Scale 
Type: EM 120, by Precisa Gravimetrics AG). For the measurement, ~ 1 g of the 
individual sample was put on an aluminum sample pan and then covered with a 
glass fiber pad for more uniform evaporation. The samples were IR dried at 105 °C 
until mass constancy was reached. The results were calculated automatically by 




4.4 Description of Implemented Advanced Data Analysis- and 
Visualization Methods 
For the statistical interpretation of the presented theoretical background as well as 
for the generated results, the following advanced approaches were implemented 
next to standard methods, like pie charts, x-y diagrams, or x-y-y diagrams. 
4.4.1 Design of Experiments (DOE) 
Some trials which are marked as such, were planned and analyzed by using the 
statistical trial planning and analysis software Modde 10.1 by Umetrics. This was 
done in order to statistically analyze the correlation between the factors (ASA 
dosage; process or stock parameters) and the results (sizing performance or 
agglomeration behavior) as well as the interactions between these factors. The 
statistical analysis was done based on full factorial designs, with three center points 
and two replicates. That means that for a trial set with the following ASA dosages 
(0%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and 0.4%) and six variations of a second factor 
(e.g., water hardness 0°dh, 5°dh, 10°dh, 25°dh, 50°dh, 100°dh, 500°dh), 58 
samples had to be produced and analyzed. The calculation of the total trial runs, 
which equals the amount of required samples, is done based on Equation 4.4-1: 
𝑁 = ((𝑛𝐴 ∗  𝑛𝐵) + 𝑛𝐶𝑃) ∗ 𝑅 
Equation 4.4-1: Number of Trial Runs - Calculation 
N = Number of Trial Runs  
𝑛𝐴 = Levels of Factor A  
𝑛𝐵 = Levels of Factor B 
𝑛𝐶𝑃 = Number of Center Points 
R = Number of Replicates 
The results of these trials were subsequently fitted by the software (PLS or MLR) 
to a model and graphically displayed as contour plots. The descriptive statistics, 
needed for data interpretation are listed in the appendix for the respective 




4.4.2 Contour Plots 
For most of the graphical trials interpretations within this thesis, contour plots were 
the tool of choice. This choice is based on two reasons. First, the results of the 
statistical analysis are best displayed as contour plots. Second, most of the 
residual trials were conducted following a full factorial trial plan with two factors. 
For the interpretation of two-dimensional trials, where two factors (x & y) are varied, 
it is one possibility to induce a third dimension (z) for the results, which is displayed 
as a differing color within the contour plots.  
Figure 4.4-1describes the general properties of contour plots on the example of 
four idealized graphs. The specifications of the plots are defined by the impact of 
the factors x and y: 
1. The result is only affected by factor y. 
2. The result is only affected by factor x. 
3. The result is affected by factor x and y, while one is negative and the other 
positive. 
4. The result is affected by factor x and y, while both are negative or positive. 
5. Color indication for result value (z) 
For the contour plots presented in this thesis, the ASA dosage is always the factor 
indicated on the y-axis, while the factors on the x-axis are the varied emulsion, 
process or stock parameters that are varied. The color indication is done for all 
plots by the same principle. Blue indicates low values, while red indicates high 
values. 
  
Figure 4.4-1: Visual Description of Contour Plot Properties 
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4.4.3 Box-Whisker Graphs 
For statistical result interpretation and 
visualization of most optical localization trials, 
box whisker plots were used. These have the 
advantage of visualizing the data distribution 
behavior, as well as the resulting mean and 
median values. The 1st and 3rd quartile mark 
the region in-between which 50% of the 
analyzed data is located. The upper and lower 
whiskers represent the data that is located 
within a region of 150% of the interquartiliar 
distance, a region for moderate outliers. The 
minimum and maximum values are marked 
with asterisks, which are for the displayed 
example, located on the whisker lines, as they 
are within the region of 150% interquartiliar 
distance. A feature that is given in  
Figure 4.4-2, as well as for the first two 
presented box-whisker graphs, is the display of the data points, including their 
normal distribution graph. This feature shall serve the better understanding of the 
presented plots. As a matter of required space, it is skipped during the 
interpretation of localization behavior influencing factors (Chapter 3.3). 





The objective of the presented work was to create an approach to holistic 
understanding of the occurring physico-chemical mechanisms that lead to ASA’s 
hydrophobizing performance. This attempt included an approach to performance 
explanation via a detailed literature research, a comprehensive analysis of sizing-
performance interfering factors and additionally, a development of a novel 
measurement method, which allows tracing ASA’s distribution behavior on a 
microscopic scale within the structure of ready-made sheets. The combination of 
the gained results gave the basis for the explanation of the so far not yet clarified 
pieces to ASA’s holistic sizing performance explanation. The final goal was 
reached by utilizing this knowledge for the development and implementation of a 
novel sizing-mechanism based approach to industrial scale ASA sizing-
performance improvement.  
 
A detailed literature review led to the conclusion that, even though the esterification 
mechanism is still mentioned within some publications as the sizing-performance-
triggering reaction of ASA, no thorough proof could be delivered so far for its 
scientific verification. Considering the fact that some attempts have shown that only 
a minor or no share of ASA is unextractably bound within the sheet structure, a 
description of ASA’s sizing-performance-development, based on the same 
mechanistics as valid for rosin sizing, are considered as the explanation of higher 
plausibility. By this approach, the actual hydrophobization of the sheet structure is 
uncoupled from ASA’s reactivity, as no covalent bonds, based on the anhydrides 
reactivity are formed. The hydrophobization is thus rather more supposed to be 
developed by an equal distribution and orientation of hydrolyzed ASA amongst the 
sheet structure. 
 
These results were further combined and focused on a theoretical approach to the 
explanation of the occurring physico-chemical mechanisms, while the phenomena 
of reaction plausibility and ASA mobility were taken into account. This attempt 
showed that the reaction of ASA with cellulose under the given circumstances 
during paper making is very unlikely to happen and that the occurring phenomena 
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during ASA sizing, such as size revision, size reactivation and ASA migration, are 
only explainable by intra- and intermolecular mobility, which excludes the factor of 
a significant extent of esterification. 
 
The comprehensive analysis of the factors that interfere sizing performance has 
especially displayed the importance of evaluating these at differing ASA dosages. 
This means that some synergetic effects, as well as negative impacts, did only 
show at certain ASA dosages, expressing the high sensitivity of the ASA sizing 
system. The most important factors were clustered within this work in the ASA-
type, emulsion parameters, stock parameters and process parameters.  
The analysis of the impact on the sizing performance by different ASA types has 
shown that a high C18 share leads to a better sizing performance in general, while 
the difference between the most common available ASA types has shown to be of 
very low extent during the application on the reference furnished used.  
The evaluation of the emulsion parameters showed that the content of active ASA 
(not hydrolyzed) in the emulsion is of highest importance for sizing performance 
generation, thus enforcing the theory that ASA’s active structure is the key to 
successful application. Further, not only the emulsion stability and an appropriate 
particle size are crucial for high degrees of hydrophobization, but also the 
adjustment of the overall emulsion charge by a variation of the shares between 
emulsification starch and ASA. This variation enables an emulsion charge 
adjustment to the stock systems requirements. The trials also showed that the 
manufactured emulsions showed a very high aging resistance and emulsion 
stability, providing almost no sizing losses over an emulsion storage time of 
100 minutes. 
The analysis of the stock parameters has brought up the following synergetic, 
neutral and negative impact factors on ASA’s sizing performance. The degree of 
refining has proven during this analysis to show the highest degree of synergetic 
effects on the sizing performance, as the morphological changes by refining 
promote the physics of hydrophobization. Within the analysis of the impact of 
differing furnish compositions, it has emerged that the share between long and 
short fiber (both bleached kraft pulps) has no effect at all, while an increasing share 
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of secondary fibers (DIP, OCC) significantly affects ASA’s performance. The pure 
presence of fillers (GCC, PCC and clay) has proven to significantly affect ASA’s 
performance as well, while PCC showed a comparably moderate impact and thus 
the highest sizeability. 
The determination of possible process parameters impacting sizing performance 
has brought up the following potentials. The factors of stock temperature and post-
dosing dwell time have shown to have no significant impact at all. The trials 
contributing to the dosing position displayed the importance that ASA has to be 
dosed to the system, when there are still charge centers available on the fibers, as 
only then proper self-retention and distribution are guaranteed. The analysis of the 
sheet-forming shear force impact displayed that the ASA emulsion particles do 
fixate properly on the fiber surfaces in filler free systems, not causing a significant 
degree of shear sensitivity. The shear sensitivity increases when filler is present, 
while the sizing performance correlates to the negatively by shear forces affected 
filler retention. The most significant negative impacts were triggered by increasing 
water hardness levels, increasing conductivity levels and by alkaline pH-values. 
Increasing water hardness and conductivity levels seemed to negatively impact the 
ASA retention, while the negative impact of alkaline pH-values, especially from 
pH 7 to pH 9 is not yet clarified. A plausible approach to the occurring phenomena 
seems to be based on a high extent of in-sheet, pre-spreading hydrolysis, as this 
would lead to a weakened spreading performance and thus to a decreased degree 
of hydrophobization. The way of sheet drying has proven to have a significant 
impact on the sizing performance, while it showed that not the drying temperature 
alone is affecting the sizing performance, but also the overall induced drying 
energy, stating that higher energy levels lead to better sizing performance. The 
analysis of the aging resistance of ASA-sized sheets has shown, that the sizing 
degree exhibits high sensitivity toward aging, resulting in a linear performance 
decreasing over aging time.  
 
Within the goal of the development of a localization method suitable for the 
description of ASA’s distribution behavior on a microscopic scale, it was possible 
to utilize confocal white light microscopy as the method of choice. This method is 
based on the optical localization of ASA agglomerates. In order to fulfill the 
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requirements at magnification rates of factor 100 optical zoom, it was necessary to 
improve the contrast between ASA and cellulose by an ASA dying step with an 
inert red diazo dye (Sudan Red 7B). During this approach it was verified that the 
dyeing step has no impact on ASA’s processability or its sizing performance. The 
agglomeration behavior of ASA was analyzed automatically by multiple random 
imaging of a sample area of approx. 8650 µm² with a minimum resolution for 
particles of 500 nm in size. The final analysis was done by the implementation of 
self-developed image processing filtering sequences, by which the agglomeration 
behavior was put into crisp values in terms of the total agglomeration area 
(Agg_A [%]), the number of agglomerates (Aggl_N [n/mm²]) and the average 
agglomerate size (Aggl_AV [µm²]). 
During a further step within this approach, the developed method was validated by 
Raman spectroscopy and by confocal laser scanning microscopy. These attempts 
turned out negative, as the utilized methods showed either a too low sensitivity and 
resolution (Raman) or a too high sensitivity toward well distributed ASA, resulting 
in resonance all over the sheet structure (confocal approaches). A benefit that 
evolved from confocal laser scanning microscopy was the fact, that the whole sheet 
structure was covered with ASA. This is considered as proof for ASA’s uniform 
distribution and film-building abilities and that the existence of ASA agglomerates 
is a result of heterogeneous ASA distribution, even though the majority of the 
cellulose surface is still covered. 
 
The results of the subsequent combination of the localization behavior with the 
respective sizing performance, showed that ASA’s distribution and agglomeration 
behavior is significantly influenced by external factors such as conductivity, water 
hardness, the degree of refining, the dosage of retention aid (PAM), the curing 
conditions, as well as sample aging. Additionally, it was observed that under static 
boundary conditions in terms of sizing agent dosage and stock parameters, a 
relative reduction of the agglomeration area by e.g., the dosage of retention aid or 
increased drying temperatures, leads to an increase in the overall sizing 
performance. Hence, these results verify the theory that the sizing performance 
generating mechanisms of ASA are based on molecular distribution and orientation 
phenomena and thus of reversible nature, which proves the earlier stated theories 
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for the explanation of phenomena such as size reversion, migration and 
reactivation as valid. 
 
The final goal of utilizing the gained knowledge for the development and 
implementation of a novel sizing-mechanism-based approach to ASA performance 
improvement, in order to optimize the industrial sizing processes by significant 
means was further on met by the principle of emulsion modification. This principle 
is based on the induction of cationic mordants such as PAC, PANS or PAAE, into 
the emulsification polymer, prior to emulsification. It is supposed by this approach 
that the mordant remains immobilized within the protection colloid upon spreading, 
where it is supposed to spread with ASA, acting as an anchor and orientation help 
over the whole ASA covered area, thus improving ASA’s distribution homogeneity. 
It was possible so far to cut the required sizing agent dosages under production 
conditions within industrial trials by 50%, providing constant sizing performance, 
optimized physical properties and aging behavior. 
 
Summarizing the results and findings of the presented work, all evidence leads to 
the conclusion, that the mechanistic reactions, which lead to ASA’s hydrophobizing 
performance, are solely based on its physical distribution and orientation within the 
sheet structure, while the distribution homogeneity in microscopic scale accounts 
most to the sizing performance. However, the reactive structure of ASA is the key 
to its performance development, as successful application and spreading are only 
possible if not hydrolyzed. This gained knowledge was transferred into a novel ASA 
sizing mechanism model, which holistically describes the occurring processes and 
phenomena. 
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6 Outlook for Further Work 
The research conducted during the presented work, as well as the gained results, 
have shown that the traditional explanation model for the sizing performance 
generation by ASA via the principle of esterification reactions cannot be considered 
as plausible and thus needs to be adjusted or revised. 
Further, the necessity evolved to find new explanation approaches to problems or 
interactions which have commonly been explained by their impact on esterification. 
Since the developed localization method is currently the only method capable of 
analyzing ASA’s distribution and mobility behavior by the determination of 
occurring agglomerates, for validation purposes, it is necessary to find other 
methods capable of doing the same. 
Another approach, implementing quantitative analysis methods in combination with 
the localization method, could further clarify the mechanisms which cause 
agglomeration with respect to the actual sizing agent content. 
It would further on be of highest interest to combine the invented optical localization 
method, with a fluorescent microscopy method, in order to combine ASA’s 
agglomeration behavior with its distribution behavior. This could help to understand 
to which extent surface coverage and agglomeration contribute to the final 
hydrophobization performance. 
As the presented localization method shows a high degree of applicability for ASA, 
it seems plausible that it is also applicable for AKD, rosin or PSA. This should 
therefore be evaluated, as this method could also help to better understand the 
sizing mechanisms of the respective sizing agents.  
The industrial optimization potential, which was uncovered within this work should 
further be implemented in other factories and for other grades, in order to 
sustainably reduce the required sizing agent amounts. It would further on be of 
special interest, if this approach is capable of reducing ASA-typical drawbacks, 
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7.1 Localization Method Reproducibility 
Table 7.1-1: Statistical Results of Reproducibility Analysis 
Total Agglomeration Area / Aggl_A / [%] 
 Mean Median SD within one Set 
Sample A 0.0900 0.0803 0.05375 
Sample B 0.0922 0.0936 0.0562 
Sample C 0.0815 0.0856 0.0391 
Average 0.0879 0.0865 0.0497 
SD between Sets [%] +/- 6.4% +/- 7.67 %  
Number of Agglomerates / Aggl_N / [n/mm²] 
 Mean Median SD within one Set 
Sample A 3293 3062 1726 
Sample B 3266 3141 1813 
Sample C 3328 2950 1331 
Average 3296 3051 1623 
SD between Sets [%] +/- 0.93% +/- 3.14%  
Average Agglomerate Size / Aggl_AV / [µm²] 
 Mean Median SD within one Set 
Sample A 0.2874 0.2881 0.1170 
Sample B 0.3322 0.2962 0.2199 
Sample C 0.2678 0.2651 0.1185 
Average 0.2958 0.2848 0.1518 




7.2 DOE - Coefficient Lists 
7.2.1 Trial 3.3.4 – Impact of Retention Aid (PAM) on  
Agglomeration Behavior and Sizing Performance 
Table 7.2-1: Coefficient Lists - Trial 3.3.4 – Impact of Retention Aid (PAM) on  
Agglomeration Behavior and Sizing Performance 
Aggl_A [%] Coeff. SC Std. Err. P Conf. int(±) 
Constant 0.169552 0.0217325 1.47E-09 0.0439233 
ASA 0.198688 0.0220182 3.43E-11 0.0445007 
PAM -0.0158502 0.0220111 0.475652 0.0444864 
ASA*PAM -0.0083905 0.022262 0.70824 0.0449935 
N = 45 Q2 = 0.568 Cond. no. = 1.095 
DF = 40 R2 = 0.675 RSD = 0.1458 
Comp. = 2 R2 adj. = 0.643 Conf. lev. = 0.95 
t60 [s] Coeff. SC Std. Err. P Conf. int(±) 
Constant 42.2057 1.73664 3.63E-25 3.51265 
ASA 35.6585 1.75753 2.50E-22 3.55491 
PAM 1.30242 1.75772 0.463148 3.5553 
ASA*PAM 2.76237 1.76864 0.1264 3.57739 
N = 44 Q2 = 0.883 Cond. no. = 1.045 
DF = 39 R2 = 0.915 RSD = 11.52 
Comp. = 2 R2 adj. = 0.906 Conf. lev. = 0.95 
7.2.2 Trial 3.3.5 – Impact of Contact Curing on  
Agglomeration Behavior and Sizing Performance 
Table 7.2-2: Coefficient Lists - Trial 3.3.5 – Impact of Contact Curing on  
Agglomeration Behavior and Sizing Performance 
Aggl_A [%] Coeff. SC Std. Err. P Conf. int(±) 
Constant 0.169552 0.0217325 1.47E-09 0.0439233 
ASA 0.198688 0.0220182 3.43E-11 0.0445007 
Curing Temp -0.0071881 0.0220463 0.746089 0.0445575 
ASA*PAM -0.0083905 0.022262 0.70824 0.0449935 
N = 45 Q2 = 0.568 Cond. no. = 1.095 
DF = 40 R2 = 0.675 RSD = 0.1458 
Comp. = 2 R2 adj. = 0.643 Conf. lev. = 0.95 
t60 [s] Coeff. SC Std. Err. P Conf. int(±) 
Constant 42.2057 1.73664 3.63E-25 3.51265 
ASA 35.6585 1.75753 2.50E-22 3.55491 
Curing Temp 3.29467 1.75737 0.0683269 3.55458 
ASA*Cure 2.76237 1.76864 0.1264 3.57739 
N = 44 Q2 = 0.883 Cond. no. = 1.045 
DF = 39 R2 = 0.915 RSD = 11.52 




7.2.3 Trial 3.3.6 – Impact of Accelerated Aging on  
Agglomeration Behavior and Sizing Performance 
Table 7.2-3: Coefficient Lists - Trial 3.3.6 – Impact of Accelerated Aging on  
Agglomeration Behavior and Sizing Performance 
t60 [s] Coeff. SC Std. Err. P Conf. int(±) 
Constant 0.954133 0.0561061 9.18E-10 0.122244 
ASA 0.464622 0.0582175 3.85E-06 0.126845 
Accelerated Aging Time -0.0783649 0.0582175 0.203159 0.126845 
N = 15 Q2 = 0.79 Cond. no. = 1.073 
DF = 12 R2 = 0.849 RSD = 0.2173 
Comp. = 2 R2 adj. = 0.824 Conf. lev. = 0.95 
Aggl_A [%] Coeff. SC Std. Err. P Conf. int(±) 
Constant 0.021855 0.00202923 7.56E-08 0.00438388 
ASA 0.0125551 0.00210529 4.72E-05 0.0045482 
Accelerated Aging Time -0.0048807 0.00212145 0.0386116 0.00458311 
ASA*AA -0.0028106 0.00197754 0.178785 0.00427222 
N = 17 Q2 = 0.62 Cond. no. = 1.269 
DF = 13 R2 = 0.771 RSD = 0.008326 
Comp. = 2 R2 adj. = 0.718 Conf. lev. = 0.95 
Aggl_AV [µm²] Coeff. SC Std. Err. P Conf. int(±) 
Constant 0.22514 0.0263902 1.94E-06 0.0574991 
ASA 0.135476 0.0276394 3.65E-04 0.0602209 
Accelerated Aging Time 0.0250991 0.0291322 0.405818 0.0634733 
ASA*AA 0.0133442 0.0247518 0.599663 0.0539293 
N = 16 Q2 = 0.561 Cond. no. = 1.634 
DF = 12 R2 = 0.681 RSD = 0.1038 
Comp. = 2 R2 adj. = 0.601 Conf. lev. = 0.95 
 
